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orth with the conception of"honour·". lr, a wnnet probaly 

vvritten in !809, he defines uhonour" :-~s "tll~; guo.1"din~~ of the 
way of lif1:!;from all offence.)\';-!~;~ hH~W thc.,t w2.r wa.sH perilous", 
and that it entailed ccdt.;ath", bu( .. living !:·l bonda;~c c.nd infamy 
doth kiH. " In anuthr~t sonw.~t, writV:n in !B!Si, he glorified 

those who died fot~ the c:tu:;c of !ibc~rty ;,:; m;:_~rtyr-~ :'(Unbounded 
is the might/Of rn:-J:yrdorn, ,-1.nd fortitude) and right." 

A careful re~tding of V\i'ords\Nof··~:hjs "F'oern::; Dedicated to 

Nation a[ 'inch~r·cndc'nt<~ and Ubert/', ~--.s chis lAec~di;1g has tried 
to be, w!l! t~2\'eal ~'- ''romantk" delight in glorifying heroism 

and self-s,Kr·if:ce for· the cause: of rtational independence and 

liberty. But \fVord:;wor·th's delizht was not conceived on the 

spur of the moment . It clet·ived from the experience of his 

early life among the freedom - loving farmers and shepherds 

of the Lake District , who would sacrifice anything to defend 

their freedom and their way of life . It also derived from his 

lifelong belief that the inborn nobility of man could never 

emerge and flourish under any circumstance other than freedom 



IN d ' ' r·d . . I ,. I . or swortn s coi·l"l enr.e 1n tne va our or 11s coiTlpatr"· 

lots and their determlnt:.tlt'.'ln to defc<-~.t ~:;-ic inv?,ders found 

expression in a sonnet entiltk::d u J.\ntkip<:tlon. ()\:tober, ! 803" 

The invasion, as vve kHOV'I', did nc>t take place but, 3S the tltk~ 
indicates, V\/ordsv1<)erth irnaginE';d that the !nva.ders did conw 

and that they were.: destroyed. Th~; so.nnet w·as vvritten as a 
song of <:eicbration ~ 

r'J ! ,. . I ty 1/'' · . JnC•U :, ror a n.i[~l ; !c~:oty IS \VOn 

On Brl'i:lsh ground the !nvac.k:rs o.rc.~ !aid lf-'>'-11/; 

The br:~·t-;,t!~ of !· 1 '2avc~n hz; drifted them like snow, 
And left thern lying in the silent sun, 
[\]ever to rise cwain 1 ··~ the V>/()tk is done . 

" 

t""lake merry, wives : ye little Hdrcn stun 
Your gr2.ndame's C"T~: \\'it:·, pk~a.sLH'e of your noise: 

Clap, infants, clap yout~ hz~nds: Divine must be 

That triumph? Y.-lhcn the ve(y '1\'0rst, the pain, 

fJ8t 1l s·---·.-lph·hi,~·F i·""' H- \-'·r~·-j~'·· ! , ! , IJI'' _t, • 1..;; ! ; '" , 1 I ~.)1 

In glory will they sleep ;·-tnd 

rrdnd, E0nv.Hld B!unden ?.ccuses th-2 

men to gr.> into vvithoL't ""'"'''''' 

advisln'.'. ·~;-·ii:; fcl!o\N 
;:<.v,:o.r-:•nc ';o-f th-e rea!i~ 

tics ".ttcnding o:--: that choice. "(:JC(} \1\'t)r(i:;;v/c,rt.h, in w-:~s 

2.wc1re of the rcn.lities c.t.ttcndi(lg on the c>f V·/<JX. He vvas 
not th~J.i: si!Yi pkr:on vvho beiicvccl 

withot~t blood :~actiflu.::) hence 
iines of rhc ~:L8.rV.tt giv-en abov•.:' to the· :t 

cotdd be vvon 
tlif(:( 

" 



But now that the~ Ekit;:1,in is measul~ing !!p to the th(c~ c and 

standing like one rnan, ""·v'ktolh/' is cci·ta!n c<:.henvL---.· hono

!.H'z,b!e death vvili be th~~: oriiy 

f\lo par!y!rl.fL n·::.~v·/, ~n Btit::~in is on~~ 

YVe all~'.;';:·.,_ 1'- '. r·c. ;·-;; __ :--./-.; fron1 .sho;·c to ~hore,~ 

Yc i'YiCtl of f(cnt, 'tis vlci:o:---y o~~ ci-:~ath j 

r •.",.,.,:u t(• afl the Ekltish people 
l " 

V' -~·.r,;:'cr /Otn· te~:-J , ? .. 'c yi_"Jur Country's call; 
Fv~:;o!\"i (this ;-J. fr'-~e-bord h\:.t!on can) 

To have this honout·ed L~t··d frorn every Lord 

But British rea~,<Hl and the British sword. (27) 

VVotdswotth here~ is rerninding the British of a basic patriotic 

ru!(~: thatuN<'xtiona!!ty" should be plact~d above sects, factions, 

creeds, and :)o!iticcd or fY:!iglous differences when the homel~ 

and is threatened by foreign inv<\sfon. 

~Jevvs c:arnc~ that !\.l:JF·oleon vvt1s tl't~lassing ahuge army to 
invade Britain. i3ut those V;,-'ho defend "their ovvn beloved 
L~~n:.) 11 j th:::: c~ 1 .:;rr1. __ •c"') of l_:ht~ lrr-.'sdci~S becomes, what Words
worth cal!::;) ~·:he~ :-'.!'~ltJ:~-'ne::i 

cr>u.lcl d\7~fy 

rnust 'ior::dt•n hordes .... 
'·' 

us ;,:o th;_:~ ground,and tie 
(;U( b.:;~[Jincl OUt b<:\cksj \·V[tl"J f'edon Cot•ds? 
f•.Jc:t-r· discfp!1n;;:~ nc'r v;~-~c;ur can withstand 
·rhe shock., nor' quell the fnevitab!e rout, 
\1'1/!-l'-"'"1 ,·1-- ·-o;·-·· 0 - r>i'c~,··-:.~ n'c>·e,.··il--.. .. ,l·~··r hl-'".'>li1CS r·ut V 1 -...,j, f ,)· .J~>:; (> -'-'•~ ·~A<- ! · !' ·') , .. '-·~• • ..1 

A people) on the.ir C;'-f"tn belovf:d L:;·md 
Risen~ likC:~ one man, tel> (:ombat b the sight 

()fa just God for llbETty a:td right . (28) 



Surely there never vvas a rnore determined hater 
of the French, nor one rnore willing to do his utrnost 
to destroy thern if1 they r-eally do corn e. (2.5) 

!t VV'J.s d<_.;rin~)- this pef-iod of hot=rly dread of th•2 Frnch inva-,, 
sion th,:.t V'/on:L:vtorth stopped chiding hls coubntry and gave 
himself up to th·:~ rnliit;·,_:lt pat:riotisrY1 of the hour.The result of 
this patr·iotic ::::nthusiasim vvas a ft'Oup of {!\11/;?!..r Sc.>nnets", all 
vvritt(~n in Octo bet, 18()3. The n~nst f<:~.rnous of vvhk:h is his 

call "Tc• the of !(ent, October, 1803 .". Fr:.dng the d~\nger 
of invasion directly, the :,con of Kent ~.re praised for their 
H hardirnent"and rctY.inded that the. liberty and independence 
of Britain depend on their n~~adine~:.s to thwart the invasion: 

Vanguard of Uberty) ye rnen of Kent, 
Ye children of a soil that doth advance 
Her hc~uFht)1 brovv a[ainst th(;~ roa~~t of F:rancr:, 

'~ '--' 

Now is the tlrnet o nrove your hardimcnt: ' ' 

The enerny is watching thern frorr; <?_cross the Channel , so, 
«show of povver, annarn:::nt, u,nd readiness to fi6ht is not out 
of place: 

To Fn~mce be words of invitation sent: 

They from their fields ~an see the ~ountenance 
Of your fk~rce W8X, may ken the glittering lance, 
(\nd hezx you shouting forth your brc\ve intent. 

As in war poerns of all nations, past herioc deeds are inv
oked to strengthen selfaconfidence in the present. Wordsw~ 
rth reminds the men of Kent hovv their ancestors, though sta

nding alone then, were able to defy the Norman conquest: 

Left single, in bold parley, Ye, of Yore, 
Did from the i'Jo1Tnan vvin 8. gallant wreathe, 
Confirrned the chartears th;•t were yours before;-



I had, my Countl')'-- am I to be biamed 1 

Now, when I think of thee, and what thou art, 

Verily, in the bottom of my heart, 

Of those unfilial fears I am ashamed. 

For dearly must we prize thee; we who find 

In thee a bulwark for the cause of men; 

And I by my affection was beguiled: 

What wonder ifc. poet now and then, 

Among the many movements of his mind, 

Felt for thee as a lover or a child i (22) 

Another group of patriotic sonnets, which can also be 

called "War sonnets", was written during October 1803. A 

brief historical background may put these sonnets in their 

right perspective. 

The Treaty of A mines (March, 1802.) W?.s 'only "an experi

mental truce". Eac::h country kept watching the political and 

military movements of the othe1·. When Britain discovered 

that Napo!eO!l was taking advantage of the pe~ce to confirm 
his PTif) ovet~ Europe and threaten her interests in the East, " . 
especially in Egypt, she broke the T1·eaty and decla1·ed war 011 
France in May, 1803,. That act infu1·iated Napoleon and g:we 

him (1 good reason to an;1ounce his intention to invade B rh:ain 

and ctush her. He stattf'd to rr.ass a great 2.rrny at Boulonge, 

facing Kent. (23) 

For two Years, frorn Oc'cobe:· ! 803 to the E. :·itish Victory 

of Trafa!gaf~ in 0f:tober 1805, Britcir\ Jivec: in ho>.1:·ly (kead of 

inva.sion. (24) Local rniiitl<1.S \Nere formed in many t=·arts of 

of invasion. (24) Local rni!itias wf:re ·;ormcd ir1 n~c~dy ~~~rts of 

England and civi!ian voluntQers c;;.rne fo1·th to be military tra

ined. Woi'dsworth joined the volunt.ecf'S in October 1803, 

and he was drilling two or three times a week. In a letter writ

ten by Dorothy Wordsvvorth on October 9, 1803, she wrote: 
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of Lover w1len di·5appointe·d v,fith 

the Sf>nne-c ··:vu; folk}vv~-~-:J vvithi:1 a 

th:.~.t 

And tngues that uttered 

They kiJe'vV hovv ;:r:::ntlfno vv::J.s put O!i 

Taught us huvv rightfu!!y a nation shone 
In s~le·t-~1-:\oL:t,vvh.:/r: ·:;trcngth wast hat vttculd not b::::nd-(20) 

Invokes the of 

<: 1·n·1ir! rJnt··,~~~ ...... ,1 to ·~vii ,, .. --l ,..o ·>·o·c' wH~ <, ··' j' '~' .'::>JJ 1 «.H -> " ,;;:: • <"-'I:U '-- {) 1..); 

Be /o;;t for ever ... 
\A/e. t-~- [i-:+ !".-:-, f'l'(:'"" ('I' .rl'l"" ,,,.!-.0 <'J{:V)j{ 1''-;.-::. 'c't'li'JU!Je V\ ~ ,,, ,.,,, )~~ ~•;-; ~ '-..< L, h !I "i ~~c .~,--- ·-· {:; ~ ~ 

Th?,t Sh;;!.kesocate so~1.ke; the f:;J.ith ;;,nd mor-ct!s hold 
' ' 

Whk:h (\·Jiltun held ... (2!) 

But VVordsvvorth':·loftie:;t 

sonnets o-fSeptf_':n:bcr, !~302. The snnrH~·L l·_; 'vvo:·"th q in 

full, ;_~nd it shouid !eft 

ing '/irtUf~ 1 t''OU 

ll·stic: g2.ins: 

'VVhcn ha\.'-(: bo!·ne ln n; v ... 

Ci'12C:1.t N;:~,tion~;, 

VVhen m~n 
ennobling thou;::,hts ck~~rart 

redgc:"S desert 
unn:.:;_rned 



'.:n h t,·;o\ve: un · i\apo,l(:·on, h~:c !.-eri an - nr.!oJJ ':::.~ad fate ' . w 

havin:. ;·.cc as a neighbour . Tvvo days ~Jtet r-eturning 

home and vvhlk~ still ln Dovc~r where he wa~; able to see the 

French threat again:;t his country, he wrote a sonnet entitled 
"September~ I 802, f"-.Jear Dovern: 

!nland, vvlthin '"- hollow vaic, I stoud, 
And sv:.,v, vihile s,;~:1 v;ras calm and ait vvas dear~ 
The coast of [:1"''-nce ... the co::tst of France huvv neat"! 

Dr"avvn zJmost into frightful nelg!d:;ourhoocl. 

He shuddered to sec the Chen~el that s"parated his country 

frorn France no more than "a sp2-n of waters". 
yet what power is there 

What mightiness for evil or for good 1 

In the ,;estet of this soniH~t \Nordswortlt reiterates a belief wh

ich he has a!\•vays held: that the might, grecttness and freedom 

of any nation do not derive fmrn or depend on military power 

alone but on the virtue of the :;oui and the wisdom oft he mind, 

wd hich Govtill nevct~ down: 

Even so doth God protect us if we be 
Virtuous c.nd wise.J.a:rcM puB Molq:;p \Nin mil, 
Strength to the brave, and Power and Deity; 

Yet in t.hernse!ves are nothing! One decree 

S p0.ke law to the!TI, z.nd said that oy the soul 

()niy, the f'~o.tions sh:;'.[f be gre2.t and ( 19). 

!t vv·~;S during thi~; pr:;r\od of drne, i.e., Se;->tt::rnber-, 1802 
and ln this insistence on a n;:ttiono.! virtue as real strength that 

VV'ordsvJor\:h v\rrotc hls rn~:~:.t. farnous ·:~on net, u t·1Htcm, thou sh

ouk;st be iiving ~-~t this hourH. The sonn<-~t is too h1mous to be 

discussed hcr0, but two points ::'lxe worth rnaking : the 

first is that a!thou?h the. sonnet .sol,:nds bi~ te( ~Hld se.;ere
against the" spiritual con·uption~'of the Engllsh,vvhich, he fears, 



One never knows the true value of his homeland or how much 

he loves it until one expriences absence from it: 

Oft have I looked amund 

With joy in Kent's green vales, but never found 

~'iysdf so satisfied in heart before. 

What makes England even dearer to the poet, and what gives 

him more pride in it is the fact that it is still "free" while the 

whole of Europe is in Napoleonic" bonds": 

Euro;:,e is yet in bonds; but let that oass 
' ' 

Thou~ht for another moment. Thou art free 
'·' 

l"iy country! and 'tis joy enough and pride 

For one hour's perfect bliss, to tread the grass 

Of ~ngl;md once again (1'1). 

In this sonnet 'v'!ordsworth celebrated his :·eturn to a free 

England while the whole of Europe was in bonds, but as a cha

mpion of libet·ty he could not" le!: pass" what was committed 

against libet·ty in olher European countries. The promise, in 

this sonnet, to k:Ci.VC exposing the bond:; of Europe as "though 
for another moment" was fulflled in several sonnets written 

during this peric·d. In one of them he protest0.d against'~ the 

extinction of the Venetian R.epubik" by the French: 

V<:::nice, the l~Jde.st child of Liber··ty 
~:he v .. :·c\f, a maiden c.ity, bright and free, 

but now "tho_J;! glories fade ( 'Those titles vanish, <:'.nd that 

strength decay". if no one Vias able to do anything to stop the 

extinction of that symbol of liberty,\iVordsworth felt that it 

was his duty to pay, at least, so;ne tribu.tr2oft~egretand sorrow: 
l'1en 2,re we, and must grieve when even the Shade 

Of that which once was grea': is passed away (18). 

The August visit to Ft·ance seems to inve filled VVordswo

rth's mind with ,ears and misgivings. Having seen the growing 
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rre Dominique Toussaint, surname L'Ouverture, cornmander

in- chief of the Island of San Domingo in the\!Vest Indies. But 

that humane act was withrawn by Napoleon in 1801, when he 
re-established slavery. Toussaint L'Ouverture resisted Nap
oleon's edict, but he wa.s arrested, brought to France and 
imprisoned. While in Calais, Wordsworth addressed one 

of his sonnets to Toussaint L'Ovcrture. The sonnet starts as a 
sentimental poem, but it gains a mythical power when the poet 
grants the freedom-fighter immortality with Nature and in 

the "unconquerable mind" of Man: 

Though fallen thyself, never to r·ise agzdn, 

Live, and take comfort. Thou hast left behind 
Powers that will work for thee: air, earth, and skies; 

There's not a br·eathing of the common wind 
That will forget thee; thou hast great z,ilies; 

Thy friends are exultations, agonies, 

Anci love, and tT,an's unconquerabl" i"iind (16). 

Wordsvvorth's love for his unative soil" l~ec_eives its m.ost 

intense expression in a sonnet composed in the valley of Dover 

on August 30, 1802, the dz,y of landing in England, after his 
one-month visit to Ca!ais.Vvhile away f1·om Engl,uvJ," Among 

men who • ..;,..> not love her·," Wor·dsworth was suffocating, but 
novv {-hai: he is on his Hnative soil", he is capable of breathing 

ar~ai n: 
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t-·lere, on our n?..tivc soil, we breathe once more, 

The cock that crovvs, the smoke that cur!s, that sound 
Of bells; those boys who in yon meadow-ground 
In white-sleeved shirts are playing; and the roar 

Of the waves br·eaking on the r.ha!ky shore;-
All, all are English! 



\fV" held our' way dirE,ct thmugh hamiets towns, 

Gaudy with !'Cliques of that festival 

Flowers left to wither on triumphal arcs, 

And window garlands ... 

Arnong sequestered villages we walked 

And found benevolence and blessedness 

Spread like a fragra.nce everywhere, when spring 

Hath left no corner of the land untouched ... 

(II. 246-353,356-359) (13) 

Twelve years have passed, and now Wordsworth is once 

again in Calais. He invokes his friend Robert Jones and recalls 

that glorious and "gaudy" visit in the octave of the following 

1802 Calais sonnet: 

;unes! as from Calais southward you and I 
Went pacing side by side, this public way 

Streamed with the pomp of a too-credulous day ( 14) 
When faith was pledged to new-born Liberty: 

A homeless sound of joy was in the sky: 

From hour to hour the antiquated Earth 

Beat like the heart of Man: songs, garlands, mirth, 

Banners, and happy faces, far and nigh. 

In Lhe sestet of this scnne-::, VVordsworth contrasts the past 

with the present. If" alive" or ((beating like the heart of Man" 
2,re the key-expressions in the past expedence, "dead" is the 

key-·\vord in the present experience: 

And now, sole register that these things were, 

Two solitary greetings have I heard, 
'Good morrow, Citizens:' a hollow word 

As if a desd man spake it! ( 15) 

England had to wait till 1832 to abolish slavery, but to ti1'.: 

joy of Wordsworth and other English liberals, the Frenc:: ''·''"
olution abolished slavery in 1793, and appointed a ne2cc>, i'·ie-
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Once again in France ten or twelve years after his fi;·st two 

visits (the: first had been in the summer of 1790, when the Fre
nch Revolution was celebrating its first anniversat"f, and the 

second in 1792, when he got involved with Annette Vallon 
and French politics),Wordswor·th could not help notidnz what 

he regarded as the deterioration of the French true: revolution
ary spirit: what was the sha.t·p spear of liberty fo;· the whole 

of Europe, has now becorne nothing but "a reed shaken by the 
wind". Thus, in the second ofthe August 1802 sonnets, he wo
nders: 

Is it a reed shaken by the wind 
Or what is it that ye go forth to see 1 

After overthrowing the chains of slavery and the rule of 

despotism, the French are now restoring them in the person 
of Napoleon, "the new-born Majesty". Wordsworth scoffs at 
the French of all ranks and walks of life: "Lords, lawyers, stat .. 

esmen, squires ... men known, sick, lame and blind", for beco
ming "rnen of prostrate: mind". He concludes the sonnet with 
the following contemptuous lines: 

\ll(hen truth, when sense, when liberty were flown, 

VI/hat hardship had it been to wait an hour? 

Shame on you) f0eble Heads, to s!ave1.·y prone( 12)! 

In Book VI of The Prelude, \'Vord,·\vorth tecords his mem

ories of his first visit ro Fmnce, together with Robert .!ones, 
a fellow student in Cambridge. Tney landed at Calais on .July 

14th., and found the French celebrating the fi;·st annivvn·sa!·y 
of their Revolution: 
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and thci·e v~..:e saw, 

ln a mean city, and among a few, 

How bright a face is worn when joy of one 

!s joy for tens of millions. Southwards thence 



)-\nd innocent victims sinking under feat\ 

And mornent(lxy hope, and \vorn-out prayer, 

Each in his separate cell, or penned in crowds 
For sacrifice, and struggling with forced mirth 

/\nd levity in dungeons, where the dust 

Vvas laid with tears. 
(I I . 3 98-409) (9) 

Wordsworth realized finally that the french were no lon

ger the champions and defenders of the liberty he had always 
wor·shipped. Their wars were no longer wars of self-qefence 

but r·ather wars of aggression and expansion and conquest: 
But now, become oppressors in their turn, 

Frenchmen had changed a war of self-defence 
For one of conquest, lming sight of all 

VVhich they had struggled for: up mounted now, 
Openly in the eye of earth and heaven, 

The scale of liberty. 
(Book Xi, II. 206-211) (10) 

It was in this frame of mind, this profound disappiontm
ent, and this sense of bitterness and even hatred towards Fra
nce and the French that Wordsworth visited Calais in August 

1802 to settle with Annette Valion and his illegitimate daugh
ter. How he could never marTy Annette, supposing that he 

still loved her, because, ac Herbert Read puts it, "the dignity 
of his wordly existence ... vvould be hopelessly compromised 
lf he returned to Engl?.nd with ~~- French V/ife and a clo.ughter 
already ten years old"! (II). 

It was little wonder, then, that Wordsworth in the first 

of his Calais sonnets should feel" many a fear" for his countr/ 
and indirectly blame himself for lingering "J.\mong rnen vvh . 

do not iov~:~ her". 



Of a village steepko, as I do, can judge, 

When, in the congregation bending all 

To their great Father, prayers were offered up, 

Or praises fot' our country's victories; 

And, 'mid the sim1)le worshippet·s, perchance, 

I only like an uninvited guest 

Whom no one owned, sate silent... 

(I I. 284-298)(7) 

But when the Reign of Terror griPf."''d France, and when 
",:.c crimes of few/Spread into madness of the r:tany", and 
when: 

Domestic carnage now filled the whole year 

With feast--days; old men from the chimney-nook, 

The maiden frorn the bosom of her love, 

The mother from the cmdle of her babe, 

The warriot· from the field---all perished, all-

Friends, enemies, of ?JI parties, agesj ranks, 

Head after head, and neve;· hetocJs enough 

For those that bade them fall, 
(II. 3 56-3 63 )(7) 

Wordsworth experienced the most shocki11g disillusion -

me nt which was to develop later on into ~ sense of bitterness 

and to culmin<'te in his final reaction 2.gainst the revolution. 

In a moving passage in Book Ten of The Prelude he recorded the 

psychological disturbance he had experienced then: 
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my nights were miserable; 

Through months, through yeat·s, long after the last 

beat of thos(~ atrocities, the hour of sleep 

To me carne realy charged with natural gifts 

Such ghastly visions had I of despair 

And tyranny, and implements of death, 



The french Revolution began as a protest against social 

injtlst and despotisrn. It swept away the feudal system, pr·o-

claimed the n<!c of the people, and announced the Rights 

of Man.Thus,in its eaf'ly phase,it stirtcd hope in the hearts of 

all those who, likeVVordswo(th, believed in the equal value 

and wm·th of every human being. But hardly three years pas

sed when other phases of the Revolution st<>rted to appear: 

Violence and anarchy broke out: c·f hand, culminating in the 

Septern ber 1792 f'iassacres of the Royalists, the excution of 

Louis XVI in hnuary 1793, and the Reign of Terror, which 

lasted from i\pril 1793 to the excution of Robespierre in July 

1794. 

Wordsworth, however, was still a supporter of the Rev

olution. When the King was excuted and the newly-proclai

med Republic declared war <•.gainst Britain in 1793, as part of 

its declaration ofwar"against all kings in behalfofal! peoples' 

Vv'ordsworth felt indignant that his country joined force with 

other E uropea.n countries to crush the young republic. He 

even found himself drifting towards national treason when he 

refused to join a chur .. :h c:ongrega.tion in prayer for the vic

tory of England whose sons were being slain in thousands by 

the French. In Book Ten of The Prei'lde, he records, with an 

obvious confessional tone, that conflict alfegi~nce: c> 

truti·! most painful to record! 
Exulted, in the t:r-it.~rr,ph of rny soul, 

When Englishmen by thousands were O'erthrown,

Left without glo,-y on the field, or· driven, 

Brave hearts! to shameful flight. It was a gr·ief,

Grief e1lll it not, 'twas anything but that,-

/\ conflict of sensations vvithout nar11e, .. 

Of vvhich he only, who may love the sight 



I, with many a fear 

For my dear Country, many heartfelt sighs, 
Among men who do not love her, linger hel'e(4). 

The sonnet was the first of a series of eic<ht sonnets which ..., 

Wordsworth wrote during his one-·month sojourn in Calais 
in August, 1802. In these eight sonnets, while asserting his 
live for his counuy and his pride in it, Wordsworth made it 

clear to himself as well as to his readers that he was a quite 
changed Wordsworth from the younger Wordsworth,(S/ who 

haa so vehemently championed the French Revolution and 

supported the French people. 

To put Words worth's change of attitude tow0.ds France 
8.nd the French Revolution in its right perspective (and henc:e 

explainWordsworth's fall from the revolutionary zeal of his 
early youth to the reactionary ~pathy of his later years) we 
should cast a quick look at the events of the ten or twelve 

years which brought about that change. 

When the French Revolution broke out in 1789,Wol·dsw

orth, who was in his second year at Cambridge, found in its 

announced principles of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity the 
fulfilment of his inborn love for fn~edor'' and his hopes lor 

a brighter and better future for mankinc\.The following memo
rable lines from Book E Ieven of The Prelude (the 1805 version 

make his responese to the dawn of july 14, ll89 quite clear: 

Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive, 

But to be young was very heaven! 0 times 
In which the meagre, stale, forbidding ways 

Of cu~tom, law, and statute, took at once 
The attraction of a country in mmance! 

(II. 108-112)(6) 



WORDSWORTH'S PATRIOTIC AND 
WAR SONt·iETS 

' n. co· , • ~-.-·~ay.'Jit .~'..t:..ubas ,.,;;hw<:n 

Standing on the sho,-e of Calais eat!y in August IBv2,YVo

rdsworth looked west ac1·oss the Channel and saw th: evening 

star hanginr; over his n·:-.tive hnd. In a remarkable outburst of 
deep sentiment and pure lyricism,hc gave a spontaneous exp
ression to powe1·ful patriotic feel'1ngs: 

Fait· Star of evening, Splendour of the west, 
Star of my C:ountry!-on the hor·izon's brink 

Thou hangest, stooping as might seem. to sink 

On England's posom, ... (l) 

He wished the star to be his country's" glorious crest" and 
its "ernblem", and desired it to"wink" favourable on her ba

nners whcih hz.d, sinc:e 1793, been waving on battlefields aga
inst the French. 

·r{1.king advantage of the short-lived peace brought about 
by the Treaty of Amiens which had been signed by Bt·itain and 

France in fvlarch, /802,(2)Wordsworth, accompanied by his 
sister, Dorothy, crossed the Channel on July 3 I, 1802 to set

tle a ten-year old affair with Annette Vallon who had given 
birth to his illegitimate d8.ughter,Caroline,on December 15, 
1792(2). 

Finding himself in the country which v;as the main threat 
to his own country, he blesses both the evening star the" dusk 

spot/Beneath thee, that is England". A sense of discomfort 
and, perhaps, shame for lingering among hostile Frenchmen 
breathes out through the final lines of the sonnet:-
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The reason for this, I think, is that our memorization was 
based on a similar process as that of the structural approach
merely habit formation process, a passive recitation which has 
no actual contribution oi1 thEO q.Yt. of the learner; thus they 
tend to be forgotten. 

In the communicative approach, the grarnmatical strusture 
is not ne~;lec:ted but "it is treated as one clement in its make
up" (ELT Joum;,.l vol.l 1985 p.l76 39/3). Thus the emphasis 
here is on f!uc~ncy, the st.udens have d!(:: h·eedom anJ the choice, 

so they can depend on them2selves it~ :.cclecting the forms which 
they have been ex~·osed to p;·eviously without the need to 
be parrots as in p<ttv'm practice drills where the learners do 
not seem to be aware of their performance as has been ment
ioned before. So in this respect they are similar to aphasic 
speakers who are obviously not aware of their speech. 



ionsi This makes the language whole a.n d multi-dimensional, 
so as to develop the communicative competence in the learners 

The structuralists have set. up a r·igid systern of grading 
by structure (such as pattern practice exercises) which presents 
a purely artificial ~nd unnecess::u·y sets of limited structures 

vvhereas the communicative approach helps develop the com
municative skills of the learners because the syllabus has 

geared its objectives towards the 2ctual need of the learners; 

therefore they a.;·e designed in such a way which gives the 
lerrners the opportunity to learn by themselves rather than 
to have everything given to them. 

The problem with the structural syllabus is that its main 

concern is the target language regardless of the need of the 
learners. This is why most stnJctural based syllabuses have 
demonstrated their failure in z,d;ievin g effective language lear

ning. Unlike the communic<•.tive syllabus, the structural syll
abus treat the learners as passive necipients whereas the 

communicative syllabus den,?.nds a higher degree of initiative 
f.-om the learners. So they are active agents throughout the 
process and this is the real effectiveness of the communicative 

approach wherein the whole task becomes an 8.<:tive develop
ment process rather than just a habit formation process. 

The structuralists ask for accuracy in learning language 

but not fluency-memorization of whole sets of patterns does 
not actually teach a language. We have all memorized hundreds 
of mathematical and chemical equations when 'Ne were at 

school-but the question is"how many of us can really reme
mber them now ?" I am su1·e very few do-and probably only 

tbose \---those rr~ain c:oncern is mathematics or chemistry beca

use it is rel2.ted to their major. 
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On this assumption,and as Whitaker noted the aphaisc 
patients suffered from severe impairment in level Ill, whereas 
level I and II were intact. Similarly in pattern-practice drills: 
the learners involve an area where automatic nonvolitional 
activity takes place, so both produce non propositional and 
less meaningful speech than normal ordinary speech. 

THE LEARNERS' NEED iN A CLASSROOM SiTUA
TION: 

In a classroom situation there is a need for communication 

because the real purpose behind talking is communication. 
In normal life when people ask questions, they do it to get 
information-but in drilling exercises there is no information 

because all the students do is repeat the drills automatically 
without thinking; they a1·e often l'equired to give one form of 
response-according to the prescribed pattern which makes 
it uncreative and passive response. So here there is no freedom 
no choice, no unpredictanbility in this. 

(ELT Jorn al vol.l, 1984) p.4 

It is, therefor·e, not communication; since communication 
involves freedom and unpredictability. Pattern practice drills 
involve one form only which may not be appropriate but for 
one function in a paticular situation and cont.ec' .. 

LEARI'IING THROUGH USE 

Learning the langua.ge should be achieved through use i.e 
communication. This is why authentic langt;age i:; cons ide ted to 

be the target language, in the recent years, which is used in 
real communicative situations. It involves anothe:r e[sential 

feature of authentic language "globaleness" which helps the 
learners use all types of forms according to the various situat-
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patient W(1S er:ho!a!k; she repr<1ted -utterzJ.t1Ces with excellent 

ar·ticu!atlon and vvas able to complete utterance,?; but she 

shovved no comprehension ofvvhat she was uttering. This gives 

evidence th<:i.l: language comprehension cannot take place, ever~ 

with VVe:.~rinckt:'s an:a ··intact, becJuse the functioned speech 

areas are not capable of arousing association in othet cortical 
regions. 

The ctudy of such aphasic patients bs led to the study of 
patten1-prac:tice drill:; in second languag~~ acquisition and fot-

eign language le~tntin,g which shovv:-; a si:-r:i!S.I"lty bctwe(~n the 

conditions o·i: response of the H conduction)) aph<:>.sic speech 

s_nd transcortical a.phasic speech, and the productlon of pattern 

practice drills in that both involv(: (i,utom::.tlc speech because 

speech occurs cutside the corti:::.:al n\gions in the two cases. 

Whitaker concluded that there should be a differentiat
ion among three levels of the neurolinguisti<: structure: 

Level speech 
I 

Level 

II 
Level 

Ill 

ianguage 
(Autiomatic, nonvolitionai) 

language 
(creative, volitional) 

(1-J.Whitaker 1976: 51) 

Level I r-2presents accurate auditor-y perc~eption and 

verbal production-this is parallel to speech. 

Levell! represents phonological organization, overlearned 

aspects of grammar, certain semantic features, lexical lterns 

and other overlearned phrases c•this is parallel to r'automatic, 

novo!ition8.]" aspect of language; lc:ve! II! repeser·its cognition, 

intellectual functions and creative aspects of language, this is 

pantllel to creative volitional language. 



in speech activities results in imp2iring this "!acu!ty and so spe

ech i' lost. 

Aphasic speE'ch invo!vc':s impainnsnt on the phonological, 

cyntactic 211d se;r>Bntic levels. The p8tient wffering from apha

sia finds difiiculty in the production <Jnd distribution of sounds 

ot words, z,.s weli o.s in intonation ::tnd stress; in meaning ~--·(:k:r·.ed 

to words in sentences; 8.11d disability to use symbols. CJn the 

phonological !evel, the patient finds difficulty in pronunciation 

and scmE'tirnes tcnch; to knt;then (ertain phonernes, uses tfH~ 
wrong stress and intonation. A.sscci2ting words with refe1Aents 

is difficult to aph(tsic patient eg.on(: p(ttk:nt ~al!ed aring 

eraser a 'Nate rn.t \)On Da oor1 esser ~ il . n " n h Hf 'I "n1 II· "(I 'C'"'8) Q 

the semantic kwel, some pi:.tients associate things of the same 

category, others do not <•s thto above example shows. On the 

synractic level, the patients tend t:o omit ar\:icles, pt·epositions, 

person pronouns; they substitute the verb structure or infin·· 

itive for inflected fot·ms; mixing words with grammtical inco

mpatilbe sequence and using a great deal of pause fillers. Dis

order may be erepresented in terms of mctor programming. 

An aphasic patient responded to the question "can you tie 

it?" in this way: 'Yea-1 can tie it all right-! can tie it ··1··1 can 

wear the-the uh-short one-the-like hard for rne to tell it-se' 

(Lesser \ 978). 

Another type of a.phasia is ca.lled "conduction" aphasia. 

This is caused by the dissoci<O.tion of V\!erincke's sensory spe .. 

ech 2.rer'. frorn Broca's motor sp<.;ec;h 8.rea v.:hich l:.~~c~<eres with 

the patienfs ability to produce the form C)f spE;C1Ch rnoC:Ies in 

repetition task. (Lamendt?J:a 1979) p. 9. 

In 'transcortical' aphc:.:;ia; a patient who su·(fel·ed from 

carbon monoxide pol$oning which caused damage !n the cort

ical tissue led to the i~olation from the other cortic<:l regions 
which are intact to Broca's area and Wernicke's area. This 



This depends on which region of the speech area the damage 
takes place. In Broca's aphasia, the patient speaks slowly, with 
very little grammtical words, and inflections are omitted. The 
speech is rather telegraphic and it lacks clear articulation.This 
case of aphasic speech h2.ppens when the first part of the motor 
cortex which is concerned with the speech production is dam
aged.lt is now called Broca's area after Paul Broca (1861). Who 
was the first one to point out that the damage in that area in 
the brain causes disturbance of language. 

However, in 1874, Carl Werincke found out that the dam
age outside Broca's area could also result in l2.nguage disorder, 
and this differs from Broca's aphasia in that the patient speaks 

quickly, with clear articulation and grammar but he fails to 
use the correct word and substitutes for it another phrase or 
word. 

The most important contribution made by Werincke was 
that language areas in the brain are connected. (Geschwind 
226 1972). It has been found, later on that Broca's area is resp
onsible fot· speech production. Whereas VVernicke area is 
responsible for speech comprehension. 

A hypothetical account of what happens in the aphasic 
speech is like this: the information is passed from the audit
ory cotrex in the brain in an auditory image to the moter 
cortex;to be reinterpreted as an articulatory image.This is a 

kind of feedback the brain gets during speech.Failing to receive 
the feedback deprives the brain ft"om the ability to monitor 
speech and this results in speech disorder. 

This shows that there is a relation between heat·ing and 
speaking by relating the <·.uditory image of speech to the at·tic
ulatory image, the brain is capable cf monitoring the operation 
of speech production. Damage to any part of the brain involved 
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haplologies post toasties --.Posties 
misderivations an intervening node --an interver

ient node 
word substitution before the place opened --.before the 

place closes 
(Fromkin p. 83 1973) 

Slips of the tongue involve syllables: 

(aminal for aminal); segments : (heft lemisphere for left hem
isphere); whole words :(a gas of tank for a tank of gas) and su
prasegmental features such as intonation and stress. Probably
the most prominent type of speech errors is what is called " 
dysphasic" speech which occurs when the speaker is in a hurry, 
when he is angry or when he lacks concentration; so he pro
duces wrong phonetic forms which results in a wide range of 
inappropriate words. 

Speech errors are not mispronunciation due to fluency 
movement of the ar·ticulators or wot·d knowledge. This phe
nomenon is a linguistic disorganization caused by some sort 
of weakness in the speech area in the brain. (The basic method 
fur the study of speech -brain relation is thet'efore the clinical 
method which is the description of speech disorders in indiv
iduals afflicted with cerebral lesions resulting from pathalog
ical processes). 

(~1aruszewski p. 49 1975) 

A clearer· evidence for this explanation comes from the 
study of people suffering from brain damage (aphasia) . 

.<\PHASIC SPEECH 

Apltz,si;:. is defined as a phenomenon of language disturb
anCE' cau;;,,d by a stroke, tumor, or other brain injury. Loss of 
the 8.:,;:;ty to use spoken language could be partial or complete. 
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p;Juses occur at the clause boundat·y where8.s the rest occur 
at various places within the clauses. If a pause occurs within 

a clause, it occurs before the first content word within the 

constituent. 

Clark and Clark classify the speech errors in normal per

formance as:-
silent pause 
Fi lied pause 
repeats 
false starts 
( un retraced) 
false start 

(retraced) 
corrections 

intel·jections 

stutters 
slips of the tongue 

Turn on the //heater switch. 
Turn on, uh, the heater switch. 

Turn on the heater/ the heater switch. 
Turn on the stove/heater switch. 

Turn on the stove/ the heater switch. 

Turn on the stove switch-! mean, 

the he~rcer svvitch. 

Turn on, oh, the heater switch. 
Turn on the h-h-h heater switch. 
Turn on the sweeter hitc:h. 
(Cbxk & Clark p. 263 i 977) 

These are the most frequent pauses and repeats whfch 
every normal speaker makes; the frequency and rate depends 
on what sort of speech; i.e. slow or fluent the person excutes. 

In the slip of the tongue phenomenon; nouns, verbs or single 
sounds are confused with each other. They are categortz:ed 
according to their phonological, syntactic or semantic features 
as well as their s~ientifit types. 

V. Fromkins classifies slips of the tongue as follows: 
anticipations take my bike ->ba.ke my bike 
perseverations pulled a tantrum -·-->pulled a puntru·., 
reversals Ka.ts and Fodor ·-->Fats and l(odc;· 
blends gr·iny and ghastly --•grastly 



A signal from the ear goes to the brain, processed and 

comprehended in the auditory cor·tex nearWernicke's area 

• so an auditory image is fonned. Then this image pa.sses to Br· 

oca's 8xe·--, •Nith another cortex through the cxcuate fasciculus; 
then it is 1:·;rerpreted and transfor·rned into an 2.rticu!atory irn

ag(~ t .::tch:.;·rg the set of ITJuscular ITHJvemen associc1ted with 

that scjund. If we say sornethif1g O( n1ake an error, the brain 
is informed and currection takes place immediately. 

Speech is C8xe"lul!y planned through a sequence of rnental 

processes in the br~in and muscul;;r movement of the speech 

organs. The utterance is phltlned in terms of units or tone gr

oups. These are short stretches of speech uttered with a single 

intonation c:ontUI'. Each unit rnakes up the major conc;tituent 

of the utterance. Every utterance is a rnessage which consists 

of sentences and words.V\ihen the theme of the message is de· 

cided a key wor·d is selected in order to represent the main 

idea of that message.; 

There seems to be two kinds of planning in the brain one 

is connected with the ovcr·all content of the utterance and the 

other with the selection of the individual lexical items. Any 

violation in the process of planning results in speech errors or 

language disorder according to the cause behind that disorg· 

anization of the speech operation. 

Normal speech is full of pauses and hesit2,tion errors. " 

When people speak, they spend a large proportion of their sp· 

eaking time not speaking". (Clark and Clark 10. 262-1977). The 

writer here refers to normal people and especially to those 

slow spe2kers who spend quite a good time in p2.uses. 

Research shows that these pauses occur· mainly at the be

;-inning of the phonemic clause or tone unit. 60 percent of the 
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system work and these are centrally controlled. The brain is
sues an order to all muscles of the artic:ulation; either to relax, 

contract or maintain its tonus in order to produce the speech 
sounds. The area of the brain which sends signals to the speech 
mechanism is involved ln timing and sequencing commands 

to make successive speech sound possible. This involves other 
parts of the brain in order to decode the information. 

The signal that the brain sends is ~.n electric impulse car
ried by (gam rna) nerves, with the i nfot·mation about the amount 

and r-ate of stretch required to produce the effect according 
to the knowledge which is strored in the brain about each 
kind of movement suitable fot each sound. Then, another cir

cuit of (alpha) never sends back 2n impulse about the operation 
of how things are going on. If something wrong occurs, the br
z.in is informed irnrnedia.tely in order to 1·ernedy the situation. 
But if everything goes well, the signal is cut down near the 
spinal cord and after that it goes back to the muscle so spec,:h 
goes on. 



the mobility of the lips and the shape of the mouth arc adap- · 

ted for producing certain sounds; the teeth are upright and 
even which helps in producing dental and labiodental sounds 

the lenght and position of the tongue, to-gether with the 

shape of the face and the 1·est of the speech organs are all 
specially designed and perfectly coordinated to produce the 

different speech sounds. 

The SIGNifiCANCE. OF THE HUMAN BR.AIN 

significance of the human brain and its capacity to speech 
meu;ory, planning and tool use lies in its large size . It weighs 
about 1.350 grarnmes, and it has a higher cell count than the' 

brains of other animals. It is the organization oft he brain which 
determines its capacity to acquire language. 

There are three major speech areas in the fore-brain. 
These occur in the association area on the l<~ft and each one in 

the cortex is ~ssociated with the primary area for motor act
ivities, hearing and vision. The 2.uditory impulses from the ear 

related to part of temporal lobe during perception. This is 
closely connected to the auditory speech area "Wernicke's 
area". Visual impulses are in the occipital region of the cortex 

and it is asso~iated with reading and writing. "Broca's area' 
is in the front lobe ,,.nd it is associated with motor strip which 

controls the movement of the body The illustration' on page 
229 shows the three speech areas in the brain 

SPEECH PRODUCTION 

Controlling speech is a very complex operation because 

it involves a number of nerves which run from different parts 
of the brain in order to control the use of separate organs. 

There are more than a thousand muscles that make the speech 



RECENT RESEARCH IN THE 

FUNCTION OF THE. HUMAN BRAJN 

AND ITS ii'~I'UC/J,.TiON:S TO 

lANGUAGE TIEf\CHII\lG 

i\HDHi:\L M.AL·NAKKASH 

The most important sout·ce of data on language is abno

rmal development, due to naturally ocet.tring diseases or to man 

inflicted depriv~1tionsl both environmental and nutritional' 

(Lenneberg 19l5. vol. lp. II) 

~"'luch of wktt goes on In the hun: an brain is stili a myst
ery vvhich attracts the scientists, psychlogists and linguists 
who are interested in finding ouc the way this faculty functi

ons in relation to l:;;nQ·I.JaPE:. u C) 

The hunun brc'.in is unique, this is due to its capacity to 

acquire language v;hic.:h has distinguished rr:~m, as the onfy art

iculated rnarnrncl.! among other species. 

the brain, but evidence frorn speech E:tTors-and patt:icub.rly 
I j . , ,. . . . ;:c · r ' · 'I angucoge t I:Ootcer or paticrrcs sunenng lTO!!I Dt<-~in camage-
throws a light on the function of this apparatus and ~.ho\~rs 

which part is predominating thz; task of language process" 

A DI0:5C1'.1f'T~ON OF THE H\Jj\'JfU>! r>~t!,iN-

Before desu·ibing the br·ain, I would like to mention the 
important mle the human speech apparatus plays in produc

ing speech sounds. This) obviously, contributes a lot to the 

Production of fan2ua1Ge. The human rriouth is ·relativelv small o .) I 
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Both sounds are in complementary distribution and are dis
tinguished by a rule. In Russian th~t·e 8Xe differences between 
these two sounds. In Svvedio.'h only the clear fl/ occurs. In Eng
lish velarization is oxton~distininctive feature . 

6. Deleting jgj when occut·s before a final nasal conso
nant jmj jnj (obligatory rule): 

A fi 
sign 
design 

[sai nJ 
[diz<.in] 

slgnature 
designate 

[signdtfd] 
[ dezigneit] 

The pronunciation of 'sign' without jgj makes no prob
lem for speakers of English, because as a part of their knowle
dge they are awar that jgj is not always pronounced. Anot
her kind of deletion is the deletion of final /b/ when occurs 
after jmj as in bomb jbomf. Also the deletion of unstressed 
vowels as in mystery, personal, Barbara . 

Speaking the language does not mean that we are apply
ing rules one after another, because apeaking is part of ling
uistic performance, phonological rules are parts of Grammar 
which is related to o~:t knowledge of the language. Rules rev
eal the abstract relationship between phonemic and phonetic 
representation, as the phonemes are abstract construction 
realized as sounds by the operation of rules. Speakers know 
the phonology of their language. The job of the linguist is to 
clear what we know about the sound pattern of our language -



Ph anemic Representation Ph analogical Rules Phonetic Rep res-
entation : 
pot jpotf 

Distinctive features 

esentation 
jpj, /ph/ at the phot 
beginning of a word 

consonantal pit /pit/ jphit/ spit Jspit biz /bit/ 
+ + + + + + 

vocalic 

laniyl + + + + + + 
voiced + + 
non-distinctive 

aspirated + 
continuant 

In the Thai language [p]. [ph] are not distinguished by a 

general rule; they are not in complementary distbibution be
cause they occur in the same position as in initial consonant. 
Non··-aspirated 

paa 'forest' phaa 'to split' baa 'shoulder' 
Thai phonmes Phonetic segments English phonemes 

p p p 
ph ph 
b b b 

5. The rule which velarizs the JIJ when occurs before 

the back vowel or at the end of a syllable jdark tj: 

x lateral -- -velarized J -consonant 
- vocalic 

8.S in: lock, load, feel. -· back 
while clear/ I/ occurs before front vowels as in leak, lake, lot 
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ble' the rule does not apply because the n2.sal must be follo

wed by a consonat. In the word 'indisuete' Jn/ and fd/ areal

ready homorganic (they iuve thr', same plate of articulation as 

both of them are alveol2x). In the word' implausible' the /in/ 

is cho.nged to jim/ br':.:~ause /in/ and /p/ do not have the same 
plan~ of articuhr.ion as jnj is alveolar and jp/ is labial, while 

/p/ and Jmj have the same pl2ce of articulation (both are lab

ial). In the word' incomplete' Jn/ becomes(':)/ before Jk/ sound 
(both :; and K have the .•:z,me place of articulatio~. velar). 

4. The t•.sp;r<~tion Rule; 

A voiceless stop, a segment that is--continuent and-voi
ced becomes aspirated before a stressed vowel: 

-continuant ---c.spiratedj-- - consonant 
+ vocalic 

-voiced + stressed 

In English the voiceless stop Jpj.jtj, and Jk/ are aspirated 
when they oc:cur at the beginning of a word or a syllable as in 

jphillj, Jthillj, Jkl1ill/ . Thei1· unaspirated voiceless forms occur 

after as in /spin/. /still/. Jskillj. Aspiration is a non-distinctive. 
feature so spc~kes ct English conside1· both jpj and Jphj as 

allophones of the phoneme jpj. The specification of aspiration 

dependes on the position of jpj in the context. The rule of 

aspiration is applicable to: pin, tin, but not to spit, steal, skin. 

Voicing is a distinctive feature in English as /p/ and Jb/ dif

fer in voicing feature, so the phonemic difference between 

them is a voicing distinction: 

Phonetic Features jpj Jbj 
consonant 

vocalic 

continuant 

labial 

voiced 

:2.2.2 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

voiceless voiced 
jfj fine Jv Jvine 

Jsjsink Jz/Zink 

Jchjchin Jgjgin 
-the disinctive differ-

ence 



so nasalized vowels occur before nasal consonants as in fbeanf

/bang/ while oral vowels occur in final position and before 

non-·nasal consonants, as in: fbeadf jbedf. So one phoneme 

n-;ay be pronounced in rY,ote than one WC.l)l. The a.lluphon-2s are 

the dift"erent phones or pronunciations whkh repr·esent one 

phoneme. So each vowel phoneme has both an oral and naza

lized allopone. Both allophones never occur· in the same pho

nemic context' complernenta.ry dist.ribut:ion' ot· the two allop

hones corrplcte each other .In vowels, nasality is not distinctive-

as it depends on the position of the vowel; nasality is non-di

stinctive because vvhether the consonant is nas.al ornot can~ 

not be predicated by general rule but specified for each Word 

an in :frneat, the fmf is specified as nasal to distinguish it from 

non-nasal in a vvor·d like jbeC\tj . 

b. tlsSiinl!atkm Rules in VoNei Nasalization: 

Vowels are nasalized bdore nasal consonants. The vo wei 

nasalization rule is an assimilation rule. It assimilates one seg

rilcnt to another, so making the two allophones more simi

lar· Another assimilation rule is the devoiced m>.sal after voi

celess segments as many speakers in fast speech devoice the 

nasals in words: 

snow noo 

0 

smart 

0 

The form in which means not is pronounced in or im or 

i') depending on the place of articulation of the following con
~onant; In befOre~ a vowel Crt a!veoiar consonant as in : inopeM 

rable-indiscret:e, im before a labic;l consonat as in: implausible 

i9 before a velar cs: inconceivable, and in irrr:gulat>. 

e. The Hor,.·;orgarok l\1asall f.luie~ 

In a word a nasal consonant has the same place of articu 1-

ation as the following consonant. So with the word 'inopera-

:m 



School reaction is" Psychological view must be avoided since 

the phoneme is a linguistic concc,pt and not a psychological 

one", Trubetzkoy (1939:38). Sapir believes in the psycholog

ical values of the inner system of the language and believes in 

psychological differences between a sound and a phoneme, 

(Sapir's classic article 1933). 

Recently there has been much discussion of the goals of 

phonology, Chomsky distinguishes two phonological analyses: 

(a) observationally adequate analysis if it transcribes the data. 
(b) descriptively adequate analysis besides describing the data 
it accounts for the native speakers knowledge, for example, 

In English we have words, like play jplei/ and clay fidei/, but 

not' tlay', it is impossible to have jtl/ at the beginning of a word 

in English. /9/ sound does not occur initially although /m/ and 
jnjdo. The reason is either it is difficult to pronounce or there 
is a historical reason as historically we have words such as / 

meat/, /neat/, but not jGea.tj. Chomsky and Halle (1968 :85) 
propose that/ /should be d•~scribed phonologically as jng/ 

Two rules are necessary: 

Rule i. assimilates /n/ to /9/ before a velar consonant: 

n--9/ -- k,g as in sink 
Rule 2. g deletion after [:;] rend bek>re a word boundary: 

/sing/- sin!)g --- si'!) (by rules I and 2) 
Ru!es of Phonology 
I. Vowels are nazalized when occun-ing before a nasal: 

Rule of nazalized vowel: 
A vowel that is a segment which is specified as vocalic becomes 

nazalized before a nazal segment: 
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One issue which reveals a fundamental differenec 
between defining the phoneme as a cl3.ss of sounds and defin
ing it by its function within a phonological system of opposi
tion is the question of whether one allophone can be assigned 
sometimes to one phoneme and at other time to another pho
neme. Such a possibility tenncd "phonemic overlapping is 
raised by Block (1941) and is discussed byanumber of Europ
ean phonologists (for example, ~1artinet, 1947; Fischer Jorg
ensen, 1956:591 ). An example discussed by Jakobsen, ( 1952: 
S)co ncerns Danish/t/ and jdj. In Danish /t/ and /d/ are pmnou
nced as /t/ and /d/ in initial position as in /tag/ roof, and jdag/ 
day. But in final position, however, /t/ is pronounced jd/ as/ 
hat/--had, and /d/ is pronounced /G/ 8.5 /had/-- haJ, So /d/ 
is once assigned to /d/ in' day' and once to /t/ in 'hat'. 

The overlapping of phonemes is partial if one sound under 
one set of phonetic conditions is assigned to a certain phoneme, 
and under a different set of conditions is assigned to another· 
phoneme (as the example discussed above). The overlapping 
is com piete if a certain sound is considered to be the allophone 
of two phoneme) in int:ervoccl.lk pv:;ition as jtj and jdj interv

ocalically are pronounced ccs aiveoiar tap /fj. So speakers of 
American English pronounced t:hern identically as /b :Lfi::J/. But 
"betting" contains the word /ber.j and" bedding" contains the 
wor·d /bed/ and if the/:)/ v"lar· rw·:al should be pronounced 
jng/ we wit! have the two pronunciations jbeting/ jbeding,f. 

So /t/ and /d/ do not cont:·ast intervocalically (neutr·alizable 
opposition), although they do contrast initially as in /tin/. 
/din/ and finally as in jbctj, jbeclj. 

The Thin! View: The Phoneme as a P$ycologkal Reality: 

The phoneme is a 'mental reality': a speaker rnust have 
an image or a picture of the sound in his mind. The Prague 
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account for the relative frequency of "ft·ee variants," for the 

same speaker may use one variant in one socblogical situation, 
while he may use the other in another situz.tion. In French, 

speakers use the alveolar trill fr/ in village bu'c the uvular fric
ative/&/ when they visit Paris so the two forms co-exist in th" 
same dialect as aresult. of a social contact. Normally the dif. 

erence between /i :f and fef makes the meabinp: different as in 

featj, bet/ . But the word/ eonocmics j can be pronounced 
with either initial /i :for fef without. changing the meaning.Non 
Contra sting fJiwnemes in the same context in isolated words 

The Second View: The phonem~o as a phcmoktgical r·ea
!ity: 

The phoneme in phonological term is characteristic of 
the Prague School Phonology. Tt·ubetzkey (1939: 41) defines 

the phoneme in terms of its 'function' in the system of a lang
uage, that the" phoneme is a minimal unit tha.t can function 

to distinguish meanings". It is not a sound but an abstraction. 
It is defined in terms of its contrast within a system, for exa

mple the /b/ phoneme in English is different from the/b/ pho
neme in Berber, Since in the latter there is no /p/ to contrast 
with: 

English 

voiceless stop 

voiced stop 
voiceless fricative 

p 
b 
f 

voiced fricative v 

b 
f 

Thus the two Berber labials /f/ and /b/ differ from each 

other in two features, whereas in English /p/ and jbj, /p/ and 

jfj, /f/ and fvf, and /b/ and jvj each dfiffer from each other in only 
one feature. As a result there is less redund?nt info1·mation in 
English than in Berber for the labial series of sounds. 
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ible groupings of allophones, choose that which maxtmlzes 

the phenetic similarity between allophones belonging to the 
~ame group". (6) 

Many possible analyses are excluded by the criterion of 
phonetic similarity, as it happens with the three allophones 

/ph/, jbj, and /p/; two of them are in contrast while the third 
is in complementary distribution with each and phonetically 

si 111 i Jar to each in about the same degree, "cases of neutraliz

ation": /ph/ and /b/ are n contrast but neither occurs after 
jsj; instead we find the voiceless unaspirated jp/ can occur in 
this environment: 

/ph/ fortis, voiceless, aspirated 

jp/ fortis, voiceless, unaspirated 

jbj Ienis, voiced, unaspirated 

It seems preferable to classify [ph) with [p] phoneme 
'pattern congruity", then English will have jspj clusters but 
not jsbj clusters. Now there is a clear sense in which the oppo

sition between jsj and jz/ in the English phonemic system is 
the same as the opposition between /p/ and jbj, so we have 

clusters jps bzj as in: caps 2.nd cabs respectively but no "/pz 
bsj. If we classify /p/ with /b/ phoneme this generlization will 
no longer hold; we wiil have clusters offsb sd sgj but not jsp 
s skj. As a result the principles governing the arrangement 

of phonemes relcbvant to one another , the phonetic rules, 
will be unnecessarily complicated. 

Two sounds m~:<f rl.ppcat~ in th<:~ same context without cha

nging the rneanig, for this reason they are analyzed as free 

variants ot optional V~1.ris.nts (Trubetzkoy. 1939, ~i6). In English 

fina.l voiceless stops occur both aspirated and unaspirated for 

example jm&ph/ or /m&pj. But 1·ules should be provided to 

6. A. H. Sommet-stein (1967, 21). 
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by [ei] as in 'beige', 'paish', --,in the environment followed 

by []preceded by [3] as in 'measure', 'thr·esher' and perhaps 
in certain other similarly defined environments. 

The key notion here is that of generalization. The only 
way in which the distribution of [s] and [z] 

can be stated is by listing the morphemes, words, unterances 
which have the allophone [s] and those which have [z]; there 
is nothing phonological about the principles that determine 

their distribution.(3)This contrasts with the distribution of the 

allophones of /t/ given above which is determined by pruely 
phonological factors.(4) Two or more allphones are capable of 
being phonemically identical if it is possible to formula to a set 

of general phonological statements, fully and correctly predict 

which of them can occur in every environment and which 
cannot. In all phonemic analysis allophones are to be persumed 
distinct until the contrary is pr·oved; in other words, any real 

doubt about the generality of a phonological statement must 
be resolved in such a way.(S)as to make the affected allophones 

Contrastive 
The second problem is that there is no single grouping 

of allophones that meets the criteria we have state d as tha 
allophone [t] whkh we considered in complementary distrib

ution with [th] is also in complementary distribution with 
[ph], [kh] and many other allophones with which it is in comp
i2mentary distribution, since sorne of these contrast among 
themselves. Unde:- such circumstances appeal is often made 
to the criterion of r< phonetic si m~larityn "of the Vrl.rious podss 

3. As a whole there ::•xe in lavt ce!-taln pghonological r·estric

tio;;:; o:: the distributio;-; of both phonemes, but these do 

not amount to compfementary distribution. 

4. A. H. Sommerstein ( 1967, 19--2.0). 
5. Pilch ( 1968, 69-70) . 
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The [t] dental occurs only before dental fricative 101 and 
none of the other allophones mentioned above occur in this 
environment. So [t) is in complementary distribution with the 

other allophones of the phonemeltl. [t) occurs before a stop 
and [th] occurs before a nasal sound so they are not in comp
lementary distribution .But if in <•.ny of these environments we 
replace [t) by [th] we never ch2.ngc one utterance into another, 
so in this environement they are in free variation, (and ~s it 

happens, in complementary distribution in other environme

nts). 

But if looking at all the material we have in the language 
we find that the difference in pronunciation never converts 

one utterance into another that is consistently said to differ 

in rneaning, we conclude that there is no real contrast. 

Having established for each pair of allophohes whether 

it is a pair in free variation, complementary distribution or 
mixture of the two, the next step in phonemic <'.nalysis is to 

group the allophones into sets all of whose numbers are in free 
variation and I or complementary disrtribution with one ano
ther. This step gives rise to two problems. The first is that 

two allophones which are in phonological contrast may neve
rtheless, be in complementary distribution even in the infinite 
corpus consisting of all the well-formed utterances in the lang
uage. All phonemic analyses of English agree that it has a pho

nerne I zl found medially in such words as' measure' and finally 
in certain pronunciations of 'rouge', 'beige' and contrasting 
with its voiceless counterpart lsi (initi<d in 'shoe' medial in 
'washer' fin~. I in' rush'). But at least in many idiolects of English 

there is no utterance in which both [z] and [s] can be founr'. 
Rather the two allophones are said to contrast because til· 
both occur in the environment followed by pause, pre-,:oz!c,:1 
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mal unit of a sound that makes the meaning different :·both/p/ 
and Jb/ are phonemes in English as in pin -bin, rapid-rabid. 
Views of the Phoneme : 

I. The American linguists' view relates sound to phoneme 
on the basis of their distt·iputional properties 

2. Linguists of the Prague School assigned sounds to phone
mes on the basis of their function within the system of 

opposition. 

3. Some linguists view the phoneme as a psychological sound. 

The first view: The phoneme as a phonetic reality: 

Phonemes at·e wunds which may occur in the same pho
netic environments, but the subsitution of one sound for the 
other results in a difference in meaning, for instance: If Jp/ is 
substituted for /b j in' bin' the resu It will be.' pin', so' p' and 'b 
belong to diffet"ent phonemes as they change the meaning of 

d ''I I 'il'·•·• dh'''' 'bl h vvor s, v~'""11 e t 1e p 1n pm an t e p 111 rnap e ong tot Q 

same phoneme as they do not make the r:1eaning different. 
But two different forrns rnc.y be-.~ identical in meaning as in: ec

onomics fi:/ ?.nd economics je( which an~ not minimal pairs 
since the substitution of /i :j for jej does not change the mea
ning tc·mcd as free variations: "one meaning is represented 
by tvyo different forms". 

:, will always be possible to gi'Oup the allophones into 
sets such that no two n.embers of any set occur in the same 
environment or if they do native speakers regard utternances 
differing only by the substitution of one of them for the other 
as repetition of one anothet·: 

[t] stop voiceless as in stop 
[th] aspirated as in thop 
[t] unt·eleased as in hatpin 
[tl dental as in eighth 
j't J retroflex as in trap 
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dere the phon erne as a speech sound pk:tured in human minds 
which represents phonemes or 'linguistically broad transcri

ption'. 

The physical view considered the phonemes as a group of 

concrete uttered sounds, now called the 'allophonic' or 'lingu

istically narrow transcription', and the use of each member 

of those sounds is decided by phonetic environments. 

Daniel Jones (1931-74) defined the phonemes as "a family 

or group ofacousti<:aily and articulatorily t·elated speech sounds 

that never occured in the c;arne environ ment.l-ie believed that 

phonemes and speech sounds co- existed side b)l side on the 

sa me level. He justificed the psychological view of tne phoneme 

but did not reject the physical view in teaching the spoken 

language. ·r,No speech sounds which belong to the same phon

erne cannot distinguish one word from another. This cause::; 

foreign learners to speak with a foreign accent. 

Phonemes in words pronounced differently depend on their 

position vvithin the word. He summed up the 8.bstractness of 

sounds in two ievels : 

I. The first level: all sounds are differem; it is impossible to 

produce exactly the same sound twice although some of them 

share common featut·es which can be put in one rule as velum 

' ' I I I ' ' g anc pa ata g . 

2. The second level: all the abstr8.Ct soui1ds that have certain 

similarities"and never occur in the same environment l~cpre

sent 'phonemes' . But abstractness depends on the basis of aco

ustic and articulatory pr·ocess ar.d on the position ofthe sound 

within a wrxd. So phonemes must be defined according to 

their functions in th''' system of the language, that every langt·

age has a distinctive phonological opposition and the phon em.' 

is a member of such an opposition. The phoneme is the rnini-



(sameness' arise.:: fron1 the fact that the two ~ounds are in con1p~ 

lementary distr·ibution: clear T is us0cl before vowels while 
dark 'I' is used before-consonants and fin2.lly, the two sounds 

belong to a single phoneme and the distinction is not impor
tant for the child learning to read. 

The first linguist who worked in formulating the theory 
of phoneme is de Courtenay, in his wc,rk he made a distinct -
ion between the 'allophone' and the 'phoneme'. He related 
the phonetic side of speech with the social function of the 
language as it is a means of communie<ction and a form of think
king. He studied the formalizing of phoncnws from a histori

cal point of view. (2) 

The third linguist was Paul Passy; he wrote his first state
ment 'The International Phonetic Association', (1388), in which 
he said "There must be a cert;:.in lette1· for each distinctive 
sound that ea.ch sound when used instead of another can 
change the mea.ning of a word." "In 1915' The Theory of Pho
neme' began to find a. r·egular pla.ce in the tea.ching giv"n for 
the first time in the Dep;,rtment of Phonetics at Univet·sity 
College, and the term 'Phoneme came to be know11 to English 
phoneticians in about 1961. At that time the study of the pho
neme depended on two concepts: (I) The Psychological Conc
ept : (2) The Physical Concept. The psychological view consi-

I. Sapir pointed out aftct· long experien,;e of reducing Ameri
can Indian languages to w!·iting, that untr·ained native speakers 
general!, have no difficulty in deciding what portion,; of con
nected speech constitute words (Sapir·, 1921, p. 35). 

2. See D. Jones, "The History and the Meaning of the Term 
phoneme" supplement to Le f"bitre Phonetique, (1957) 
in segmental phonolog . 
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The Place of the Phoneme 

and its Status in lf'honologka! 

Theory Underlying Rep!·esentation 

by 

!'-'lanahi! til. ibrahim 

Th<' History and the Meaning of the Term Phoneme. 
The idea of the ohoneme as distict from the formulation 

' 
of the theory, is very ancient. In fact by its nature it must date 

back to the times when people first bethought themselves of 

writing down languages by an alphabet instead of using picto
rial system .For people possess what the American linguistician 

Edward, Sapir ( 1884-1939) called 'Phonemic intuitions' which 

come into action as soon as they begin attempting to write 
their own languages alphabetically. They know by a sort of 
instinct which differences between speech-sounds are capable 

of distinguishing words in their own languages.(l)in other terms 

they could naturally distinguish differences of sound which 
were phonemic but ignored those which wet·e not . Hence' 
Sapir's frequent use of such expressions as' psychological values' 

of sounds the 'inner' or 'ideal' system of a language (as contra
sted with its objective system of sounds), ( 1921, pp. 56-8 ) and 

the psychological difference between a sound and a phoneme 
(Mandelbaum, 1949, pp. 46-60). 

People's natural sense for phonemes is observable when 

teaching children to spell ; for example a child learning the 
English language does not need to write the 'I' sound in 'leaf' 

in a different shape from the 'I' sound in 'field'. His feeling of 
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Notes 

(As a detailed bibliographical list is given at the end of 
this essay, the notes will include only the minimum esse
ntial information) 

Unless otherwise indicated, references to the plays 
of Marlowe, Shakespeare, and Shaw are to the following edit
ions :The Plays of Christopher Marlow e, ed. Leo Kirschbaum; 
The Merchant of Venice, The Arden Shakespeare, ed. John Ru
ssell Brown; The Bodley Head Bernard Shaw (7 vols), ed. Dan H. 
Laurence. Subsequent references to these plays will be to these 
editions, and act, scene, and line citation (or volume and page 
where applicable) will be given parenthetically in my text. 

2 . Semite, Semitic and other derivatives, are applied 
here not in the general etymological sense which includes the 
Arabs, Hebrews, Assyrians, and Aramaens, but in the speci
fic sense which became common since 1826 and means 'Jewish' 
and hence anti-Semitism in the sense of hatred of Jews or their 
influence 

3 . Cohen, 'The Jew and Shylock', p. 54. 
4 . Cohen, Ibid. p. 54. 
5 . Trevelyan, English Social History, p. 398. 

6 . Brooke and Paradise, English Drama: 1585-1642, 
p. 194. 

7 . 
24-20. 

8 . 
9u. 

10. 
ioning', 
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Kirschbaum, The Plays of Christopher Marlowe, pp. 

Kirschbaum, p. 26. 
Kirschbaum, p. 131. 

Greenblatt, 'Marlowe and Renaissance self-Fash
pp. 217-8. 



10. All three .Jews 2xc follled and punished at the end 

of the palys :-Barabas by actual death; Shylock by symbolic 
death, and the Jew of Geneva by being ridiculed and despised 
through a hoax. joke. 

! ! . For over tvvo centuries, The Jew of 1\~aftn a.nd The 
Merchant of \fen ice V'Iere considered totally and-Jewish plays. 
It "''"'" c1r1l't ,;·1'1'~ 0 +·he' d'~->lv r· ·r'l"' .... e-'->r·,-dl ~~·::>nrr~~-·y -·:~· --~ r·.,::.,·r·'r"·· of' VV(I,,) ) .• < ~,,, \,,," >;,(,,j i ) :,t .. t V 1<-< ""' j,,_.,," ,_l •. J (t ~.;.;>,) ~. 

the arowin~j Jev-/ish inf!uenr::e, that <Jtterned: \Nere. rnade to 
~;:, 0 ' 

give sympathetic interpretations to the Jevv figure. Geneva 

was considered anti--Jevvish from the very beginning and no 

significant change has occurred in the status of its Jew. 



Summa~y 

In conclusion, the common links and characteristics which 
can be marked out among the three principal Jews, studied in 

this essay, rnay be summed up as follows: 

I. The Jew in these three plays is identified either by a 
distinct Jewish name and jor by the generic 'Jew' or 'the Jew'. 

2. All the three plays introduce the .lew not merely as 
~n individual but as the archetypal representative of his race. 

3. In all thr,"e plays, the Jew is reminded of the curse 
inflicted upon his race as a result of the crucifixion of Christ 
by h;s ancestors : 

4. The sterility of the Jew is emphasised in ail three plays. 

Barabas and Shylock are widowers with only one daughter 

each.Thc: tHo daughters are snatched away from the two fath
her:,: : by death in one case and conversion to christianity, in 

the Geiler. The Jew in Geneva is middle--aged but has no family 
what-ever. 

0. t-1arlowe, Shakespeare, and Shaw depict their Jews 

as aliens in the countries of their residence. 

6. The Jews of the three plays complain of-racial discri

mination but they themselves baost of 1·acial superiorty. 

7. The three Jews are seen as Machiavellian figures in 
a negative sense . 

8. All three are depicted as avaricious parasites who would 

sponge upon the misery of humanity. 

9. They all demand justice when they expect the law to 
be on their side. Shylock echoes Barabas in demanding the 

justice of the law. Trials in courts of justice constitute the hig· 

hlights of the action in The Merchant of Venice and Geneva . 
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Brainin's remark Is meant to be a compliment to Shaw but 
Shaw's reply turns almost into an accu>:ation ag<dnst Jewish 

influence of which he seems to h2-.ve been quite aware.When 
we hear from Shaw and a prominant Zionist that the Jewish 
minority in England and Germany may constitute ninety per 
cent of the theatre audiences, we realize that the argument 

about the Jewish influence cannot have been merely a myth 
created by anti-Semites but an actual reality which surpasses 
ordinary ~arithmatic calculations. 

The Jews, on their part, fully pei"(eived Shaw's importa

nce in influencing public opinion, and therefore, they did not 
want to antagonise him or lose his friendship. In his letter of 
26 August 1938 ref,,~rred to above, appealing to Shaw to rev
ise Gene•ta and the character of the Jew Langner acknowled
ges Shaw's international si?nific:mce: 'St John Ervine once " _, 
remarked to me that you have rnore profoundly influenced 
your generation than ani> other man living .... You have prea
ched tolerance, justice, love of the common rnan, freedom, 

economic fairness, elevation of women; and, in England and 

America, at any rate your disdples are numbered by the mil

lions' (55). Shaw is known to h2.ve been ~ broad-minded cos
mopolitan. He ha.s no cause to be anti-jewish and many rea
sons to be pro-Jewish 'Nonetheless, he does not compromise 

on matters which seem to encroach upon his intellectual int
egrity.He is honest enough and brave enough to stick to his guns 

and say what he believes regardless of who will be offended . 
lnspite of all the pleadings and protestations of friends and 
enemies, and althou£n he revised Geneva six times, it remained 

~ 

in many respects anti-Jewish, like The Jew of Malta and The 
M~rchant of Venice, thouughh less so overtly. 
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Long- lasting friendships have developed between Shaw and 
well-known Jews such as Albert Einstein, Lawrence Langner, 
and Siegfried Trebitsch . Shaw is reported to have said in 
a speech in London in 1915 that 'when a drama of his was 
taken up a Jew for translation or production, he was sure 
of a success (53)' . Shaw, who has a high opinio of Jewish 
ingenuity to survive, adapt, and create, has no faith in Zionist 
solutions fo.t· what is called 'the Jewish question'. In Caesar and 
C/eiopatra ( 1898), Shaw has made the settling of the Jewish 
question' one of Caesar's concerns half a century before Chr
ist was born. 

In the twentieth century, Shaw was actually approached 
by prominant Zionist activists to win his sympathy toward 
the Zionist cause but he frankly disappointed them. He disa
greed with Zionism on the basic notion of tt·ying to gather 
all t.he Jews in any particular country. Israel Cohen, (1879- .. 
19G' ), a British Zionist, the interpretet· in a notable conver
satio<: between Shaw and Reuben Ben-Mordccai Brainin ( 1862 
1939), author and German Zionist of Russian origin, has dis
closed that Shaw rejected the Zionist point of view. In that 
conversation, which took place in 1909 at Shaw's residence, 
the question of the Jewish influence on the theatre was also 
raised. The interpreter reports : 

Herr Brainin: when a play of yours is produced in a Berlin the
atre, ninety per cent of the audience are Jews .. 

Mr Shaw: It is much the samo here. Jews arc generous suppo-
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rters of the drama and of art in all its forms. 
They even determine the success of a woman on 
the stage. They prefer the Latin to the Teuto
nic type (54) . 



.Jewish play and pla,yers are almost inevitably liable to end up 
in financiai tmubles, 

There is evidence, from various sources, that the Jews 

were exerting their influence by any means as audiences, fin
anciers, and what have you, Priority in applying such influence 

was especially given to the works of the' great playwrights, 
Works by Shakespeare and Marlowe, for instance,were either 

to be reinterpreted or else , be left to oblivion , The appreh
ension that the Jews were exercising a bad influence on Eng
lish theatre seems to have become an object of public discuss

ions during the closing decade of the nineteenth century. Sh

aw, in his Preface (1900) to Three Plays for Puritans, contribut· 
es to that discussion: 

I can see no validity whatever in the view that the 
influence of the rich Jews on the theatre is any worse 

than the influence of the ric:h of any other race""AII 
that can fairly be said of the Jewish influence on the 

theatre is that it is exotic., and is not only a customer1
S 

influence but a finander's influence: so much so, that 

the way is sm<;othest for those plays and those per
formers that appeal specially to the jewish taste, 

(Bodley, 2, pp. 13-14), 

Shaw himself was, in fact, subjected to a variety of press

ures( many of them were friendly, of course)even before he bec
ame the most celebrated man of letters in English literature, Since 
Shakespeare After fifteen years of studying Shaw as a field of 

specialty, I come to the conclustion that Jewish pressures conti
nued to be put on him for more than h8Jf a century : by befrie

nding him, offering to sponsor,_ finance, produce, or transnlate 
his plays in England, America, Germany, and other countries, 
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positions' (Introduction, p. xxxvii). We are not told explici
tly who is meant by these' partisan predisposition'. VVe rem
ember thatKean's version of Barabas was prepared by a Jew 
Samson Penley only a few years aftel- his success in playing 
Shylock.Whether kean's Shylock was prepared by the Same 
Samson or someone else, I am unable to determine. Critics 
have often reported that it was Kean 's presentation of Shyl
ock that prompted the sentimental response of the great Ger
man lyric poet Heinrich Heine (1797-1856) when, 'sitting in 
the audience, he could feel freeto weep at his discomfiture'(48) 
It was Heine who described Shylock as 'the most respectable 
person in the Play(49). 

Heine's view is astonishing especially when vve bear in 
mind that Kean's Shylock was not a pitiable character but 'a 
swarthy fiend with a butcher's knifein his grasp a.nd bloodlust 
in his eyes', as Hartnoll describes him (50). The critics do not 
enlighten us about this contradiction and the paradox rema
ins unexplained until we recall that the poet is himself a Jew 
'of Jewish parentage' (51). Thus, it becomes clear that to qu·· 
ote Heine's sentimental and fanatical opinion on Shylock as if 
it were an objec tive critical view is totally misleading and 
absurd-

It was in the tradition of Kean that Sir Henry Irving (1838, 
1905) had played Shylock since 1879. Irving is reported to 
have stated that 'Shylock is a bloody--rninded monster,-but 
you mustn't play him so, if you wish to succeed; you-must get 
some sympathy with him' (52). The question which still begs 
for an answer is, of course, if Irving is convinced that Shylock 
is such a mon3ter, why should success depend on playing him 
as a sympathetic character? There is no doubt that this para
dox is closely related to the box-office. By that time, anti--



throughout the last two centuries. Shylock here, as every
where, in the play defends the justice of vindictiveness and vows 
to return the injury with a vengeance .His speech is repl
ete with terms of retribution, blood and death. He personi 
fies the ancient code of the Old Testament in contrast with 
the central theme of the play: mercy before justice. A basic 
principle of Christian belief is that all men are sinners and no 
man can be saved without the mercy of God. If God gives jus
tice only to man, we are all damned . In the light of Ch•·istian 
faith and Elizabethan attitudes, Shakespeare is, in L,.::t, u:·ging 
his audience to despise the Jew and to see him ac U1e relen
tless enemy of the Grace of God. 

What gave rise to such interpretations which would not 
refrain from distor-ting a play by taking it out of its context, 
ignoring dramatic conventions and even mutilating its text, 
in order to introduce a sympathetic or a heroic Jew1 Human
ism, religious and social tolerance have not really changed the 
world of the English theatre that much. It seems to me that 
the motivating power behind this cendency has been the gro
wing Jewish influence in England. The scope of this essay does 
not allow a full examination of this subject. One day, someone 
ctose to the sources might be induced to explore the topic, 
one would hope . Until such a study is available, many ques
ions will remain unanswered. The bits and pieces of evidence 
presented here are likely to raise more questions than the 
answer they seek to find. 

One cannot agree with the editor of the Arden Shakes
peare of The Merchant of Venice that the characters in this play 
'are capable of many different interpretations', but he is quite 
right in pointing out that there is a 'tendency to view them 
out of their dramatic context, in the light of partisan predis-
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The same thing may be said of Shylock who has become 
the subject of an even greatet controve1·sy. Basically, three 
different views on Shylock have emerged since the beginning 
of the nineteenth century: 

I. The view that Shylock is a simple villain and the play is 
unmistakably anti-Semitic. 

2. The view that Shylock is a tragic hero. 

3. The view that Shakespeare could not make up his mind and 
that in spite of his intention to make Shylock a villain, he has 
made him a sympathetic figure. 

The first view represents the historically-minded from Shake
speare's time to the present day. In the twentieth century, 
this view has also been adopted by the extreme anti-Jewish 
such as the Nazis, and, for rc.ther different reasons, by the 
ultra-Jewish, such asthe Zionists.(47)The second view has been 
prompted by the romantics-Jewish and otherwise. The first 
attempt to win sympathy for Shylock and make him a tragic 
hero was made in 1811 byEdmund Kean, who also tried to 
reinterpret Marolwe's Barabas in the same \direction, as we 
have seen earlier in this essay. The second and the third views 
seem to aim at watering down and white--washing the anti-Sem
itism involved in the play. Actually, the main purpose of these 
views is to absolve Shakespeare from the charge of anti-Jewis
h ness. This appears to be expedient to the interests of both 
Shakespeare's admirers and the pro-Jewish custodians. 

Interpretations which do not see Thelv1erchant of Venice 
as an anti-Jewish play often refer to Shylock's much··quoted 
speech: 'Hath not a Jew eyes' (Ill. i.), as the highlight of his 
heroic defence of his race and of Shakespeare's fair- minded
ness in soliciting sympathy for the Jew. This speech, however, 
has been taken out of its context distorted, and misinterpreted 



silent insertions.(44)Kean's interpretation, however, remained 
the exception, not the norm, in the play's stage history. 

Most critics and thos·c in the theatrical profession conti
nued to see The Jew of ;VIa/to as an anti-Jewish play . This, I beii
eve, i~; the rnain toason why It is rHJt so often r·evived in the 

tv;entleLh centtJr'Y· ·rhe drama critic: of The Times, commenting 

on a pn:x!uction of t:he play on 2 ()ctt)ber ! 964) reveals that 
The .Jew of !viulta 'has not be~ en seen here [on thQ London stage] 
profession;:dly for over fotty years' .(4S) There is hardly anything 
in the pl<:\y to support the ldc>:a that Barabas is"' sympathetic 
char·c.c.ter. The ?,s.surnption that he ls ~a rnan wi<:h a f''iev;>..~-H:e,, 
tiY:: injured party, becaw;~;: (>[ th;;: unjw;t taxes and w/' ... ir tt·:-:a« 
tment) is only ternpotat·ily upheld early in the play '2.::d then 
is c:onu·adicted by Bat'ab?.s hirnst:!f. V\'hen Barabasn left lone, 

as Bevington has pointed out) (he t·eveals that his nodle passion 

was in fac:t contrived CIS a ;neans of deceiving otht~r.s and winn

ing syrnpathy from thern. He laughs exu!tlngly ::).this cleverness 
in duping thcms and at the pity he has evc<<ed', 46 

To say that we sympathize with Barabas because he is a 

clever, dcar~sight(::d opportun!sti and that in today' s moraHty 

survival is for· the fittest, again docs not apply because the 
villain here is foiled and the en~ine"r is hoist with his own 

" 
petardi. The final laugh is at Barabas. The conclusion is in the 
tradition of the melodrama and the morality play: crime does 
not pay. Marlowe goes out of his way to stress the point that 
he means this diabolic monster to be a prototype of the Jew 
and not a particular individuaL Critical and theatrical attempts 
to change this reality and present a sympathetic Jew may very 
well serve a political purpose but they go astray because they 
run contrary to the text of the play, its historical context, the 
dramatic conventions and the popular traditions of the Eliza
bethan stage. 



he maintains that 'all peoples are disliked in the lump', he rev
eals an anti-Jewish sentiment for he beiieves there are good 
reasons to dislike Jew and that he himself dislikes most of 
them: 

What Langner has called 'the final insult' can hardly be 
accepted by the Jews as a mere joke-not even from Shaw. We 
are to go through a new ice age: 'Astronomers report that the 
orbi of the earth is jumping to its next quantum .... humanity 
is doomed' . As has been shown above, the Jew responds by 
hurrying to make lucrative business. Archibald Henderson, 
who wrote three biographies of Shaw between 1910 and 1956, 
has stated categorically that 'all characters reast to the news 
of the end of the world in a highly characteristic way'. (43) If 
this is Shaw's view, too, and the internal evidence in Geneva 
suggests it is, then Shaw is purposely depicting a Jew who 

preys on human despair and profits from the annihilation of 
mankind . This image of the greedy Jew is in the tradition of 
Barabas and Shylock and the stage Jew of literature. 

The Controversy of Interpretation: 

For over two centuries since they first appeared on the 
stage, Barabas and Shylock were never interpreted as sym
pathetic figures. Barabas was always acted as the traditional 
stage villain: Machiavellian, hypocritical, avaricious, and mur
derous. A revival of the play on 24 Aprii 1818 by Edmund Kean 
showed a new tendency in interpreting Barabas. Kean, who 
became famous a few years earlier by his performances of a 
humanized version of Shylock, made the first attemept to hum
anize Marlowe's Jew too That production 'led to violent con
troversies in the press', we learn, and the acting text was pre
pared by another Jew-one by the ncme of Samson Pen ley-who 
made a lot of changes in the plot and introduced numerous 
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in the play. In his letter of 28th September 1938, Shaw's .reply 

was ha.lf-hearted and quite unconvincing but 'to please You', 
he told Langner, 'I have written up the part a bit'. 38 

Shaw revised the play six, times between 1938-47, accor
ding to Pilecki, (39) making numerous modifications and omiss

ions but the final version, which we have now, still did not 
please his critics and Jewish friends. Langner and his Theatre 

Guild of New York insisted on rejecting the play after it had 
been revised. 'An important factor in their decision', writes 

St. John Ervine, 'is entitled to sympathy. Almost the whole 
of the directors of the Guild were Jews, and there were sent

iments and speeches in Geneva which filled them with profound 

resentment.' (40) 

When other Producers brought Genera to New York on 

January 30, 1940, it 'met with complete failure'. (41) 

Neither the time nor the place were favourable to the play. 

In spite of all the revisions, the play retains its character

istic archetypal quality as far as the Jew is concerned and the 
archetypal Jew has always been a negative figure. Shaw avoids 

the cliche of identifying the Jew with a curved nose but his 
Jew has a red beard which is characteristic of the stage Jew 

since the Middle Ages. He has no name but bears the generic 
nominative The Jew'. He charges 'the responsible ruler of 
Germany with assault, robbey, torture, murder and 'an atte

mpt to exterminate the flower of the human race' (IV. 133). 
It is interesting to note that while the Jew advocates racial 

superiority, yet resents being victimized by racial prejudice' .(42) 
Paradoxically Shaw's Jew seems t.o have cpught the German 
fever of racial discrimination: 'I am not a Primitive Hittite .... 
I have all the mar·ks of a German blond', he daims, And though 
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On the face of it, the first activity sems highly commen
dable and even heroic on the part of the Jew, and the second 
activity seems likea typical Shavian joke,. Nonteheless, both 
have raised a storm of critical . controvt·esy' No matter how 
one looks at these activities, they prove to be the Shavian dra
matization of the eternal political (or racial) and economic 
conflicts, or of 'Jewry and Usury', to use the conventional 
terms referred to above in discussing Marlowe and Shakesp 
eare. On these two accounts, Shaw has been seen by some 
critics as being callous, lenient to the dictators, a hero-worsh 
ipper, an anti-Semite, and even a Fascist. 37 ..... . 

A prompt and comprehensive response to Geneva as an 
anti-Jewish play came from the director of the Theatre Guild 
of New York, Lawrence Langner, Shaw's Jew friend since 1921, 
who had successfully staged several of Shaw's earlier plays. In 
August 1938, Shaw sent him a privately printed copy of the 
play to see if he could produce it in America. Langner was infu
riated by what he saw as Shaw's apparent callousness to Jewish 
grievances and his 'airy and light dismissal' of the dictators. 
In a long and dignified letter, he remonstrated with Shaw about 
Jewish 'hypersensitivite' to derogatory remarks, the unfair· 
ness of confining Jewish accomplishments to 'trade and comm
erce' and the injustice of constantly recalling the ancient crime 
of killing Christ. He charged Shaw with giving the dictators 
the more convincing arguments, making the Jew the inferior 
mouthpiece in expressing his case, and he called Shaw's atten- .. 
tion to the perils to freedom in putting too much faith in the 
'efficiency' of the dictators. In Langner's view, the joke about 
the end of the world and the Jew's ludicrous response rep res
ents 'the final insult to the Jewish race'. He appealed to Shaw 
to revise the role of the Jew and to rewrite certain passage 



emma (1906) the visiting Dr Schutzmacher is a Jew who has 
made himself a fortune while practising among the poor people. 
He has written on his brass plate 'Advice and medicine sixp
ence, cure Guaranteed' (Bodley, Vol. Ill. 324-327). Mendoza, 
the brigand chief, in the interpolated scene in Man and Super
man is a Jew and a Zionist: In Annajanska, The Bolshevik Empr
ess ( 1919), a one-act skit, Gerneral Strammfest states that he 
has been made a Commander-in-Chief by his own solicitor
' a Jew, a Hebrew Jew'. And in scene 4 of St. Joan (1924) the 
Chaplain denounces Jews, adding: 'I would not leave a Jew al
ive in Christendom if I had my way' . 

Geneva ( 1938) is evidently the most complete study Shaw 
has ever made to depict the Jew in his drama. The play's plot 
does not focus principally on the Jew or on Jewish villainy 
as the plays of Marlowe and Shakespeare do . The Jew here 
is not the protagonist of the play but a major character among 
others. He is no criminally intriguing monster waiting for an 
opportunity to murder a Christian. Rather, he is an ordinary
looking 'gentleman'. His role is condensed and mellified, com
pared with those of Barabas and Shylock. He appears three 
times in three acts to r.>erform two major activities: 

I. The unnamed Jew comes, on behalf of his race, to the 
lnetrnational Institution of Intellectual" Co-operation to sue 
the German dictator to the World Gourt of Justice. He beco
mes the motivating power behind the events of the play. He 
helps the office girl to formulate the summons and he pres 
ents his case in the court. 

2. At the end efthe play, on hearing that the earth is chan
ging its course and an ice age is expected, he runs to the telep
hone to instruct his stockbroker to sell his most expensive sec
urities in ordre to buy them back later and become a millio
naire, until the icecap overtakes him. ·--
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match'd, unless the devil himself turn Jew'. And Jessica dec
lares: 'our house is hell' (II. iii. 2), implying that those in it are 
devils. As one critic has pointed out: 'The Jew as the Devil 
Incarnate conforms to a common medieval notion. It is expr
essed in Chaucer and much early English drama, and it is given 
powerful theological support by Luther, who warns the Chri
stian world that "next to the devil thou hast no enemy more 
cruel, more venemous and violent than a true Jew" (35). 

The subtle conjunction Shakespeare makes between the 
Jewish place of worship and bloodletting constitutes one of 
the harshest anti-Jewish allusions in The Mer ;hant of Venice. 
Shylock is happy to hear of Antonio's forte oming bankruptcy 
and he excitedly urges his friend: 'go Tubal, and meet me at
our synagogue' (Ill. i . 118-20). He is now certain that he is le
gally entitled to kill his enemy and he goes to the synagogue 
for thanksgiving. Shakespeare's audience is expe' · ed to make 
the link between this scene and the ritual (repo. ted in anti
Jewish folklore stories) of drinking Christian blood in the sy
nagogue . Shakespeare's allusion here is a parallel to-and was 
probably influenced by-the one in Marlowes Jew of Malta, 
referred to above. 

Shaw and the Jew 

In his plays Shaw introduces many Jews and Jewish refe
rences usually with characteristic wit sense of humour, and 
often with poignant realism which may be interpreted by hy
persensitive Jews as anti-Semitism. Most of these references 
are brief and sometimes veiled and unspecified. Arthur Neth
ercot identifies Sartorius in Widowers' Houses as a Jew, although 
Shaw does not label him as such, on the ground of his 'strong 
aquiline nose and general air of importance ,as well as his ret
icence and sensitivity about his past' (36). In the Doctor's Dil-
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cfor suff'rance is the badge of all our tribe)but his grudge is too 

deep: 'you call me misbeliver, cut- turo2.t dog, and spat upon 

my Jewish gaberdine' (1. iii. 104-6). 

In his spite, he would marry his only daughtet· to the des

cendants of a Jewish thief and murderer: 'I have a daughter-

would any of the stock of Barabas had been her husband, rather 

than a Christa11'. Shylock's 'my deeds upon my head;' reminds 

the audience oft he killers of Jesus: 'His blood be on us, and our 

children' (New Testament Matthew, xxviii 25) . He is proud of 

his descendance from Father Abraham, and swears by Jacob's 

staff 'And by our holy Sabbath have I sworn to have the due 

and forfeit of my bond' (IV. i. 36). When asked what Anotnio's 

flesh is good for (Ill, i. 46), Shylock appears to be obsessed with

an idea of retribution which goes beyond the Judaic code of 

'an eye for an eye': 

to bait fish withal,--if it will feed nothing else, it will 

feed my revenge; he hath disgraced me .... laughed at 

my losses .... scorned my nation .... and what's his reason? 

I am a Jew. 

---Antonio's first anti--Jewish remark comes in (1. iii. 173-4) 

when he murmers at the departing Jevv: 'Hie thee gentle Jew, 

the Hebrew will turn Christian, he grows kind'. He makes 

another thrust in the trial scene when he refers to Shylock's 

'Jewish heart' as if it were an adamant, pitiless, natural force 

of evil. Shakespeare puts anti-Jewish utterances in the mouths 

of several other characters including Shylock's own daughter, 

Jessica, and his Jewish servant, Launcelot. The discontented 

servant, while contemplating to leave his master, describes 

him as: 'My master is very Jew', and refers to him repeatedly 

as a 'fiend' and a 'devil'. On Tubal's entrance, Solanio annou

nces: 'Here comes another of the tribe, -a third cannot be 
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plot of the play and it is also the means by which in all the le
gends the Devil lures men into his snare'. (33) St is to be rem
embered that Shylock is called'the devil' repeatedly by several 
characters (e.g. /1. ii, 23, 25, 26; Ill, i, 19-20, 30, 71. He is also 
referred to as a 'fiend'. Two things are discernible from all 
these sources and assumptions: first, that practically all of them 
are derived from Jewish origins, and second, that all of them 
associate the name with negative or wicked qualities. 

Throughout the play, Shylock behaves as a Jew and he is 
treated as such. t"iany critics have noted the rhetorical and dr
amatic effects Shakespeare achieves by the device of repeti
tion, It has been reckoned that in this play the word 'Jew' is 
used 58 times, mostly in the vocative 'Jew' or else in the dis
tancing nominative 'the Jew', and that other forms such as ' 
Jewess', 'Jews', and 'Jew's' are used 14 times, and 'Hebrew' 
twice. The total is 74 times whereas 'Shylock' is used 17 times 
only. As Cohen has pointed out 'the word Jew has no neutral 
connotations in drama ... Jew has strongly negative implicati
ons in The Merchant of Venice' (39). 

From his first appearance in (1. iii) Shylock is readily ide
ntified as an ultra-orthodox Jew and Shakespeare repeatedly 
reminds us that what Shylock says or does is dirctely related 
to his Jewish ness. He refuses to dine with Bassanio and in his 
first (aside) he reveals that his reasons are not personal: 'to 
smell pork, to eat of the habitation which your prophet the 
Nazarite conjured the devil into' and, on seeing Antonio, he 
declares: 'I hate him for he is a Christian'.When later 'cll.v. 
(14-15) he accepts the invitation for dinner and decides to go, 
contrary to his previous resolve, the change is not a token of 
his generosity but an early manifestation of his monstrous. 
intentions:'!' II go in hate, to feed upon the prodigal Christian' 
Shylock says he has borne the insults 'with a patient shrug 



on hearing that his daughter had spent in Genoa forty ducats 
in one night, in response to which he moans: 'thou stickest 
a dagger in me, I shall never see my gold again' ( Ill. i. 98-100), 
are instances which furnish evidence in that direction. Shylock, 
however, rejects all offers of repayment : twice, thrice, or 
even twenty times over. After all, the greedy usurer has used 
money as a means to an end: he is not interested in multiplying 
his profits as much as in satisfying a lust for revenge. 

Shakespeare's choice of names for his major characters 
is usually meaningful. The origin of Shylock's name is rather 
obscure though several explanations have been attempted 
by a number of scholars at various times. One recent editor 
of The Merchant of Venice has collected five possible suggestions 
from various sources: 32 

(I) It might be a form of Shiloh of Genesis xlix. 10, which has 
been glossed as "dissolving, or mocked or deceiving" 

(2) It could hav been picked out of "Schiloch", the name 
of a Babylonian. 

(3) There might be an association with "Shallach", Hebrew 
for 'cormorant' or 'greedy' which was often used of usurers 

(4) Shylock might be a form of Shelah (Genesis, X. 24) the 
father of Eber 'i.e., Hebrew) 

(5) (from OED). "Shullock", Shallock, Shollock (of obscure 
origin) 

(v.) to idle about, to slouch used as a term of contempt. 
A more recent study (1979) has suggested further possibilities. 
'To the Hebrew ear', writes Schonfeld, 'the name She lock re
calls SEOL, the underworld, and also the name of King Saul 
himself. To this we now add that the Hebrew verb root SAL 
means 'to lend/ borrow'. Lending is the basic motif of the whole 
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iarch, Jacob, in out smarting his uncle Laban. When Antonio 
asks Shylock reprovingly: 'Is your gold and silver ewes and 
rams?", the moneylender replies defiantly : 'I cannot tell; I 
make it breed as fast." In Shakespeare's England, as in Venice, 
borrowing at a rate of interest was becoming widely common, 
often a necessity even though it was still considered morally 
wrong. Some great Elizabethans, including Queen Elizabeth 
'were forced to borrow very large sums from European bank
ers. Shakespeare's company ... built the Theatre and the Globe 
on mone(taken up at a rate of interest'.(30) As a result of the 
restricting laws of England, lending money and taking interest 
was initially practised by Jews who found few other means 
of living open to them. The profession, however, was not con
fined to Jews; many Chrisians, finding an easy way of making 
money, became money-lenders. 

The Jew usurer, nevertheless, remained the scapegoat 
and the arch villain in orthodox Christian thinking and usury 
in general continued to be condemned in drama and other 
writings for a long time to come. One drama study, for insta
nce, has located seventy - one plays which contain attacks on 
usurers written between 1553 and 1640. (31) The change from 
an agrarian to a commercial society was very slow and gradual; 
and so were the effects of the new tenets of Protestant Refor
mation which tended to accept the reality of interest by contr
olling it and mitigating its evils rather than be unrealistically 
abolishing or ignoring it. 

In due course, Shylock proves to be betting not for gold 
but for blood. Up to the trial scene, we are led to believe that 
Shylock might be the traditional miserly Jew; a gold-worship
per who places money before family ties. His defence, of usury 
his reported wailing: 'my ducats'. my daughter! 'and his grief 
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makes with Shylock to guarantee the deliverance of the money 
in time or else lose''· pound of his own flesh. The first words 
we hear from Shylock, on his first appearance, state the amo
unt of the loan Bassan io has come to borrow: 'Three thousand 
ducats!' And the strongest motive Syhlock gives for hating 
Antonio is that 'he lends out money gratis' (free of Charge) 
and by doing so he brings down the rate of interest among 
money-lenders in the city. 

A group of associated words such as usury, usuance, inte
rest, excess, advantage, thrift, venture, fortune, lottery, hazard, 
gain, etc, recur so steadily in the play that led one Shakespea
rean author to contend they give the play its 'linguistic identity, 
and that their study o.n be 'the most inviting approach to The 
Merchant of Venice' . (27) Legitimate and illegitimate ideas of 
gain or money-making are intcrwined in the play in a variety 
or contrasting characters and situations. Usury is one of the 
phenomena of civilization which was deemed evil since time 
immemorial. The Scriptures and the Christian writers of the 
first five centuries denounc<XJ it 011tright. Two thousan yearsd 
before Shakespeare, Aristotle C'384··322 B. C.), condemned 
usury as wrong and saw it 'the most unnatural mode of making 
rnoney'. To Aristotle, the natural use of n1oney vvas as a stan~ 
darcl of value and medium of exthange. 'Money was not a live 
thing', he wrote. 'it did not naturally multiply like flocks and 
herds'. (28)'i"lany latc;r rnol"alists', writes Louisa Loomis in her 
introduction to Aristotle, 'both pagan and Christian, troubled 
by similar phenomena, were to repeat Aristotle's condemna
tion of usury as a sin against nature'. 29 

Shakespeare's argument in The Merchant of Venice seems 
to be based on the same Aristotelian principles. In his defence 
of usury, Shylock takes his best example from the Biblical patr-
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in many ways by Marlowe's Jew and it is possible that Abigail 
may have hepled in suggesting Shylock's daughter, Jessica. 
Shylock, like Barabas, is a middl-aged widower with infinite 
riches and no one to inherit him but a single young daughter 
of legendary beauty. Like him, too, he is conscious of his Jewis
hness and of the 'ancient grudge' he bears Antonio, the Chris
tian. The daughters of both men forsake them and turn Chris
tian: Jessica to marry a Christian lover and Abigail tv be a nun 
temporarily and then to be poisoned by her own father. The 
vinbictive conspiracies of the two villainous Jews are finally 
punished with actual death for Barabas and symbolic death 
for Shylock. 

Shakespeare's Jew, however, differs from Marlowe's, 
as it is to me, in two major respects:(\) areas of emphasis (2) 
crebibility: Shylock is made less incredible than Barabas. Whe
reas murder to Barabas seems to have become the unsatiable 
hobby of a maniac, and his lust for new victims continues to 
intensify up to the last minutes of his life, Shylock, on the 
other hand remains haunted with a single plot to avenge him
self upon a particular Christian. From these differences ensued 
the question of Shylock's humanity or inhumanity and of how 
to interpret the character of Shylock. I 

In Shylock, Shakespeare depicts a revengeful Jew whose 
motives stem from his Jewish identity and his profession-aspe 
cts which, at that time, resembele the two faces of the same 
coin. G. Wilson Knight callsp Shylock the 'usurious Jew', (25) 
and the editor of the Penguin Shakespeare of The Merchant 
has seen the play mainly 'preoccupied with two matters of 
Elizabethan concHn: Jewry and usury' which may be parall
eled in modern time by racial and economic conflicts. (26) The 
main plot of the play de·pends entirely on the bond Antonio 
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piracy amounted to a popular scandal which stirred up a wave 
of hostility against the Jews 

In The Merchant of Venice, Shakespeare employs a series 
of derogatory epithets and images which set the keynote 
to a chorus of anti-Jewish abuse in which Shylock is often desc
ribed as a 'dog' or 'wolf' or some other variation. Gratiano 
tefers to 'the currish Jew', and Antonio, we learn, has used the 
epithet 'dog' many times before the action of the play begins. 
'You call me .... cut-throat dog . . . . And foot me as you 
spurn a stranger cur', Shylock protests. 'Hath a dog money'?, 
he remonstrates, 'is it possible a cur can lend three thousand 
ducats?' And later: 'thou call'dst me dog before thou hadst 
a cause I But I am a dog, beware my fangs'. Lesli Fiedler calls 
our attention to the fact that 'Shakespeare .... seems to have 
been no dog lover at all, reserving his canine metaphors for 
destructive women, cringing courtiers, and the most treache
rous of his villains'. 22 

More dangerous than a dog, Shylock is called a 'wolf' by 
Antonio: 'you may as well use question with the wolf, I Why 
he hath made the ewe bleat for the lamb .... ' (IV. i. 73- 9). 
Gratiano's words'a 'Nolf . . hanged for human slaughter (IV. 
i. 134), would remind many among Shakespeare's audience, 
as Bernard Lott explains, of 'Pythagoras' theory that the souls 
of animals when they die can move into the bodies of human 
beings .. .'and that 'Wo/fwhich is in latin Lupus would remind 
people of Lopez, particularly since Lopez was popularly known 
ih English as Lopus'. 23 

The Jew of Malta was first performed publicly in 1592 at 
the Rose Theatre 'with great success', (29) and was entered in 
the Stationers' Register in May 1594. After the execution of 
Lopez, the play gained spontaneous topicality. There is no 
doubt that in depicting his Jew, Shakespeare was influenced 
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success ot Harlowe's The Jew of Malta on the London stage. 
Both factors manifested and contributed to thG< prevailing anti 
Jewish mood . 

The chief culprit in the plot to poison Queen Elizabeth 
(and Don Antonio, pretender to the throne of Portugal) was 
Dr Roderigo Lopez, a Portugese Jewish doctor who rose to 
a position of high influence first with the Earl of Essex and 
then in the service of the queen. He was tried, found guilty, 
and hanged in June 1594.( 19) The question that naturally comes 
to mi. d here is: if Jews were banished from England by law, 
as we 1ave seen earlier, from the reign of Edward I to the Com
monwealth of Cromwell, how was it possible that a Jew beco
mes the private doctor of Queen Elizabeth and an influencial 
doctor, too? The answer lies in the fact that he was 'professing' 
Christianity- i.e. declaring himself a christian to circumvent 
the law <•:,'. ;st the residence of Jews. This seems to have bec
ome a co. 1 on practice in Shakespeare's time, according to 
John Russeli t.:·-:>wn who maintains: 'It can now be defintely 
stated that Jews ciid live in London at this time, and that while 
they may have proiessed Christianity in accordance with long
standing laws a?,ain>t the residence of Jews in England, they 
did retain certain elements of their ancient worship and way 
of life' . (20) 

As Lily B. Campbell points out, after the defeat of the 
Spanish Armada in 1588, the English found themselves a nation 
aroused to the heights of its nationalism, and King Philip of 
Spain continued to plot against Queen Elizanbeth by money 
"to seduce some of the chief nobility to rebellion " and to 
murder Elizabeth 'violentiy or by ser•·et poison'. (21) It became 
evident that Lopez was in the pay or Spain-in other words, an 
alien and a collaborator with •·- enemy as well- and his cons-
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He boasts of his latest profession which is 'usury' and we learn 

that the interest he charges is 'a hundred for a hundred'. But 
in his greed he loses everything and ends up in the hell of his 

own making symbolised by the cauldron which he prepared to 
stew his enemies in.ln the final scene, Barabas boasts of his own 

double dealing: 

Why, is not this . 

-A kingly kind of trade to purchase towns, 
By treachery and sell them by deceit? 

(5.5. 11-12) 

In the final scene, too, he makes a typical pronouncement: 

'For, so I live ,perish may all the world!, Thus, treason, colla

boration with the enemy, secert double dealings, callous sel
fishness and parasitism are the charges: levelled against Mar

lowe's Jew. These and similar accusations continued to be voi
ced against Jews in drama and in real life throughtout three 

centuries and a half and they culminated in dreadful persecu
tions and genocide before and during the second world war. 

Shakespeare and the Jew 

Editors of The Merchant of Venice unanimously agree that 
Shakespeare must have written it not before 30 July 1596 (bec

ause of the allusion to a grounded Spanish ship called St. 
Andrew) and not later than 22 July 1598 (the entry of the play 

in the Stationer's Register. The play then was written during 
that closing decade of the sixteenth century which witnessed 

growing anti--Jewish sentiments on the popular and governm
ental levels. Shakespeare seems to have found himself compe

lled to write his own version of the Jew when the time was 
ripe to do so. Two factors must have convinc2d Sha.ke,peare 

of the necessity of such a play: (I) the conspiracy t•:"> poison 
Queen Elizabeth I by her private Jewish doctor and (2) The 
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I perceive there is no love on earth, 
Pity in Jews; nor piety in Turks. 

(Ill. iii. S2- 58) 

By presenting a pitiless Jew who instigates the slaying of 
innocent Christian youths whose only fault is falling in love 
with his own daughter, Marlowe is calling to mind a well· kn· 
own popular tradition which points Harabas z.s a type not an 
individual. The allusion, as Levin puts it is 'one ofthe strang
est obsessions of the Eumpean consciousness ,the legend of 
the Jew's daughter, who serves as a decoy in luring a Christ
ian youth to his doom by her father's knife in their dark hab 
itation. The story is deeply rated in those accusations of ri
tual murder, which seems toe suit from misunderstandings 
of the Jewish Passover rite, and have leftay trail of bloody rev
enges across whole countries and over many centuries'. 18 

The menace the Jew personifies to Christian 'sons' can 
be easily related to the crucifixion of Christ. There is, in fact 
a thinly veiled reference to that in Abigail's reproach to her 
father: 

But thou wert set upon extreme revenge 
Because the sire dispossess'd thee once
And could'st not venge it but upon his son! 

And though the explicit reference is to 11athias and his father, 
the implicit allusion is to the Father and the son. 

At the end of the play Barabas does not change except to be 

a hardened, unrepentant and consistent t"lachlavellian. He has 
played the hypocrite superbly not only to his enemies but to 
everyone who gets in touch with him,including his own flesh and 
blood. He murders his own daughter in order to gain his ends. 



Here, it seems to me, we have one of the most interesting 
complexities of the play. First ,Marlowe has made Barabas an 
abominable villain in the eyes of the pious and all those who 
believ in divine wisdom and the validity of patience. Secondly 
according to the Mosaic code which stresses the principle of 
'an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth', an avenging jehovah 
is closer to a typical Jew than a patient Job. The Book of Job is 
in fact the exception not the norm in judaism. Thus, Barabas, 
remains the prototype not the exception- only he overdose 
his vindictiveness and overreaches himself. Thirdly, more rec
ently, Barabas's morality (dynamic, pragmatic, assertive, and 
opportunistic) seems to have much more appeal to large sect
ions of twentieth century audiences in general and zealous 
Jews and Zionists in particular than the morality of a meek 
and patiently suffering Jew. In this respect, Barabas would have 
been an ideal hero for many Jews in today's world, why then-, 
is The Jew of Malta so rarely revived 1 Because in every other re
spect Barabas is a negative, unsympathetic character and the 
overall response of the audience is that the play is anti- Jewish 

Barabas proves to be an unscrupulous, self- centred super
egoist. Among the series of crimes, he commits- the two young 
lovers of his daughter, the two friars, his slave lthamore, the 
pimp, and the courtesan- in addition to those he recalls from 
his past- comes the climax in the contrived murder of his own 
daughter, Abigail. In order to getrid of her he has to poison 
a whole nunnery. To destroy innocent victims that get in his 
way without a thought or a scruple seems to have bccomn the 
pattern oft his unfeeling agent of vengeanse, when his daught
er learns of his role in extinguishing the lives of the two young 
men, she describes her father· as 'hard- hearted father, unkind 
Barabas! (Ill. iii. 41). In her bitter disappointment Abigail ge
nerlizes her temark to include all Jews. 



Are strangers with your tribute to be tax'd? 

2 Knight: Have strangers leave with us to get their wealth 1 

Then let them with us contribute . 

It should be remembered, however, that historically 'in 
1290 Edward I had expeled the jews from England' and that 
banishment officially lastGld more than three centuries and a 
half when they were readmitted by Oliver Cromwell in the da
ys of the protectorate,( I?) Thus the Jews at the time of Marl
owe and Shakespeare were legally aliens in England . 

Barabas, at any rate, is depicted as an adventurous alien, 
the forerunner of the modern capitalist, the Mechiavellian 
political realist and the atheistic immoralist. To him , every 
thing has a price, conscience is fooloish, religion is child's toy 
and loyalty, love and compassion (the qualities strongly advo
cated in The Merchant of Venice) are to be shunned. Marlowe 
invites us to find a parallel between the position of Barabas 
and that of the Jewish Biblical patriarch, Job, the paradigm of 
faith and patience . But although there are undeniable simil
arities between the two stories: both men are reduced from 
riches to poverty and restored to riches again, the comparison 
can only be seen as a parody of the Book of Job. Barabas him
self rejects the comparison on the ground that his loss is greater 
than Job's. His calcu lations are in commercial terms whereas 
Job's crisis is essentially spiritual. He forgets to mention, for 
instance, that Job lost all ten of his children (seven sons and 
three daughters) while he (Barabas) contrived to murder his 
own sole daughter. Furthermore contrary to the patient job 
who suffers and refuses to sin (by cursing in adversitY) Barabas 
is quick to anger; and, when frustrated, he curses freely: 'Die 
life, fly soul, tongue curse they fill and die'. 
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Somewhere else he c!aims that 'sorne Jews are 'Nicked, 

as all Cht~istians are!' J.nd he exalts in triurnphing ovet 'these 

S\Nine-· eating Chri:;tians "·unchosen ll8tion' (!L iii. 7--B) . 
later in the play when Bz.r·abas plays i"1us!ims Christians 

against each other, he r·estatcs his 'policy' of ('1achiavellism 

which, he nsserts 1 all Jew's are used to practice: 
Thus !oving neither, wil! ! live vvith both, 

fv1aki ni_?; a profit of my pol icy; 

And he hTMl vvhorn rny most advanto.gc comes 
Sha!! be rny friend . 

This is the life we Jevvs are used l:O had; 
--And reason too, for christians do the !ike . 

(V.ii. 113~· 18) 
Barabas, the nan1esake of the antl~ Chri5t, is a self·· confessed 

anti- Christi.?.n. on his first encounter with lt:harnore, the Tu

rkish slave) Bar·:::.bas invites hirn to work together for their co 

mrnon cause: 'VI/e are villains both!. ... we hate Ch1·istians 
both! 

Mar!o't'0 1"'"' .. "-~" 1·"·i~ou,...,.,rl --·not!,.-::. ... ')'"'chnty,..,_,,J characteri v .•. Jta.:. tl< •• <.: 1 ""'· ·' ~~. • • ,,_, '" '-· V<:>< ''' ' • -

stic for his _protagoni:;t: the brand of the Wand·?~rin:-:;: Je'N. The 
Elizabethan audience would readily identify the vvandering 
Jew Vltith the accursed. As one scholar puts it !J\hasuerus, who 

according to an old legend drove Christ brutally av·tay, a.~, we

ary with the cross he c:an·ied. H2 set it down to rest before 

his door. Ahc'l.suer·us was condemned by Christ to wander all 

over the earth until he shoutd n~i:urn again to jud.zernent.The 

story is probably <J. symbollc explanation of the dispersion of 

the Jews over the \Nhole earth).(! 6) Being 'alien' or 'stranger' 

is a typlca! c:l'rcl.racter~f·;;tk of theVVandering Jevv. Barabas is a 
self- confessed 's:tr:tn~scr-' in Jvia!ta. HE-; rnust have been livinp· on 

c- 0 

th<:Jt island for m<:my years for h: W(~S there that he had ac<:umuw 
lated a greu.t fortune and bec:arne the rkhcst rnen.-:hant but st

ill considers hlrnse!f \1, stranger', especially when it suits him to 

do so. T nan atternpt to <::sca_pe paying the u ibut~3, he asks: 
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mundane existence profited most immediately from Christ's 
sacrifice . 14 

l"!arlowe constantly stresses th" Jewishness of Barabas and 
he ,meanwhile, points the malignity, the misanthropy, and the 
opportunisn"' of thi:s Jew" He is always addt·essed either as ' 
Jew' , 'Barabzts', o1· 'Hebrew' ,and he boasts that he is vet·y well 

known among the Customs House officials as' The Jew fo Ma
lta'. He addresses the three Jews who seek his advice on the 

question of the tribute· to be paid to the Turks, as 'countt·ym
en' but as soon as they are gone he calls them 'these silly men. 
In an aside, Bat·abas reveals his vindictiveness and scorns to be 

of the tribe of Levi:. 

I am not of the tribe of Levi, I, 

That can so soon forget an injury 

(II. iii. 18-19) 
Brooke and Pat·adise have explained that the tribe of Levi was 
the priestly,consecrated tribe of Israel.( IS) Barabas belongs to 
the vindictive, not thco forgiving. He claims that Jews are cap

able of dissembling and hypocritical sadism : 

We Jews can fawn like spaniels when we please: 
And when we grin we bite: yet are our looks .. 
As innocent and harmless as a lamb's' 

(II. iii. 20-22) 
Barabas justifies deception and duplicity on the grounds 

that the Christians are doing the same and, what is worse, he 

ends up with the dangerous notion of superiority and the inf
allability ofthe chosen people. In an aside to his daughter, Ba
rabas inti mates: 
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It's no sin to O('ceive a Christian, 
For they then,selvse hold it a principle, 

Faith is not to be held with heretics; 
But all are heretics that are not Jews. 

(II .iii. 315) 



The nose is usually pointed red and often referred to as 'bott
lenosed' and thus identifying him as a recognizable stage type. 

Godshalk has argued that ltharnore's comic references to 
Barabas's bottle- nose- "I worship your nose for this( II. 938) 
and "you bottle- nosed knave" (lll.iii. 10), are not antisemi
tic, they rather point to Barabas's dramatic ancestors. He qu
otes a pre·· Marlovian play entitled Like will to Like by Fulwel! 
in which Newtangle, the Vice ,expresses his sur·prise to see the 
Devil's 'big nose' and says that his vvife calls him a 'bottle-nos
ed knave'. Godshalk, however, admits that Wilbur Sanders, 
in his book, The Dramatist and the Received Idea: swdies in the 
Plays of Marlowe and shakespeare (Cambridge, 1968 J p. 38)has 
seen the bottle -nose epithet as part of 'the ethnic stereotype 
of the Jew, used by Marlowe. ( 13) It seems to me that Godsha
lks example does not refute the argument of the bottle- nosed 
archetypal Jew, but points to the connection between the De
vil, the morality, Vice and the Jew of folklore- a connection 
which has been made by many critics . 

Barabas, the name f"larlowe chooses for his Jew protago
nist was, of course, not the name of a historical Maltese inhab-
itant . But the playwright must have knov;.·n it w·ou!d be func

tional in more than one sense. ~~o Elizabethan playgoer who 
knows the alphabet of his religion and the Biblical story of Ch
rist's crucifixion would fail to make the connection. This is 
obviously the same name as that of the thief who was released 
so that Christ might be crucified. The irony,as one critic has 
seen it, is that 'in his selection of a name there is a deeper sig
nificance, for Barabas was the criminal whom the Jews pref
rred to jesus, when Pilate offered to release a prisone;· ... It 
could also be said that, if Christ died for all men, he died most 
immediately for Barabas; and that Barabas was the man whose 
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lhe power of many and the crooked means throught wh
ich the jew has obtained it, is a keynote in The Jew of Malta, 
as it is indeed, in The Merchant of Venice and Geneva . 

The title of The Jew of Malta clearly distinguishes the pro
tagonist from the rest of Marlowe's major plays: Tamburlaine 
faustus, Edward II. Stephen Greenblatt is right in observing 
that 'where the titles of Marlowe's other major plays are pro
per names, The Jew of Ma Ita deflects the focus from the hero 
as fully conceived individual to the hero as embodiment of a 
category ... even his account of his past killing sick people or 
poisoning wells- tends to de- individualise him, accommoda-
ting him to an abstract, anti- sirnitic fantasy of a Jew's past,. 

Marlowe could have given the play any other title, a pro
per name or simply The Merchant of Malta. As the play reveals 
(Act l.i) this Jew is the wealthiest merchant in Malta- a billi
onaire in modern terms. He has amassed vast amounts of sil
ver, gold, and precious jewels. His ships roam the seas all over 
the corners of the ancient world : spain, Greece, Asia Minor, 
~1orocco, At·abia, persia, and India. The title of the play's first 
edition (1633) reads: The Famos Tragedy of the Rich Jew of Ma
lta. Shakespeare, for instance, chose a non- committal title for 
his play, The Merchant of' Venice, and although shylock is more 
effective than Antonio, the title is intended to refer to the 
Christian, not the Jew. ~~arlowe, however, opted to give the 
first place to the Jew . 

Even before his name is known, his appearance prepares 
the audience for the traditional stage figure of the Jew. The 
Elizabethan actor Edward Alleyn ( 1566- 1626) was the first who 
'created' the role of Barabas in I 591, II It has been customy
ry, since it was first performed by Alleyn, to play t•< rabas with 
the accustomed gabardine, the red beard, and the big nose. 



One was legitimately based on The prince (composed 
1513) and The Discourses (composed 1512-22). This 
was the jvJachiavelli praised by Gabriel Harvey and 

Sir Philip Sidney and imitated by Sir Walter Raleigh. 
This was the Hachiavelli lying behind I and 2 Tamb
ur/aine. 

The other Machiavelli was a heady brew, concocted 

by emotional rather than c:ool-headed moral Prote
stants for public consumption . In it ~1achiavel was 
atheistic, murderous, papistic, usurious, revengeful, 
sadistic, hypocritical, egocentric -no matter how 
illogical this monstel" is; This is the ~1achiavelli who 
speaks the prologue to The Jew of !Via!ta 7. 

This version of what may be called the pseudo-Machiavellian
concept was introduced by one Genti!let, a French Huguenot' 
who published his expose of M2,chic,vel in 1576. It was trans 
lated into English by Simon Patericke, whose Epistle Dedicat-, 
ory is dated 1577, and hence the work may have circulated in 
manusct~ipt. 8 

As 'Prologue' to The Jew of /;1aita, 1"1arlowe introduces 
Morhi.-.""'ll; to '~c'"''" ('""' 1-h~ a,,,-1;,..,,..1~·0 l"'he th'1"'~·'1 1\n~ Oft he ~-o Vo'-1 oO.•'~ fl ''f' -U·I'- ,J l..l (, l.l\,.11<:;1 \,, ...• I I 1'-, II <.:,; , I r'' -

Iogue reminds the audience oft he Gentillet version: 'his soul .. 
is come frorn France'. f~rorn the l.Jeginning 'vve are prepat~ed .... 
for an f:~gocentr·ic, criminal) sadi.:.tic, avaricious, and revengeful 

enemy of convGntiona! morai Christb.n society' 9. 

Unashamedly, i"hchiavelli pre~chcs his gospel of c1·aft.iness and 
duplicity, the re<•.lity of hypoaisy, and the power of money. 
He concludes his brief speech by announcing that he had come: 

To present the tragedy of a Jew 
Who smiles to see how full his bavs are cramm'd -
Which money was not got without rny means .... 



imaginatively invented his fantastic incidents which evolved 

around the monstrous character of an incredible Jew. /\s some

o-itics have pointed out, fvhrlowe was influenced by three 

topics of immense contemporary interest: 'I) a version of the 

~~achi"vellian 'super-man'; (2) the trabition~.l Jewish-Chris

tian animosity; (3) the intrigues of the Turks and the Spania

rds over areas of influence in the l\·iediterrancan ill gene1~a1~ 

and tv1alta in particular. One of those plots to capture the isl

and was being hatched in the Tu:·kish capital, Constantinople 

in 1590-1591 (pmbably at the ve;·y time ~1arlowe was finaliz

ing hh play) and with connivance of the English government 

in ot·der to weaken the Spanish influence. Two well--known 

Jews were amidst that intrigue: (I) a portuguese Jew, .Juan 

~1iques, also,known/,,s Joseph f\las~:i who had had gea tinfluence 

at the Turkish court and was aSS(Kiated vvith anti-Christian 

intt"igue, and (2) the CJth(~l" Jew was David Passi (c>r Pascha ), 
the Sultan's (:onf!dcntial adviser who was closely associated 

'vVith the pfot~ referred to 2,bove, to seize !'1alt2., and \<Vho seems 

to have been 1.:he rnediatol~ in the negotiations betvve·2n the 

Turks and the re.pres(~ntives of que8n Elizabeth government. 

He fe!! from gn::~.ce in \59! (6). 

Mariowe's three topics of' conttn-nporary interest are all closely 

related to his J e\N c 

The gr·eat lta!i?~n, 1\.Jiccolo Machiavelli (!469·~"152.7), sorne~ 

times referred to ;;ts the F!otentine for he was born in Florence~ 

was a statesrnan, historian, and since the publication of his 

works has gain.;:;d the reputation of the founder of modern 

po!itico.l science. h>r a better tHldcrstancling of The Jew of Malta, 
i(irschbaum has called our attention to distinguish bet\\'>Jen 

t\VO conceptions of f"'1achiavelli which were pr8v:.lent in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This is how he expiBins 

the distinction: 



The eminent historian, G.M. Trevelyan makes direct conne

ction bet'lveen economic rivalry, Jewish financial domination 

and 'the answering reaction of anti-Semitism'. He approvingly 

quotes a passage from C. R. Fay, Great Britain From Adam Smith 
to the present Day, p.l28, in which several characteristics o\ the 

prototype Jew are indicated, especially in the economic field: 

The Jew .... was ubiquitous and enterpr·ising, persis

tent but not pugnacious; he ran after customers wi

thout regard to his dignity, and made profit out of 

articles and transactions which other people rejected

or despised. Fo international finance the Jevvs had 

a Special bent, overcoming by their tribal bonds the 

boundaries nf nations, and yet as individue~ls retai

ning that mental detachment which is so necessary 

to financial analysis' (5). 

Evidently, these qualities are not confined to a particular 

Jew, or a group of Jews in any country, they rather describe 

'the Jew' at any time anywhere and very few people can deny 

the truth ef this testimony. Besides, this is meant to be a fact-· 
ual statement or even a compliment to the Jew's qualifications 

The point, howevN, is that these vet·y qualities can easily be-

come--nay. have very frequently become--the sources of 'rat

ionalized' hatred against the JewsVvhen, to the economic fa

ctors, othet· grudges against the Jews are added-- religious, 

political, mythological, and psychological--the burden of anti

Jewish ness becomes even heavier. From Marlowe and Shake
speare to Shaw, the antipathy found vat·ious ways of expression 

from works of art in the theatre to barbarous bloodshedbing. 

on the widet- stage of the actual world 

Marlowe and the Jew 

Marlowe did not pick up a ready-made plot for his play. Having

practically very little from folklore and earlier narrative, he 
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mirers and detractors of the great playwrights. FurthermOI"e, 

because Geneva is a topical political extravaganza, its chances 
of revival are slim and therefore it is often looked upon as an 
inferior work. For the purpose of exploring Shaw's attitude 

towards the Jew, however, I find it sufficiently adequate and 
in spite of the gap of time between it and other two plays, li

nks of archetypal nature are abundant. Before proceeding any 
further it would be necessary to define Ol' determine how a 
work of art may be considered anti- Semitic from a Jewish po

int of view and to which the perspective in the plays examined
her may be related. The most typical definition I can locate, and 

probably the closest to the main stream of Jewish thinking, 
is one given by D.M. Cohen, a Jewish scholar : 

I would define an anti-Semitic work of art as one that

portrays Jews in a way that makes them objects of 
antipathy to readers and spectators-objects of scorn,

hatred, laughter, or contempt .... Obviously, Jews 
must be allowed to have their faults in arts as they 

do in life . In my view, a work of art becomes anti
Semitic not by virtue of its po;-trayal of an individual 

Jew in uncomplementary terms but solely by its asso
ciation of negative racial charactetistics with the term 

Jewish or with Jewish characters gen1erally (3). 

Cohen i mifiably rejects l.eo Kirschbaum's definition of anti-
Semicisrr. ;o,s a wholly i1-ra~ional prejudice against Jews in gen
eral' .o1· ciS he l-ightly puts it, 'prejudice is almost always rat

ionalized, and it is rationalized by 1·eference to history and 
mythology. Jews have been hated for a numbe1· of reasons; the 

most potent among them that they were the killers of Jesus
Christ' (4). 
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THE ARCHHY!"Jl,,L JEW iN TH!c PLAYS 01" 
fiv1,'\lU.OWE, SHtJ\.ESPEI'\[-lE, AND SHAW 

Dr Maclhi V\feis A~·Dou<i 

,Qssistai'!t Professor of Er~g!ish lit.. 

Coijege of Arts, 

!i-""%.U~·~"~Justansg~~;y.ahl U;ra1versity 

What is this sb1dy about ? 

This essay examines the status of the Jew as represented 

in three plays by three of the greatest playwrights in English 

drama, They are, in chronological or·der : The Jew of Malta 
Christopher Marlowe, The Merchant of Venice by Shakespeare, 

and Geneva by Bernard Shaw(!). l·'ly argument is that these 

playwrighto do not introduce the Jew as an individual but as 

a representative of a race. In other words, the characteristics 

attributed to the .Jew in these pl~ys are archetyp2l ( in these

nse that they represent conscious or unconscious projections 
of qualities, prejudices, hatreds and fcar3 which have existed 

in earlier types long before the creation of the stage figures 

who ernbody them) , I also maintain that these three plays are 

anti-Jewish) or <anti--Scrnitic', to use a term vvhich has become 

widely current in Engk}h since the ninBteenth century (2).Adm~ 
ittedly, the anti-Semitis,-, in the case of the first two plays is 

forcible and conclusive wiH~t·eas in Shaw's Geneva it is barely 

perceptible and seems to be projected vvith a good deal of 
Shavian wit and sense of humour. 

As far ''s I know, no study has been made of the three pl

ays together neither about this aspect nor, indeed, about any 

other aspect. The reason lice's, as it seems to me, in the fact 

th2.t this area of criticism (especially when famous names are 

involved) is considered touchy and can be damaging to both ad-
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Conch.1$io11 

As it can be seen, literature can be fully appreciated and 

explored through the integration of Pepqer's world hypo
theses with centering as a method of teaching literature at 
any level of education . The attached sample centering script 
shows that students could be helped to understand literature 

and interpret its elements in terms of categories of casses and 
sub-classes that can always be compared as similar or different 
and this is what form ism is all about. Through the root meta

phor of similarity, students can trace elementsof literature 
such as genre .. character,style, etc., within any assigned piece 
of liter·at:ur·e and compare them to similar or different elements 

found in other works of litcr8.ture as well. Centering, on the 
other h;_\nd, intends to enhance students' learning of literature 
through subliminal channels taking advantage of the subcons

cious avenues of learning to devleop the right hemisphere of 
the brain. In other words, centering bridges the gap between 

literature and self to help students explore their own identi
ties, values and tastes which makes learning more meaning 

ful.lt is worth mentioning here that centering could be simi
larly integrated with Peper's world hypotheses of mechan .. 
ism .. contextual ism, and organicism to teach any work of lit

erature provided that only one hypothesis is applied at a time 
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Post-Centering: 

A. Students share with the class the experiences they have 
had during the centering process. 

B. Teacher asks the following questions: 

I. What kind of feelings did you exerience during the 
centering process? 

2. Could you see any colours during your trip to heaven? 
What if any ? 

3. Compare your trip to heaven to your trip back to earth? 

4. What types or groups of people did you see when you 
looked back at earth 1 

5. In what way do these groups of people resemble each 
other? 

6. In what way do they differ from each other? 

7. What kind of faces did you see in your hometown 

8. How did your hometown people differ from or resemble 
other groups of people you saw in ane part the world? 

9. What are the qualities that make qeople good? bad? 
worthy? 

10. What features do the faces of your friends, relatives, 
and family members share? 

II. What qualities make some of your friends, relatives, or 
family members very special to you? 

12.. What features did your image of Christ have? 

13. Compare your image of Christ with an ideal imag of som
eone you know. 

14. What qualities do you yhink made Christ so great in 
the eye of the whole world? 



the earth ...... a blurred dot far behind ...... I ook b~ck 

at the earth ...... and think of howmany groups o;' people 

live there ...... See faces of people from different parts of 

the world ... F.xzdnine some of these faces ...... Notice 

their fc(tttwes ...... colours .... shapes of eyes., .... colours 

of eyes ...... kinds of hair ...... colour·s of hair ...... t'-iot-

ic:e the differences and similarities ..... T~·,;nk of what makes 
people good or bad ... , Soat hith into the sky .. Feel 
the fr-esh air filling your lungs and reviving you ...... As you 

fly up, think of the people at your hon)(,,town ...... people 

you do not know but see everywhere ...... See their faces 

and think of the common fc;atures they share ...... See happy 

faces ...... sad faces ...... anery faces ...... calm faces ... . ,, . 
evil faces ...... kind faces ...... Think of what makes people 

wear different faces ...... Now think of some of your friends 

...... relatives ...... family members ...... See some of 

them ...... Look at their faces ...... Think of what physical 

features they share or do not share ...... Sec peoie who did 

good things you know of ...... or people who did bad things 

you know of ...... Think of what makes people good or bad 

...... Fill Your lungs with the fresh air a'd around .... Keep 

soaring into the sky ...... The blue door of the sky is right 

there ...... You are flying right through the open door where 

you see Holy Christ, The ideal model of <>.II ...... But Your 

journey into space is over now ...... You have to come back 

to earth ...... Fly right through that blue door . . . . . . Fly 

down all the wae back to earth ...... In Your mind 's eye see 

the room wher·e you are sitting now ...... Corne back into 

the room ...... Slowly open your eyes ...... feeling comp 

letely alert and relaxed. 
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A sample Centedng Script 

The following centering process introduces the short 
story attached to this paper through formistic suggestions. 
The centering process will be preceded by a iFe-centering 
activity and followed by a post-centering one. The process 
presents formistic suggestions that help students notice asp
ects of diffe:·ences and similarities through a fantasy journey 
that makes them live experience related to the topic of the 
story. Tht·ough the centering process, students will explore 
their own values of judgement and gain a better insight into 
their own identities as well as the diffE~tent identities of people 

in general . 

Literary Work: The Boy Who Pointed Christ Black by John Hen
rik Clarke. 

Pre-Centering: 

On a bulletin board, the teacher displays several posters 
representi"<q Cht·ist in various facial features a:1d colours. 

u 

reacher asks students to examine the posters and then asks 
each one of them to choose the poster; sf he thinks represents 
the ideal image of Christ. 

The Cent~ll"i~bg l'rocess: 

Let your body settle down and find a place where it feels 
comfortable., .... Relax and let all the tension flow out of 
your body .. , ... Take a couple of deep breaths ...... letting 
each breath fill you with peaceful relaxation . . . . . . Slowly 
close Your eyes ... , .. You are going to have a journey into 
the far space ... ,., Your body is very light now .. , .. , Your 
arrns are widespread wings .... , , moving swiftly to take you 
off the earth .. , ... up into the high sky ..... , You are soa-
ring ...... soaring ...... far above the clouds., .... leaving 



Contextualistic questions are based on the root met;:;,hor 
of experience. Contextual ism generates questions thee i11vvlve 
change and conflict through a continual series of ecxpcerience. 
(Quina, 1982, P.347) When teaching a novel, for instance, cont
extualistic questions can revolve around feat.ures such as intr
oduction, desirn, characters, themes, and conclusion of the 

'·' 
novel. Some suggested contextual'istic questions for novel 
teaching a1·e: "What intial situation of unrest or conflict is 
established in the opening chaptus1" "What central charact
ers are introduced with this situation 1", "What characters 
support or oppose the action of the central character?" "Wh
at conflicts can you find throughout the story?", "In what 
way did any leading character change?" , "What changes have 
taken place in the rm in characters between the opening situa
tion and the conclusion of the novel?", "Is this change and the 
means by which it is brought about related to the message of 
the novel?", "To what extent does the conclusion of the novel 
agree with you1· idea of 'right' or 'just' ending?", etc. 

Organicism generates questions based on integration . 
Organistic questions revolve around relationship of part to 
whole and degree of appropriateness of iiterary features such 
as images, words, sounds, settings, ideas, scenes, etc. The foll
owing sample questions are most appropriate for novel teaching 
through organistic suggestions: "Is there more than one story 
being told?", "What purpose, if any, do these subplots serve?, 
"What associations do ( certain ) images, words, settings, 
details, ideas, scenes, etc., evoke?", "Were the characters 
true-to- life or stereotypes ?", "Were they merely points 
of view or did they come to life as personalities?,, "Were you 
able to identify with one particular character?", "Has the aut
hor left any loose ends", "Does the author depend on coinci
dence or were events developed logically and inevitably?", etc . 



have the students invent characters vvherein these emotions 

an~ comblnf~d in varying proportions. This exercise prcpc.,res 
studenu; for rc:;)_d!ng short stories vvhere these questions 
will be rnost appropti~"<.te : Vv'ho are the main characters? To 

vvhom or to what <:H'(~ they similar? VVhat are their differences 
ln cornparisc>n t:<) other char:-J.c:ters in the same story? In com
parison to ot.hc~r chcrac:tei"S in othet ~itories? VVhat are the 

sirnHarit:les of ncrvels~ po(::ITiS, plays ~biographies . l\t this point 
concept:'; of gr-;nrQ, :_;ty!e 1 2.nd fotm c:--m be specified. 

C~uin:J O 
do th-2 tvvo in 

think:..: that the r:b,ssk que~stion HVVhat 
h<:W(~ In .--~·,):·nmon? )1 c--v1 be applied to two 

simli::trlty~ discover definitions 

of types or poei:ry and '. Dt::fi~:!t:ion of charo.ct.(;~r and social 

norms 

effect) 

"VVhcn-; is it 

avc.~llabl<:~ ::1.nd 

lti the s;:\!Y!e VV?•.)' . Students can in 

cdtic1::.:n-~ through a questioning 

d z;_nnllc:atic)i'l of the root 
'' 

i·neche1nisrn, context~ 

th" oueo;tion 
' 

?11
, "1·--lcJ\N much of it is 

ar(_: L function in 

~1lech :i.ni~ic questions can be 

based ;:)n c>.i'iiC.l-ti·,rc ;·c;:C<i:ions t·o events :-J:'id im.agcs in literary 
\vorl<.s ~1.~, , .. dO\N did you ft~e! \,vhc~n ?" , "Why 
dici you f(~(;\ 

dur~.\tlon?; . c:t'-: 
V•/t.)' 

ii·i 8 

youi~ -feellng of long o-r short 

':VhE::n teaching a poem 
l)c~;::_rd the <:_:motions 

n:~ading the poem . 
\>'<.tou!d c~s:zcd t.o lde~:Lify co!ours\ shc,pes, and 

events ~n poern vvhich d1ey think cause thelt feedings, sen .. -

satlons and emotions, (C2u1na, !9B2.(P. 356) , 



ider conflict, change and serialized perceptions through cont

extualistic suggestions, or to note relationships of part to wh
ole the body in relations to its parts and to consider the approp

riatenss of image and l~:~.nguage through or·ganistic suggestions. 

(Quina, 1982, P. 3.53). 

-As has been mentioned earlier root metaphors can be tr 
anslated into basic questions that help students better inter
pret and appi-eciate ang fonn of literature. Questions based 

on root rrH:t:aphors ar(~ very essential in class discussions or 

assignments that procede, or succeed the centering process. 
For instance, the basic question that the root metaphor of si
milarity generates is "What is it?" or u\A!hcJ fs it not."? 

An in-class assignment may r·ead : Recall a grocery 
store in which you shop. [>.?scribe what it is, using 

a classification system. Some questions you may 
find helpful are : What types of merchandise, types 

of customers, types of employees 1 Each description 

c~n be refined by seeking more specific categories. 
How do the employees differ from one another 1 As 

a group? Individually? How can the merchandise be 

distinguished by groups and individually. (Quina and 
Alessio, 1980, P.l99) 

Quina ( 1980, P.200 ) believes that " a good transition to 

literature is to have students reflect on the following guest
ions: How many angry people can you recall? What did they 

have in common 1 Think of their mood, voice .. and manner 
How were they similar! How different/ Now create a new 
character out of your imagination as you reflec~t on these 
questions. 'The teacher can follow this assignment substitu~ 

ting various emortions~!ove, feat\ hate , etc. Sjhe can, then 1 



o~ga!"lidsm 

The root metaphm· of ot·ganicism is integration . To see 
the world organiGIIy is to see all things integrated and every 
piece must fit in the puzzl•2 odind a larger whole. (Quina, 1982 

' P. 347) For instancy, the organicist is interested in the degree 
of integration of all the imagery within itself and of each with 
each other. (Pepper, 1965, F'. 1. 2.8) According to the ot·ganicist 
internal connections atnong the featut·es of any piece of liter
ature that bind its multitude of details together into a single 
organic su·ucture is what makes it the unique and perfect work 
of art that it is. "Emotions and theme and words and images 
and sounds all drew towards one another fot· mutual satisfa
ction in an individual organic structure".(Pepper, 1965, P. 
125) 

An Integrated Approach of Centering and VVor!d Hypo
theses 

...... As far as l)sychology is concerned, there are at least two 
essential processes which when used together elicit root meta
phors, lead to cognitive refinement, and finally to the appli
cation of world hypotheses. These processes are: (I) the use 
of centering techniques including guided imagery, fantasy jo
urneys, body awareness, dream exploration and (2) the tran
slation of categories generated by the root metaphors into 
questions which are comprehensible to the student. (Quina, 
1982, P. 348). 

Centering can be used to focus on formism, mechanism, 
contextualiom and organicism. The students can be asked to 
group the recurrent pattern of !angu~.ge or images into simi
lar categories through formistic sug,r;:estions, to notice the Jo~ 

cation of parts of th'' body. to note stimulus- response and ca
use effect patterns through mechanistic suggestions, to cons--
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howoften, etc. For example when a mechanist judges a Piece 
of verse, s/he will be mainly interested in the pleasures of the 

senses such as those found in sounds and in the pulse of the 
rhythm as wei/as pleasures of associations ·fr·orn wo14 ds as syin .. 

bois. Some of these associations produce visual, anditory, ta<> 
tile, etc., images whereas others produ(:e imagr:!ess thoughts 
that probably carr·y hidden tentative anticipations and appr
ehensions. The mechanist is a!so interested !n the plez~sures 
of design and pattern as 'Ne! as the pleasures of recognitions 
or the fulfillment of tape. "The combination of design and pa

ttern is often called form or the principle of variety in unity. 
Design gives the variety and pattem the unity, and the two 
must cooperate to avoid on the one hand monotony, and on 

the other confusion". (Pepper, 1965, P. i 16). 

The root metaphor of contextua!ism is exderienc:e . ·rhe 
contextualist sees the world as a scties of experienti~~! rnorne .. 

nts that come to completion only to begin again, fonnin.l:': new 

trends of experience. (Quin?., i 982, P .. ?A7) "'lt \s L() ~;er::: the 
world as a continu~d unfolding of cxpericnu~: ~-~!; c~t:z:ountering 

of nevv streams of expc:riencin:: and ,.-::xperic·ncing, of intc-:T ... 

preting and rcinterpreLing". (Pepper, i9(J5, P. i. !8). 

When evaluating a pi<2C:e of liter~~turc, the contcxtualist 
is mainly interested in the vividness of quality, the fr-e:;hness 
of detaHs and their freedom from banality which ''·rises fmm 
conflicts in their contexts. "The conflicts hav·:e to be so adju"' 

sted that:, while they breed< through the dullness of habit and 
custom, they do not break out into practicl action". (Pepper,, 
1965, P. 121). 



hors ar<' like clues to understanding the world .. clues which 

cornc to one: in a cornmon sense search for comprehending 

5(~erning!)r random facts. 

The trJol' metaphor of fo;·misrn is similarity. The formist 

tend!; to s.cc the wol'ld in terms c>f identity and difference .. as 
type subtype. class and subclass. According to the fonnist 

the vvorld is full of elements thatcould be compared as similar 

or diffe;·ent. Pepper ( 1965, P.ll .5) bcolieves that through the 
world hypothesis offormisrn the fa.cts of life could be interpreted 

in tcrrns of categories of cla-sses, particles .. and characters. 
"The idea is that every object in the world is a member of a 

number of classes of things and this is what gives the object 
its characte;·istics" . (Quina and Alessio 1980 P. 193) 

As has been mentioned before, the root metaphor of fo
rm ism is simila;·ity and literature like life itself is full of elem 

ents that could be compared as similar or different . Pepper 

( 1965, P. 126) states that when a formist appreciates a piece 
of literature, sfhe will be mainly interested in how accurately 
that piece of literature expresses its culture, represents and 

s8.tisfies the ideal and healty man .. and fulfills its genre as a well

made object. In addition, Peper (1965, P. 127) belives that 
conformity to the genre of any piece of art is an import8nt fo
rmistic definition of value. Another aesthetic value is confor

mity to the cultu;·e expressed in any piece of art including 
literatu te. 

The root metaphor of rnechan ism is the machine . The 

11~2chanist sees the world in terms of space, time, action and 
re~tction, stimulus and response. Sfhe sees the world as a ma

chine, always asking the questions where, when, howmuch, 



enhanced as an effective m€thod ofteachinY !itcratute throuqh 
0 ,,, 

centering exercises. 

Ultimately, the use of world hypotheses as methods 

is not for the teacher, but for the students. The poSS8S$" 

ion of a method that increases one's personal power 

to organize data will probabley also build one's con·· 

fidence in approaching new areas of knowledge and 

in reinterpreting familiar areas of knowledge . The 

student's integration of this method in his pe.-sonal 

approach to knowledge can be useful to him far bey

ond his formal secondary education. ( Quina and Ale

ssio, 1980, PP. 95--96). 

Quina (1982, P. 96) states that the four world hypotheses 

could be applied to subjects such as astronomy, art, poetry, 

music, literature, sculpture and drama. Each world hypothesis 

hasits own pr·ecise categm·ies that can be used in interpreting 

the facts any particular discipline, Quina ( 1982 P. 347) adopts 
Pepper's analysis of episternic growth as a model for the 

learning process, presenting root metaphors to the student 

and helping him with some guidance to tr·a.nslate the root me

taphors into world hypotheses . 

Students will internalize the basic categories of world 

hypothr~ses and g~in a greater mastery over whatever 

disciplines they have not noticed before, and they 

will be able to !nter·pret. their chosen fields in tenns 
of a var·iety of coznit!ve styles. (Quina, 1982, P. 347) 

According to Quina (1982., P. 347 ) common sense is a st n 

arting point in knovvk~dge and this is where root iT1etaphors 

are born . Pedagogically, Quina rccornrnends that root tneta~ 

phors should be pr·esented to the students as possible visions 

of the world. Pepper '1965, P. 347) believes that root metap-
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In the centering process, the teacher typically asks 
students to sit up straight or to lie on the floor, wha
tever appropriate. In most processes students are 
then asked to close their eyes and to begin noticing 
aspects of their bodies, their experiencing. The tea-

cher may work with a script or create a spontaneous 
process, ; (Quina, 1982, P. 352) 

Quina ( 1982, P.351) alw believes that the space should be 
comfortable including seating or reclining arrangements and 
proper acoustices. Sometims, changing the lighting in the 
room-using a softer light or total darkness-can enhance a cen
tering process. Muusic and sound effects are sometimes effect
ively used as a background. 

--Cente;·ing can be used to focus students' awareness on 
plot, theme, character, image, motivation, etc. It can be used 
with any form of literature, short story poetry' drama or novel. 
It is particuiary adaptable to the teaching of drama for role 
playing can becreated in fantasy journeys and later enacted. 
It can be used for pre and post activiteis combined with music 
and paintings.And it can be usc'd to explore the root metap
hors of world hypotheses to help students better interpret 
and appt·eciate lituatme. (Quina, 1987., 1'.358) 

l''epper (1965, P.! 14) presents four basic worid hypotheses 
that could help us bettet· unde;·stand and interpret the facts 
of our world. The four world hypotheses are formism, mech
anism .. contextual ism, and org8.nicism. All world hypotheses 
have certain analogies, usually called root metaphors, that 
can help interpret the bets of life in meaningful situations. It 
is believed that the four world hypotheses coulci be further 
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portr<;,,e ouh err:ot1on::; and thoughts in picture and syrnbolk 
fonn Thf'l~.;,fOf't:> ·--t't""';rqo.-,,_. "''""' ·:1q .,, .. c,--,:-.!ll~nt tc)OI fo;~ i'll'l'··~d"c'll'c' , •I~ '·" ''·"1 I" \,,(•,,!,,1 ,;•,,(,. '···' <,.,,~--'-·· ,, •. , •I • '..J«U., -5 

;;1.n ;··· 

d tf~;-;.rns tc- i 1 

poetry. P,obctt: .. : 
in J.n inc.-!u:~tri~d ::;u .. 

expr:::(::S!\;1':-:-: US(: nf V/Or(L to hc::r r\ftet 

udf:mts ! rc~L::.xecL cornfoi·tabk:, tlH~ 
them to (C~!Tiernbc~r- :, drv·<:.r~ 

(!f 

re!rnas)nc ;::ts much as they co~.dd 
c:onccntratlng on detc:dis such ~~s 

sou1HJs, and otht-:!~ 

based on thc:ir di"e<';.ns, She 

<hey had 
led 

Cc)IOt\rs 

clay) when 

words and pi·~~vlous d~;.yjs .,_,,-_;~··Jting~ 

rcmindinrr then1 r.o v,_rork on the expressive symbolic: aspect 
Of Poet-ry· r"'t!-1""1" -··h·H-., o" ~" 1-,,r,-1"A< ,, (!-~, <:;, t., ("" ., 1l 1 l<j I !<,>..> 

When first introducinf: centering , h: l~~ important for 

te,cll~r tc) "·lo(·c·-··f 1-3e the nroce"" t·o 1·'1° "f'rl<,~e~----,~"' " .. Clrle '·'·11'11·,-·h o. ~· -..;c.~-1 ot . ~ r' -~-~ ., .,1 \:' ._1·."--'u JL ... :. c • .s "'' • v .,,. 

or ;;J.-ssist~.; 

one to focus attention on vaTious a.spects of a !ir-:n1rey \A/Ork or 
expei~ience'. 0 3'>) r·ec<)l":··,t-o1e"·c·l'" pr·c"'n'"r'n" ~·1';t...-J •. ! .. ~. •" ·' ,jl ·' ~ ·r-·<-<· ''6 ·>--·"-~ 

brelf discussion of a topic r-dated to the centering process c.~n 

be presented through songs, film:;, pictw~es, role play, 
(~tc:. It is a good kJea to w;e a po:;tM centcr·ing activit)' wher·e 

•· 'rt e• s ''lla' <' 11ts C'"l f1 c''ts''" 'o·-c ·~·1·1 ,•, ,_. l·"l''c·-' ~,·11 ,.,. ovpPrl· t' "'l r'e'· t h-0.v i·l"V'-'-' L , ". ~ , '"' ! "'l___,,).,• '" \.. ~' n . . , .. ~.-. ... ,~) ~. ·-···' '-' ""/ (\ ..,. 

had during the Ci:-:ntering process through qroup work and 

class discussuion. 
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minds, we feel balan(ed and mot·e responsive to our 

environment . Schools should help people become 
more responsive to theit· environment. (Hendricks 
and Wills, 1975, P .. S). 

Lon;10v (1978, P.30) applied centet·ing tecnh'tques thro .. 
ugh his method of :;uggest.o!ogy in different fields of studies 
incL..tding the te::tching of literatur·e, The communicative sit -

uation of suggestology is a lean1ing situation that favours 
fundamental suggestive relationship between the teachet· and 

the student. The te<lcher will unplof many <•rt'tstic forms such 
as music, songs, role f>laying mimes, etc, to help the students 
relax emotionally and absorb the presenwd subject more ea

sily. (Gabriel, 19'17, P.2.2). 

RobNts (1980 .. 1,.2.) provides an example where guided 

cognitive imagery can be successfully employed in the teach
ing of literature through centering exercises. After students 

have '"'"ad the first part of a story ot· a poem, the teacher asks 
them to put their books aside, sit back, relax and feel loose all 

over. Students then reflect on the information they have so 

far coveredcin the text .. pretending they are the author of the 
work. Teacher then asks student;; to put themselves in the 

given setting and temporarily become each character in the 
story. Students experience the problems, the joys, the feel

ings, the pains, etc., presented in the assigned work. going 
beyond that to create their own turning points and characters, 
During the reflection period, the teacher acts as a guide, mak

ing sure that the students recognize the importa.nt and moving 
sections of the assigned readings. Afte1· the students have their 

imaginations flow freely, they have to write the rest of the 
story or poern from their own points of view. Then, the teac .. 

her have the students read thier papers aloud with an open 
qiscussion following each paper. 
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spirtuo.! exercises, yoga, etc. These new and n3newcd wo.ys of 

invcsti;;ating the mind <:<en pl:t us in touch with mental proce
sses from wh:ch myth and symbol art and literature emerge . 

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the role of 
psychology in the teaching of literature through an integrated 

approach that utilizes the method of <:entering and Pepper's 
world hypotheses of fonnism, mechanisr;1 contextual ism and 
organicism. Included in this paper will be <t sample centering 
script ¥there the world hypothesis of fonnisrn is utilized in 

teaching a short story. 

Cente1·ing is an eyes closed process focusing on guided 

imagery, fc;ntasy journeys , body awareness dream explorat
ion, etc. Through cente1·ing students would not only learn 
cognitive hcts but intuitive processes that integrate both the 

mind and the body. (Quina, 1982 .. P. 3'5!). 

According to Hendricks and wills ( !975, P.9) speech and 

linear thoughts are processes that occur in the left hemisphere 
of the brain whereas visual-.. spatial thinking, intuition and cr
"'a+ivit-" ""'"" '""1'0,.."'''"~:<:' that bc.loncr tr· the righ•· lloom"i'p'•e"e r,f ..... "' IO.j <H '-- t" ._...__"''''-~ 11 ,,_ "b _. ~• ' •~ ~" - j, ~ •' 

the hurr1an braln. Therefot·e) the emphasis that most school~ 

put on cognitive skills means only the left half of the brain is 

utilized while the other half rerr.ains unused . 

One of the most meaningful skills is the process 
of psychological integration that we call centering 

Centering helps people develop a pool of inner still
ness that f8.cilitates appropriate action. To be cent
ered is to have the intellect and intuition working 

in harmony. As we begin to integrate our bodies and 
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Consciousness Education 

It is believed that most people use only 10 to 15 per cent 
of their brain potentials because they filter all information 
through one single channel, the channel of consciousness. 
Roberts (1980, P.S) thinks that consciousness education helps 
students develop and use the other 90 per cent. According to 
Roberts ( 1982, P.4 ) the word "consciousness in the psycho
ogy of consciousness means an overall pattern of psychological 
function at a given time". The psychology of education recog
nizes hundreds of states other than waking, sleeping and dre
aming where the learning process can take place successfully. 
These states include certain aspects of meditation, relaxation 

and imagery, visualization, transpersonal states, dreaming 
etc. (Quina, 1982, P. 348). 

Roberts ( 1982, P. 6) believes that intelligent people have 
somehow developed the ability to select the appropriate state 
for a given task. Since optional memory creativity, pattern 
recognition, problem solving and other special capacities reside 
in different states of consciousness, chen optimum human pe
rformance includes the ability to select an appropriate state 
andfor sequence of states. According to Roberts (1982, P.S), 
setting the overa!! patten1 of mental functions i.e how think
ing, feeling, sensing, memot·y, time sense will relate to each 
other (selecting an appwpriate state), is a mot·e basic pwcess 
than learning to de.velop functions within the state. "The abi
lity to focus awareness wil no doubt play a major role .. and 
focusing i·c highly characteristic of several states of consciou -· 
sne,s. "(iZoberts, 1982, P.6). We could gain access to these di
fferc ct states oi consciousness through a variety of psychote
chnologies including meditation, t·ebirthing, visualization, 
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THE ROlE OF PSYCHOlOGY fN THE TEACHING 

OF UTERATURE 

layla Shaban Essa 
College of Arts 

AI-Mustansiriya University 

Introduction 

Innovation in teaching systems has always been an urgent 
need. Most schools seem to lack the kind of education that 
meets student's needs and teaches them skills relevant to th
eir own lives. According to Dewey ( 1963, P.9) traditional edu
cation does not filter the experience young people are living 
now,nor matches their abilities and needs since it imposes its 
rules and facts in the learning process where the students are 
in a complete state of receptivity and obedience. On the other 
hand, Dewey (1963, P. 19) recommends the kind of education 
that views the learning process as an experience a free acti
vity and a development of the individuality in a way that uti
lizes the opportunities of present life to acquaint the young 
generation with what is going on in the word and prepare it 
for the future as well. Students no longer need to memorize 
facts that have nothing to do with what they are going thro
ugh in every- day life or face in future. Teachers on the other 
hand, need the appropriate knowledge and guidance that help 
make their work more rewarding. 
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After being tested and ultimately strengthe

ned by a series of adventures and temptations, the 

barber Shibli Bagarag understands the terrible con

sequences of his own folly and pt·ide. But enhanced 

by sprightly laughter and the Love of a sensible wo

man, this understanding enables Shibli to shave Sha
gpat and to sever thee enchanted hair which is the 

synbol of backwardness, slavet·y and bondage. Read 

as an allegory, the history of Shibli Bagarag then re 

presents the emerging spirit of reform which is bo

und to destroy 2d'tY artificial social structure. (42) 
The world is saved by change and by the destruction of Shag

pat ism, symbol of superstition and illusion. To ac:hieve this, 

Shibli must possess insight, idealisn·1 and e:1thusiasm which 

are acquired by wisdom, symbolized by Noorna bin Noorka, 

and the laugh of self-criticism. 

The Shaving or Shagpat may be looked upon as a set·lous 

imitation of Scheherazade's ttdes, or as an ori;~i:1al work ins

pired by the same spi!·it as the Arabian Nights. It can be read 
as a literary parody or burlesque, as 0-n allegory ei\pressing 
l"!eredith's ideas of iiO\V the world can be saved,or as a comb

ination of all these. At the same time, it is useful to remember 

that, for many }rears, the reading, acting-out and imitating of 

the Arabian tales was the entert::inment and delight of the 

frustn:ted boy and of the ch~;racters, as children, in his nove

ls. The Shaving or Shagpat, anothe~· imitation of the Arabian 
-Nights, initiated the adult ~1et·edith into the world of fiction. 

Being so close, in spirit and tachneq::cs, to his Arabian child

hood fanta~:ies, it is small wonde:· that the Shaving of Shagpat 
should have preserved some of the immatu;·ity and, at the 

same time, much of his early delic:ht in t·omantic story-telling. 

(42) Ibid., p. 114. 



sen ted in a mock- heroic manner. The laborately fantastic 
'incidents, the <Jrtif'tclally oracular allusiveness, the mannerism 
of the style and the verbal flourishes make the Shavina of Sha-
g pat more "oriental" and"exotic" than its English model,pro
ducing the imprsession of burlesque.This impression is reinf
orced when the reader approaches the last scene of the stru
ggle between Shibli and the evil forces, a tt·ulyepic-or mock-aepic 
battle in mid <>lr in a black atmosphere filled with genil and 
Afrites.The final sc ne between karaz and Shibli is over-cha
rged with wildly imaginative descriptions of fantastic happe
nings-· aghrotesque nightmare. 

On yet another level the Shaving of Shagpat can be inter 
preted as an a!iegory. In the preface to the early editlon of 

hls work, iVJeredith '1nsist.ed that no dlegory was 'intended, 
but this p!'ei'8.CC' was moc;t likely written in a jesting spirit ex
pressing the author's di ust with interpretors of allegories. 
"There is, to be sur.;;\ a deep rneaning for· those who are inte
rested in allegorical interptYcations"(4i). The most conspic
uous device used to add an allegorical meaning to the novel 
is that of numerous epithets . Then~ are the ~'f'-1aster of the 
Event", "the F~eader of the P!anct" and '\he Ec!ip~:cr of Rea~ 
son". The "Svv·ord of ;\klis" is the "Sword of Science", Shi-
bl . ! - ... L "I . . . c'. ' .,_, . I '" 'I r ·' E -~ --t d S ' 1 na-:. t.l!e nqu1nng ..::-•ptrlL , tne u y or Lne ,.ncna:; e ea 

rept·esents the Ideal and Nooma bin Noorka symbolizes wis
dom. 

In the Shoving of Shagpat, IVJeredith uses he Orien
tal setting and imagery of the Niqhts to create an ae
sthetic distance from which to expiore the evils of 
his own time-materialism, exploitation, worldliness 
dishonesty and egotism. 

(41) Ali, p. 115. 



Rather than providing a number of allusions to the 
Niqhts to evoke the atrnos1)here of a frow tales or to 
intensify and enhance the dr·ar;;atic effect of some 
situations in fiction, f'vle;·edith shows the probabil
ity of 1·ecreatin? Schchr,,·azade's tales by focusing on 
dimensions of internal characterization and ideas(39). 

Meredith himself sug.;•eswd this inte•·pretation by the choice 
of the subtitle, An 1\robian Entertainment, and by claiming, in 
his Prefatory Note to the first edition, that he was i!Tiitating 
the rnannet and s;~y!e of the Oriented story~-tellers. 

lnspitc of ali <:his, it is unlikely that Meredith was quite 
serious when writing his imitation. The exaggerations in his 
novel are too broad, even for a young man writing his first 
work. The tone of rnockery is present throughout the book 
and the readet often feels that Meredith laughed at the events 
and devices of the Arabian Niqhts while he imitated them. 
His veary fit·st sentence may serve as an example:"lt was ord
ained that Shibli Bagarag, nephew to the 1·enowned Baba Mu
stapha ... should Shave shagpat, the son of Shimpoor, the son 
of Shoolpi, the son of Shullum "(40). The exaggerated use of 
alliteration and assonance, the invented "exotic" names and 
the inappropriats elevated diction for the activity of shaving 
belong to the realm of literary p~rody. It is not unprecede
nted in the Arabian Niqhts that someone like a barber or fish
erman rises from a lowly station to a high positions with the 
help of the Caliph and a genis he might become a vizier, but 
such an incident is handled differently in Arabian tales and in 
the acientific age of the nineteenth century it can only be pre-

(39) Ali, p. \16. 
(40) The Shavina of Shagpat, P. I. 
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color and imagery of Arabian !oquence"(35). There is also the 
constant exaltation of Allah: "Wullahy", a fotrn of ;:vvearinz, 

the thwackings, and the use of different /"'-rabic idiorns, such 
as ~'the light of my cyc 11

) "to hc<:tr is to obe/ 1
, ~ \ lah pr.:Jtect 

rne", "0 king of the Age") "By the lift.~ of !Y1Y he;:~~r·, c1.nd rnany 

others. 

Concerning these stylistic devkt~s it rnus-c be. ren'tembe

t·ed that i"leredith) Who did not kno\N the /•.rabic language, 
depended upon ·English tr<>,n'>[atioriS. Some features of these 

translations, !ike th{~ flowcr·y diction, the coinage of new vvo·· 

rds,the archaic expressions, the affected and unnatural idiom 

reappear in i"le1·edith lanvuage and help to exnhin the e)(tr-u . J 

eme mannerism of his style. 

In the light of ~~~I these borrowings a.nd imitations it is 

understandable why so many critics. and acholars have consi .. 
dered the Shaving of Shagt;at an Arabian entertainment in Its 

devices, background and situations, an /\tabian ''imitation 

pure and simple" (36). The diversions fmrn his model hav<e 

been pronounced to be in tune with the time "which antici~ 

pated the possibility of a n(~w true Arahian Night created by a 
y,·ctoria·l in th("~ 51;iri1· r-.f thA "!<ryc./]7\ 11 M.::.rn...t•·,·J--. ~.!,, ..... ·;,. :A ~-a:r\ C\_ -- ~l!- I"' •• ...,., ~•..,. W.f.;;~\ '}. 1 1'-' "-.'UI,.I C,IV!IC: IC),;;. 1"-l 

to have managed' "to Include all that the Arabian Nights had 
to offer and vvas large enough to assimilate rather than copy 

the great matters that lay open in hem for thim"(38). His con

tribution is seen as a landmark: 

(35) G. H. Lawes, Saturday Review, in Nleredith; The Critical 
Heritage, p. 43. 

(36) In the Appendix in Burton, Thousand Nights and a Ni
qht, !0:517. 

(37) /\nnan, p. 3.57. 
(38) Hawal"i, p. 404. 
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brother of Paribanou. (31) 'There a1·e. nurnc~mus other parall· 

els, like the anslavernent of the genis l(al·az to the possessor 

of a !~ing, the cnchantrnent of Gooralk.a's lovers into birds, 

and the bondage betvv'een Zt genis ~1ncl a t'f!Ort~:d,which gives the 

atmosphcne and backgmund of the Arabion i'iights to 1'1eredi

th's tale. 

"Theon there is the interspersed lyrics, quotations from 

some foxnous, ofth(~n fictitious, poet which are w~ed to corro~ 

borate the s:)eaker's words o1· to illustrat.s them, some sud

den burst of poetry ft·om a [over, answ(~red in the same way 

b h. h I '" (')~~, y IS JJ ove•.·, .>J). 

IV!r. ~1eredith is very happy in his imitation of the 

lyrical fragments which the Eastern tale-telle1·s we· 

ave into their narrative, either for the sake of giving 

emphasis to their sontentiousness, or for the sake 

of giving a more intense utterance to passion, a lof· 

tier tone to description. (33) 

Stylistic devices, to mention another sirniiarity, enabled 

Meredith to imitate and captu1·e the manner of the Arabian 
Nights as it appeared in the English translations. "The author 

is alive to every alement in his models; he reproduces their 

humour and practical sense as well as their wild imaginative

ness"(34). The prose st)'le is "fresh and vivid tinged with the 

(31) Reference: "Adventures of Prince Ahmed and the fairy 

Peri-Banu", Burton, Nights iii: 419. 
(32) Meester, p. 62. 

(33) George Eliot, The Leader, in Meredith: The Critical Her
Itage, p. 42. 

(34) George Eliot, Westminster Review, in Meredith: The Cr-.. 

itical Heritage, p. 47. 
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many instances he only alludes to them and at other times he 
presents them in condensed form. Roc, 'nagical hairs, tran
sformation of people into apes, c>.nd .linn show his extensive 
reading of his model. 

The existencs of 'genii' is an.ong the devices that lend an 
oriental air to the Shaving of' Shagpat: Karez was enslaved to 
the possessor of the ring of rr«tgic. "0 lovely damsel," said 
Karaz,"am I truely one of the most powerful of the Genii; yet 
am I in bondag<e to that sorceress Goorel ka by reason of a ring 
she holdeth; and could I get that ring from her and be slave to 
nothing mortalran hour·, I could li,<>ht creation as a torch, and 

" " 
broil the inhabitants of earth at one fire" (29). Another device 
is that of the characterization of the bat'ber, 

one of the most interesting examples among the bo
rrowed characters of t1eredith's novel. His Shibli is 
a Barber with almost ali the Arabian Nights' traditi
onal tools of barbercraft in his tackle. All throughout 
the Shaving, Meredith's Barbers are either readers 
of the planets or are associated with the reading of 
the planets. Shibli Bagarag was proclaimed by these 
readers that he was one day destined for gr·eat things. 

-Rurndrurn, another Barber in Meredith's story was 
a reader of planets. And so is the Barber of the Arab
ian Nights, who, in my view, is the counterpart of all 
Meredith's Barbers with all their comic features and 
espects that we have in Shagpat (30). 

Another character who bears some resemblance to a character 
from the Arabian Nights is the dwarf Abarak with his iron bar, 
great strength and ugliness who was probably modelled on the 

=~~,----·-"'--'a" 

(29) The Shavina of Shagpat, p. 178. 
(30) Hawari, pp. 391-2. 
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glee upon model of the Arabian Nights" (27). It remains to be 
discussed what these imitations and borrowings are, on the 
one hand, and what Meredith's aims were in repmducing them, 
on the other. Of the first, the use of the frame-story, a chara
cteristic feature of Scheherazade's tales, was adpoted be !VIeb
cdith to form the basic structure of his work. The -main story 
forms the backgmund for a number of several minor tales. 
Meredith started his framework stot·y-telli ng in an Arabian 
manner, developing the main thems of the story until he came 
to a point where Shibli remarked that Noorne "seemeth ind
eed as Bhanavar the Beautiful--no other". 

Then the Vizier and the Eclipser of Reason exclaimed 

together, "How of Bhanavar and her story, 0 youth 1 
We listen"! 
So Shibli Bagarag leaned slightly a cushion of a couch 
and narrated as followeth (28). 

At the end of his tale the main thread of tl1<" story of Shagpat 
was resumed until the point where the Vizier Fcshnavat, dis 
covering that Shibli and his daughter had been gossiping ins 
tead of planning, tells the "Story of Khipil the Builder" in order 
to illustrate their case. 

No less than three separate stories, "The Story of Bhan· 
avar the Beautiful," The Punishment of Shahpesh,the Persian, 

on khipil, the Buildct, and"The Case of Rurndrum, A Reader of 
Planets, that wa> a Barber," are woven together, in oriental 
manner, into the plot. Meredith introduces, almost on every 
page of his book, an Arabian Nights anescdote or episode; in 

~----~--, '"'"'- ----·--~"·<---<"···" ..... _. ·-~ --~-- ···---·-
(2 7) Judith Wilt, The Readable people of George Meredith (New 

Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1975), p. 18. 
(28) George Meredith, The Shaving of Shagpat ~estminster 

Archibald Constable, 1898), p. 23. 
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'Vathek'-the object of Byron's enthusiastic p:·aise" (24). She 
continues: 

"The Shaving of Shagpat" is distinguished from the 
common run of fictions, not in being 8.!1 imit~X.iOI', 

but in the fact that its model has been chosen from no 

incidental prompting from no wish to suit the pop· 
ular mood, but from genuine love and mental affinity. 
Perhaps we ought to say that it is less an imitation of 

the "Arabian Nights 1
) than a similar creation inspi~ 

red by a thorough and admiring study (25). 

Geogre Eliot,in the same artictle, wat the fil~st to cal! !v'let~ed-· 

ith's tale the thousand and second night, and hailed the author 
as being alive to every element in his models who reproduced 

their humour and practical sense as well as their wild imagin
ative ness. 

/\rnong othe( revlevvf:rs~ the e.minent C.H. Lewes, who, 

as eclitot~ o:f the Leader, must have known ~.~le(edith, vvrote an 

article c:ailing the Shm,ina o{'Shogpat "an original anJ charming 
book, the work of a post and a stoq'tei!er worthy to rank with 

the rare storytdit:I'S of the East, who have produced in the 
Arabian f'_r!rrh ts, tht.: !find of rorn8.nce)) f

1
26). 

Cl . I 

Enough has been said to shovv that f''len~dith's the Shov~ 
ing of Shag paL vvay "written with a precocioue and genuine 

(24) Georg<c \'liot, "The Shaving of Shagpat", Westminster 
Review, IX (f\pri!, 18.56), in /Vieregit : The CriUca/ Her
itage) p. ·47. 

(2S) Ibid. 

(26) G.H. Lewes, "The Shaving of Shagpat," Saturday Review 
I (January, 1856), in Meregit : The Critical Heritage, p. 
43. 



George Eliot then adds that she had not carried the rea

der's thoughts to the East that she might discuss the reason 

why so many things were owed to it, "but that we rnay i ntr

oduce him to a new pleasure, due, at least indirectly, to that 

elder region of the earth.We mean 'The Shaving of Shagpat', 

which is indeed an o•·iginal fiction just.p:·ociuced in this western 

island, but which is so intensely Oriental in its conception and 

execution" (2.M). She ;soes on to acclain• that The Shaving of 
Shagpat is a work of poetical ge;<ius 

!t has none of the tameness which belongs to mere 

imitations manufactured with servile effort, or thrown 

off with sindous facility. It is no patchwork of borr

owed incidents.Mr. Meredith has not simply imitated 

Arabian fictions, he has been inspired by them; he 

has used Oriental forms, but only as an Oriental 

genius would have used them who had been "to the 

rnan 11cr born" (2.2.). 

She concludes her at·ticie announcing that the book, "comp

ared with the other fictions which the season has pmvided, 

to use its own or·iet·.tsi style, is 'as the apple-tree among the 

trees of the wood" (2.3). 

In her second an.ide, in the Westmiminster Review,where 

she was a~~sistoxit editor and contributor, George Eliot, again, 

prz.iscd the Shaving of ShagtJat as "an admirable imitation of 

Oriental tale-telling,which has given us far n<ore pleasure than 

we remember to have had sven in younger days from reading 

(2.0 Ibid., p. 42. 

(22) Ibid. 

(23) Ibid. 



Shagpat, the clothier who holds the whole of a city in enchan" 

tment by means of one hair of his head. 

Meestar considers this exoti mmance as one of the best, 

"perhaps even the very best imitation of an Arabian Night

story that has been written" ( 17). She also expresses the opi" 

nion that The Shaving of Shaqpat is "undeniably a work of gen
ius, the author has entirely tru.sferred himself into the feel

ings of an oriental story-teller, and has written like one of 

them. One might read the book, and think it was one of the 

Thousand and One Nights' tales "( i 8) . 

Among Met"edith's contemporaries, the Victorian ct·itics 

"with one accot·d hailed the Shaving ofShaqpat as the new Ar
abian Night, agreeing for the most part that this was a tale cr

eated truly in the man ncr of an Arabian Tale, which, at the 

same time, was novel and worthy in its own right" (19). Geo

rge Eliot, for instance, wrote two enthusiatic revif)WS. In her 

first article she welcomed the tale as a work of genius. In the 

introductory paragraph she .said: 

No art of religious symbolism has a deeper root in nature 

than th~t oft:urning with reverence towards the East. 

Fori almost ail our 
0
vood things-·"". out~ most ptecious 

" 
vegetables, our noblest anlrnai~, our loveliest flowers, 

ou:~ re!igicus and phdosophicel ideas, out~ ver~e nur

sery ta]r;v~ and romances, h~we travE'!Ied to us from the 

East. In an historical as wei! as in a physical sense, the 

East is the Land of the f·1oming (20). 
-----~' ( 17) Moester, p. 62. 

( 18) Ibid., p. 64. 
( 19) Annan, p. 358. 
(20) The Leader, 5 January 1856, in Meredith : The Critical 

Heritags, edited be loan Williams (London: Routledgs 

& Kegan Paul,(l976), p. 41. 
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expenses; I consume Welsh mutton with relish, but 
it so chanced that I trodr:on a kibe, and I had to pay 
the penalty. There's an Arabian Tale, Miss Adister, 
of a peaceful traveller who ate a date in the desert 

and flung away the etone, which hit an invisible son 
of a genis in the eye, and the poor travel let· suffered 
for it. Well,you commit these mortal injuries to the 
invisible among the Welsh. 

But Meredith's name is, with all propristy, associated 
with the Arabian Nights through his first novel, The Shaving 
of Shaqpat: An Arabian Entertainment. This appeared in 1856 
and contained a Prefatory Note by the author, contributed to 
the first edition, to guat·d it from being taken for a translation 

of anewly discovet·ed Arabian Niqhts manuscript: (15) 

It has seemed to me that the only way to tell an Arabian 
story was by imitating the style and manners of the 
Oriental storytellers. But auch an attempt, whether 

succesefulor not, may read lilce a tranalation :I threfore think 
it better to prexclude this Entertainment by an avowal 
that it springs from no Eastern source, and is in every 
resrect an original work. (16) 

The Shnving of Shagpat is a collection of stot·ies, held toge
ther by a frame tale which gives the book its title. Shibli Baga
rag, ,·':c barbet·, had had great things predicted for him and 
the readers of planets. 

These predictions unsettle him, and send him wandering in 
quest of greatness. He is to becoms Master of the Ebent, and 
to live in the memories of man. The Event is the shaving of 

(I S)Meredith, Celt and Saxon( New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1918), p. 48. 

(16) Quoted in R. Hawari, p. 336. 
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of penetrating to the cot·e of her artistry, blending his own 
interest in human psychology with her exquisite shades of 
fancy in his creative adaptations and imitations." This statement 

must, of course, be qualified in the light of what has been Said 
about the charactet·istics of the available tr<tnslations. Even an 
"ingenious understanding" would find it difficult to "penetrate 
to the core" of another book's artistry, especially its stylistic 
peculiarities, when it has nothing but translations to guide it. 

Meredith used particular events from the Arabian Niqhts 
to illustrate his criticim of society. In attacking the outworn 

Ideas of his contemporaries and their dread of original ones, 
he resorted to the tales for clarification: ( 13) 

Ideas, new-born and naked original ideas, are accep
table at no time to the humanity they visit to help 

uplift it from the state of beast. In England of that 

period origin81 or unknown ideas were a smoking 
brimstone to the nose, dread Arabin afrites, invisibel 

in the air, jumping out of vases, armed for the slaugh-
ter of the venerable and the cherished, the ivy clad 

and celestially haloedo ( 14) 

Another example of such adaptation is in the criticism of 
the sensitivity of the Welsh to any censure of their cherished 

intsitutions.Their Peculiarity is explained through an analogy 
to the story of the genis with the invisible son: 

I respect the roe mains of their liter·ature, I study their 
language, I attend their gatherings and subsceribe the ___ ;..___: 

(13) Ali, "Nineteenth-Century Cr·iticism of the Arabian Nights" 
(Ph. D. dissertation, Dalhousie University, 1978), p. 113. 

(14)Meredith,Lord Or mont and his Aminta (London :Constable & 
Company, 1909), p. 122. 



relationship with his father as the "Arabian life" period. (7) 
In a moment oftenderness,''he pictut·ed his father happily marr· 
ied recalling to mind "Prince Ahmed and the kind and beaut
iful Peribanou."(8) At another time they "had a Ball party and 
Aladain supper."(9) But, unlike;!Dickens,' Meredith favored 
moderation in the world of fancy. Harry Richmond, for insta· 
nee, must outgrow the fascination of a completely irrational 
and romantic fathet·. Once when he and Temple were Lost in 
a great fog at night, Harry mentioned that "Sindbacl escaped 
from the pit by:tracking a lynx."(IO) Temple would not hear 
of Sind bad. " 'Oh, come, we're not Mussulme11,' said he; 'I 
declare, Richie, if I saw a chu;·ch open i'd go in and sleep there."' 

(ll)f'ancy is seen as a d<mger which might upset a healthy mind. 
·rhe same idea is seen in Vittoria. When she fought her way 
through the fonost without a path, Vittoria "had to check fan
cies drawn from Arabian tales, concerning the help sometimes 
given by genii of t.hc air and enchanted bit·ds, that were so 
incessant and vivid that she found herself sulking at the lonel
iness and helplessness of the visible sky, and feared that her 
brain was losing its hold of things.'' (12). 

The impact of the Arabian Niqht s must have been sttong 
indeed, if it represents such a danger to adult chat·acte;-s. Their 
effect w .. ,s, however, not alvvays negative. Meredith himself 
foLL. ·.~ ;·eLJge and pleasa:1t. escape in them and they stimulated 
his irnag!na.tlon and incited his invention. lt has even been clai~ 

med that his "ingenious understanding of Schehet·azads's them
atic fabric and stylistic peculiarities makes him highly capable 

(7) Ibid., p. 33. (8)1bid. (9) Ibid., p. JS. (10) Ibid. p. 115. (II) Ibid. 
12 Meredith, Vittioria (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 

1916), p. 230. 
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That the Arabian tales exertE:d a definite effect on Merad
ith's imagination is clearly seen in his other works as well. He, 

for instance, showed their influence on the characters of his 
novels, esp0cially those most closely connected with his own 
life: Evan Harrington and Harry Richmond. From a general 

reading of Evan Harrington the reader may detect ressmblance 
to the Arabian Nights in the picaresqus atruclureof the novel, 
the use of fate, and in the theme: the rise of a tailor 's son to 
fortune. Evan had read the Arabian Nights and believed that a 

magical thing could astound without hurting him. 

In Harry Richmond there is another exam pi of the effect 
of the Arabian tales on the mind of a character.As a child Harry 

had read them, and he and his father had acted out incidents 

that aFpealed to their own imagination. Harry narrates: 

Then we read the Arabian Nights togmher, or, rather, 
he read them to me, often acting out the incidents as we rode 

or drove abroad. An omission to Perform a duty was 

the fatal forgetfulness to sprinkle Pepper on the c·eam 
tarts; if my father subjected me to an interrogation 

concerning my lessons, he was the dread African 

magician to whom must be sut·rendered my acquisi
tion of the ring and the musty old lamp . We were 

quits in the habit: of nceeting fair Persians.(S) 

When Harry had the measles, his father, to divert him during 
his recovery, hired an actor· from the theatre and played the 

part of the Barbe1· over him until the tears ran down their 
faces from laughter.(6) Harry referred to this stage of his close 

(5) Meredith, The Adveture of Horry Richmond (New York 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1916), p. 32. (6) Ibid. 



to have been deprived of a normally happy and hea

lthy childhood, which would not have driven them, 

as they were dr·iven, to compensate themselves for 

the lack of companionship and outward incident by an 

early life of dreams and fantasies. (I) 

And "the Arabian Nights, according to Meredith's own anale

sis, was of supreme importance in strengthening and develop

ing his imagination"(2).1n letter to Dr.H.R.D. Anders, lecturer 

at the University of Jena, Meredith stated :"As for me, you ask 

of my readings of the formative kind . The)' were fir·st the 

Arabian Nights, then Gibbon, Niebuhr , VVa!ter Scott ; then 

f"loliers, then the noble Goethe, the most enduring . All the 

poets English, VVeirnar, and Sua bia and Austrian (3) ."As early 

ae 1842,'When the young Meredith was fourteen years of age, 

the chief recollec-tion of his schoolday in Pottsmouth see.rns 

to have been, his son tells us, ' The three dreary church 

services he attended on Sunday, when, during the sermon, 

he would invent talesin the manner of St. George and the 

Dragon , or of the kind found in the Arabian Nighs, of which 

he was very fond, andwhich came to such fruition later in 

the Shaving of Shagpat,"(4) 

(I) J.B. priestley, Georgs Meredith (London: 1'1acmillan, 1926), 

pp. 7-8. 
(2) Annan, "The Arabian Nights in Victorian Literature,'' 

(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Illinois, 1945), p. 75. 

(3)The Letters of George Meredith,ed. C L. C\inc (London: Oxf

ord at the Clarendon Press, 1970), P. 1.556. 

(4) Georgs Marcdith, Letters (collected and edited by his son, 

1912), I: 3. Quoted in Rida Hawari, "A Study of the 'Exotic' 

East ir. the Works of Thackaray with Reference to the Cult 

of the Oriental in f:ighteenth and Nineteenth Century 

England" (Ph. D. dissertation, University of London, 1967), 

P. 333. 



THE ARAB!J>.N NIGHTS iN THE NOVELS 

GEORGE MEREDITH 
Dr·. fakhir Abdul Ranak 
Department of English 
Co!iege of Edm:atitm 

University of Baghdad 

The Arabian Nights was a part of Ceorges Mer<'!dith's fo•'·
mative reading. The circumstances of his childhood which were 
characterized by poverty, boredom and disappointment int
ensified his inter·set in the tales. His father was the propristor 
of a tailoring shop and his mother died when George was five 
years old. From his earliest years he was sensitive to the atti
tude of the upper classes towards tradespeople. His father's 
bankruptcy cont:l'ibuted to his bitterness. There was not eno
ugh money for him to attend one of the better English private 
schools, but his education included two years at a Morevien 
school in Germany. Even here he was distressed because of the 
rigidity of its religious practices. 

A child so situated is under the necessity of develo
ping his own resources and so:contrives to live richly 
in his imagination, which is precisely what Meredith 
did, according to his own account of his childhood. 
Neady all extremely creative men of genius, men 
who, later in life, have had the capacity of living int
ensely with the creatures of their imagination, seem 
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al yardstick: the former's is content - centred, whereas the 
latter's is veering towards technique; yet gradually opting it
self towards content (morals) . 

On the other hand, there are basic diffierences between 
Eliot 2nd Arnold. First, no such emphasis is there in Arnold 
upon the individual writer or the Individual work as we find in 
Eliot. secondly, the idea of "organic wholes" which is very ba
sic to Eliot's concept of tradition is missing from Arnold . If 
Eliot shares Arnold's attitude towards extrinsic disciplines in 
his "Tradition and the Individual Talent" by giving priority to 
poetry over poets, he parts company with him complete 
"The Frontiers of Criticism"; that is, those disciplines can be 
an aid to I iterary criticism. 

To sum up, Eliot has imbied Arnolds thoughts regarding 
the function of criticism, has welded them together; yet tran
sforming them into sorr.ething utterly his own. 



What is irritating to Eliot's readers of his critical essays is 
that he keeps on shifting his point of focus. A quick glance at 
the essays investigated may set·ve as evidence on the issue in 
question. No sooner has Eliot raised a point in one essay than 
he takes it up again in the next either to look at it freshly or 
"contradict" what has been stated earlirc. And this may (and 
only may) show that Eliot is virtually unable to maintain a su
btle balance between art and mot·ality in terms of his concept 
of the function of criticism ; a feat that has been achieved by 
Arnold. 

Ill 

As regards the function of criticism, similarities between 
Arnold and Eliot outweigh their differences, though those 
differences are infrequently basic. Eliot shares Arnold's atti
tude towards joumalistic criticism: both of them tend to evict 
journalistic critics and t"eview writers from the true domain 
of criticism. This also holds true to their stance towards roma
ntic literature; they prefer classisism to romanticism; the for
mer beig more complete and orderly, while the latte:· being 
fragmentary and immature. Moreove1·, both of them commend 
the avoidance of biases and prejudices in one's approach to li
terature; that is, they shun pre· conceived attitudes. 

More importantly, there is a striking similarity between 
Arnold and Eliot as to the idea of tradition, and the adequ . 
ate comprehension on the part of the critic to embark upon 
his tasks. And if Arnold is unquestionable moral, Eliot manif
ests a gradual orientation towards morals, and morality finds 
its way operatively in his concept, particularly in his essay " 
Religion and literature". Apart ft·orn these, Arnold does dist
inguish poets like Eliot, though each adopts a different ct·iti·· 



biography of an author has unde:one a certaintransformat 
ion which reflects Eliot's stance towards other disciplines, 

and shows his outright diffet·ence from Arnold who suggests 
that criticism should not lend itself to ulterior considerations. 

Eliot has moved to an acceptance of these as an aid to criticism 
In his "The Fr.ontie1·s of Criticism", Eliot observes: 

any critic seriously concerned with a man's work 
should be expected to know something about the 

man's life. (II) 

Fortunately enough, the issue of taste referred to in "The 

Function of Criticism" is taken up again in "The Frontiers of 
Criticism "where Eliot prefers to use the word' enjoyment, 

in place of the'Correction of taste', and 'understanding' in pl

ace of 'elucidation'.Commenting upon the relationship between 
enjoyment and understanding, Eliot points out that "it is cer

tain that we do not fully enjoy a poem unless we understand 
it .. it is in the relation of our enjoyment of a poem to our 

enjoyment of other peem$ that taste is shown". (12) The "taste 
is comparatively the literary taste which governs the relation 

in which we place the various poems we read. Indeed, with a 
slight adjustment, Eliot has made understanding one of the 
limits of the critical activity . 

Finally, how much a poet borrows ft·om his predecessors 

and in what way have been used by Eliot as a method of categ
orization. It is ,in fact, the attitude a poet adopts to wards trad
ition that matters,and proves whether or not he is mature.( I J) 

Arnold's distinction, however ,is based on how far attentive 
poets are to the aim of liter?.ture which is the ct·iticism of life 

Again, if Arnold is highly moral, Eliot is apparently preoccup
ied with the literare standards. In other words, what mostly 

counts to Eliot is the arti>tic technique that a writer manipu
lates. 
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Eliot mellows further: from his rigid exclusion of extrin· 

sic details to making use of other disciplines which can be of 
use to literary criticism. In "Milton II" (1947), he expresses the 
idea that" the scholar and the practtitioner in the field of litera

ry criticism should supplement each other's work". "The cri
ticism", he proceeds, "of the pr2.ctitioner will beall the other, 
certainly, if he is not wholly destitute of scholarship: and the 

criticism of the scholar will be all the better if he has some ex
perience of the difficulties of wt·iting vet·se". ('1) 

If Eliot is with the ideal fusion of criticism and ethics in " 

·-Religion and Literature", he is here with the marriage of his
.. torical scholarship and criticism .But the question is: how far 

can a "critic go in historical understanding and yet m,,;ntains 

his position as a literary critic! or how can scholarship be an 
aid to literary criticism? Eliot has brought the analogy of the 

house: if one remains working at the gate,hei is certainly a his
torical scholar; if he gets into the house and tries to find his 
way through, he is a literary critic who is concerned less with 

the author than with the poem. (8) 

The historical details of which the biographical ones form. 

a large part can be of little help in evaluating a literary work; 
how a poem is originated can also be of little help to arrive at 
sound appreciation of that poem. In short ,Eliot is largely anti. 

intentionalist , to use a key tern1 in New Criticism. (9) This 
idea has been rendered very cleal'!y in his "The Three Voices 
of Poetry" (1953) (10) which is recapitulated in "The Front 
iers of Criticism" ( 1956) . 

Consequently, the critic ought to be anti- intentionalist 
and should treat poetry as poetry, or drama as drama. Delv
ing into a writer's biography is basically not a criticism accord 

ing to Eliot. such a strict attitude, however, in rejecting the 
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nfusing'. This feature in Eliot has been attrib11ted to the equ

'vocality of his terms, his regular (or i1-regula1· practice of den .. 
ying and affirming the same proposition, and the apparent 

contradiction between his arguments .(6) Anyhow, one is more 
inclined to treat Eliot's 'change', or whatever the term may 
be, as a shifting in the point of focus in his critical scheme rat
her than a sudden or 'unexpected' mutation in the content 

of his avowals. 

The greatness of literature according to Eliot is not to be 
judged by literary standards alone, but by ethical standards as 

well. He also points out that he is not concerned with religious 
literature inasmuch as "with the application of our religion to 

the criticism of any literature"(p. 389) .. with this sweeping gen
eralization, it is not presumptuous to suggest that Eliot, who 
demands of his critic to discipline his prejudice in his quest 

for truth, comes again and falls prey to his prejudice: ethical 
standards elicited from christianity in Eliot's case may not be 
applicable to Buddhism, for example. 

Similarly, Eliot is equivocal in his critical attitude: one one 

hand ,he asks for complementing literary standards by ethi
cal ones; nonetheless, he calls for looking at "fiction as fiction 

and at drama as drama" (p.393) on the other. Eliot has confu
sed the lines between the artisti'Y of art and ethics here. 

Working on the same line as Arnold, Eliot objects to jou
rnalistic criticism; he opts fot· a criticism fully liable to correct 

the taste of readers. As such, he urges that criticism is not to 
be left to reviewers. Not surprising is it the1·efore to point out 

that "Religion and Literature" shows Eliot at cross- roads be
tween literature proper ethics as regards the function of cri
ticism . 



Coming in direct controversy with /\.rnold, Eliot fin<!ls th
at Arnold has gone amiss as to the critical labour involved in 
the creative process itself:A;·nold, fo;· him, ignores the Value 

of criticism in creation itself, and he is unaware that in writing 
'the labour of sifting, combining ,constructing, expunging, 
correcting, te~;ting: this frightful tool is much critical as cre

ative" (p. 30 ). 

To; whet extent does Eliot's charge of Arnold seem to be 

warrantable? Hasn't Arnold touched upon the intimacy betw
een the creative and the critical labours, and doesn't he adopt 
it as a basis for his categorization of poets? (To answer these 
questions, one is required to tr: ... ~e Eliot's own attitude towa

rds Anrold; a point which naturally goes beyond the scppe of 

this study ) . 

By the year 1935 when Eliot wrote "Religion and Litera
ture", his concept of criticism became morally oriented. The 
impliCit moral note in his earlei;· essays becomes more voi
ced. Raj Nath is of the opinion that this 'change' "comes as so

mething unexpected", (5) which, I believe ,is too rash a judge
ment, simply because he is unaware of Eliot's exhortation to 

his critics. 

Eliot writes : 

literary criticism should be completed by criticism 

from a definite ethical and theological standpoint .... 
The greatness of literature cannot be judged so!ely 
by literary standards, though we must remember 
that whether it is literature o;- not can be determined 

only by literary standards (p. 388) . 

Setting the above extract against Eliot's early pronou

cements without taking their chronological sequence is so 
sufficient a clue to impeach him of being inconsistent and 'co-
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re is in them and subsequently sublimate "taste" of readers 
who are quite susceptible to be influenced thereby. 

Eliot, moreover, suggests that if the critic is to justify 
his existence, he "should endeavour to discipline his personal 
prejudice and cranks" (p. 25). In other words, Eliot demands 
that the critic has to be "disinterested", to employ Arnold's 
term. Subjectivism blurs the critic's vision and blunts the 
methods of categorization which will undoubtedly influence 
the "taste" he must work harder to correct. The lack of obj
ectivity on the part of the critic will incur only his eviction 
from the group of true critics in terms of Eliot's normative 
standards. 

Not only this , Eliot shares Arnold's ct·itique of the roma -
ntics, preferring to them the classical writers as well. Adopt -
ing the strategy of categorization and order, Eliot contends 
that the difference iscjbetween the orderly and the chaotic;the 

complete and fragmentary . 

However, Arnold equates cultut·e with the study of per
fection since its origin fot· him lies there, let alone the praise 
he lavishes upon the critic as a custodian of culture.As regards 
Eliot, this issue apparently appears under a different guise: 
"The search for perfection is a sign of pettiness, for it shows 
that the writer has admitted the existence of an unquestioned 
spiritual authority outside himself to which he has attempted 
to conform" (p. 29) (my italics) . 

May it be deemed possible to argue here that Eliot, on the 
other hand, wants wt·itet·s to have the 'spiritual' (mind the 
ethical~connotation"of the-,tet·m) authority within themselves 
And this sounds true since working along [liot's prerequisites 
the crit!c should work to' correct' taste.He may not therefore 
be up to this task if is not having a spiritual authority Within 
himself . 
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The critic's method is therefore outlined by his stratifica 
tion of literary works, which is preconditioned by his aware
ness of the historical sense latent in the idea oftradition. 

Eliot rejects any extra-literary end for a work of art and 
thus he partly approves of Arnold's dictum that literature is 

significantly moral. Literature, for him, performs its function 
"much better by indifference to serve ends beyond itself"(p 
24). The introduction of "much better" brings to mind the 
idea of order and categorization. That literature would be 

totally indifferent to morality does not vindicate the idea that 
Eliot is sustaining the repulsive attitude he exposed in his 
"Tradition and the Individual Talent". (This hint is going to 

assert itself formatively in his essay "Religion and Literature' 

Does this reflect a "change" in Eliot's attitude? 

Furthrmoere, Eliot has firmly defined the ends of critic
ism as being "the elucidation of works of art and the correc

tion of taste" (p. 24) which the critic ought to be cognizant 
of. How could a work of an: be 'elucidated'? Is it by 'analysis' 
and by 'comparison'? Well, Eliot seems to be convinced with 

the validity of the tools he suggests and the terms he coins. 
But the problem arises with the "correction of taste": Should 
it be taken to mean as Arnold's establishment of the current 
of fresh and true ideas? 

Eliot has recognizably left "taste" undefined and this may 
invite his ;·caders to contencl that it could be both :the literary 

a;,d the moral. Besides, one may pt·esume that he means by it 
mostly the 'literary taste' though with a tinge of morality si
nce art will do its proper function if it would be indifferent 
to other ends. The very statement "correction of taste" he

lps shed light on the critic-reader relationship: the critic, by 
elucidating major works, helps reacders understand what the-



apri:~d b~· Eliot to Hamlet the play is proved "most certainly 
an Zt~tistic failure" (p. 148). As a result, the identification of 
the objective correlative entails a structural analysis which, 
in the mean time, involves the elimination of all extrinsic 
details. In order to succeed artistically, the poet, according to 
Eliot, has to develop an objective equivalence to his personal 
emotions that he has to embody. Now if this is the ideal set 
for the poet by Eliot, the critic, in turn, has to be aware of 
this at least. 

Significantly, Eliot has coined the term "dissociation of 
sensibility"(4) in his essay on "The Metaphysical Poets" (1926) 
He recognizes that it has animated the English poetry during 
the romantic and the Victorian ages. Critics, however, have 
developed what is termed as the ';unified sensibility' thet, 
runs in opposition to Eliot's term.With these terms, the cri
tical garner, as it were, gets richer; it helps a critic find his 
way through the literary works. 

Setting a poet in the context of the literature of his own 
country or identifying his position on the line towards the 
approximation of world literature (the organic wholes) has 
been strongly confirmed in Eliot's essay "The Function of Cr
iticism" (1923).The very idea of order also involves a hierar
chy or specifically the problem of categorization which subs
umes 'analysis' and "comparison". Referring to what he has 
written in his "Tradition and the Individual Talent", Eliot 
takes up the idea of order again and thus notes: 
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I was dealing then with the artist and the sense of 
tradition, which, it seemed to me the artist should 
have, but it is generally a problem of order; and the 
function of criticism seems to be essentially aprob
lem of odrer too (p. 23). 



a poet of the past to the present. In shot·t, time, in its natural 
latitude, does not count a 1:r·eat deal in Eliot's idea of tradi
tion. 

To show the proper cout·se fm· the critic,to follow in doing 
his job, Eliot points out that the appreciation or the signific
ance of a poet lies in his relation to the dead poets. The tools 
to be used in this respect are "contrast" and compat·ison among 
the dead (p. IS). The critic is necessarily required to manipu
late these tools and they pr·esupposes, in addition, a wide kno
wledge of that tradition. "The poet", Eliot adds, "must be 
very conscious of the main current"(p. 16). Is this the same 
current that the critic ought to estabilish in terms of Arnold's 

norrns 1 Probably yes. 

In his "Tradition and the Individual Talent", Eliot is in
deed moving towards a critical goal : priority i.s to be given to 
poetry per se rather than the poet He is with the exclusion 
of the ulterior details and in this case he appears to be Arno
ldian in tenor. He is calling for an evolution of criteria to be 
sanctioned by the text itself: 

Honest criticism and sensitive appreciation is dire
cted not upon the poet but upon the poetry ... to 
divert inte:·cst from the poet to the poetry is a lau
dable aim: fot it would conduce to a juster estimat
ion of actucl poetry, good or bad (pp. 17-22) . 

Accordingly, fot· Eliot, if a critic is to accomplish his app
ointed tasks satisfac.to:·ily, he must seek to reconstruct for 
himself an order of world literature. The inevitable problem 
he has to face is how to perfect the organization of his aesthe
tic experience. 

Eliot's essaey "Hamlet" (1919) furnishes the critic with 
another tool which is "the objective correlativ.e"(8). when 
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and the necessity of the historical sense that both of the cri
tic and the poet are in need otto petform th<eir function. "The 
historical sense" writes Eliot "involves a perceptio~ not only 
of the pastness of the past, but of its presence, the historical 
sense compels a man to write not merely with his own gene;
r·ation in his hones, but with a feeling that the whole of the 
literature of Europe from Homer and within it the whole of 
the literature of his own countr-y has a simultaneous existence 
and composes a simultaneous ordet" (2). 

Eliot's idea of order is quite revealing here and apparen
tly this order (pattern) is the product of a writer's develop
ment. And if a writer has such a [lattern, the cr·itic, in order 

to do justice, must relate to each other his various works 
constituting that pattern: each individual work sheds light 
upon the collected works of the writer and this, in turn, ill
uminates the individual work. 

Eliot is suggesting that tradition is a large frame of reference 
that the poet is to refer to . Operative in tradition is the 
element of unit)' where the 'new' has to adjust itself to the 
'old'. Consequently, only when equipped with the historical 
sense (as the poet does in writing his poetry) can the critic , 
according to Eliot, embark upon his task. Again, erudition 

coupled with a keen and subtle sensibility i, the essential 
prerequisite of the historical sense. The lack of the historical 
sense will, on the other hand, conduce1 to cri- tical 

perversion ... 

This signifies that Eliot here is not primarily conce1·ned 
with the background of the individual writer. And in confor
mity with his idea of tradition, Eliot, in appreciating a poet, 
irs t0 extract that poet from the historical setting: instead of 
£Oing back to the r.H:; "ioJ a wr-ite:- lx:lo.12:s' EHut b:·i fo:·th 
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genius) are the great abounding fountains of truth, 

whose criticism of life is a source of illumination and 

joy to the whole human race for ever (20). 

What can be recognized here is that some kind of ideat

ional content is postulated for poetry,while Arnold's use of 

the expression"pass upon" in the connection with the crlti 

clsm of life implies that the poet is exercising (almost)the pra

ctice of a poetic jury. Yet,the power in poetry operates ind

irectly; its efficacy stems from that profound and beautiful 

application of idas to life. Characteristically, much of Arnold's 

concept of the function of criticism highlights Eliot's concept. 

II 

In discussing Eliot's concept of the function of criticism, 

one should be fully aware of his warning to his critics that they 

should not look at his essays as if they were written at the same 

time; he thus indirecrly undermines all his critics' endeavour 

who have done so (I). That is, each essay is to be set in its pro

per chronological seq uencc; therefore, a choice has been made 

of some of his essays here with a view to expose how he has 

approached the function of criticism. These essays include 

"Tradition and the Individual Talent" (1919), "Hamlet" (1919), 
"The Metaphysical Poets" (192.1), "The Function of Criticim" 

(1923), "Religion and Litet·ature" (1935), "Milton II" (1947), 
"The Three Voices of Poetry" ( 1953) and "The Frontiers of 

Criticism" ( 1956). 
To start with, in his "Tradition and tha Individual Ta!ent" 

(1919), Eliot touches upon the inevitability of criticism as 

long as the human organism practises breathing to survive 

literature likewise needs ct·iticism. Organically correlated as 

they are,literature and criticism mutually foster their interd

ependence. 

Having established the intimacy between the creativ:e and 

aiticallabout·, Eliot proceeds to deal with the idea of tradition 
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of how much he writes inasmuch as what he writes. A mold. 

by inference, is excluding journalistic criticism for it cannot 
establish "cun·ents". 

It is noticeable that Arnold demands much of the critic: 

he has to pass his judgement upon the fresh and true ideas 

and thereby communicate them to his readers, "as a sort of 

cornpanion, not as an abstract iaw-·giver", and in this way 

"the critic will generally do most good to his readers" (p. 28) 

This evidently shows that the critic is not supposed to give a 

"code of moralitg" or a definite system of thought. Amold's 

view of the critic looks back at Shelley's poet-being an una

cknowledged legislator". 

This considerably long survey helps show that the task 

of the critic according to J\rnold is threefold :(I) "learn and 

propagate the best that is known and thought in the world 

(2) to maintain "a clear and f;·esh mind" open fo;· fresh know

ledge while exercisig his function as a critic, and to commu

-nicate his fresh knowledge in all the judgements which he 

forms and the estimates of the literary mastet· currents which 

he makes. He then allows his judgements to seep into this 

knowledge and to pass it along to his readers. In other wo

rds, he must exercise in some degree a certain activity akin 

to that of the literary artist with whom he deals. 

This intimacy between the creative and the critical powers 

forms the psychological basis against which he asserts that po

etry is a criticism of life. In his essay on "Joubert" Arnold dis

tinguishes the orders of poets: 

.. 

T:1c :;·:::i:is~' of life which the men of genius pass 

upon hu_IEt:i life i.; p-2rm<2~1entiy 2·~~.::ept~:,ble to man
kind; the-: '-:riticism w·hll·h the nte:i of?.bility pass upon 

huui~\n !ife L; transtOi"ily :·v.·:·.:ept~b!c ... {the rhcn of" 



Morality, Arnold recognizes, has often been treated 
in the narrow sense and usually as a code of conduct, 
for "the discovery of ideas is not the business of the 
great genius-creative literary genius does not principally 
show itself in discovering new ideas; that is the business of 
the philosopher" (p. 10). 

Well, if the business of poetr·y is to make a criticism of 
life',the business of the critic then is to evaluate that critic
ism the poet makes. Here arises the intimate connection bet
ween the creative and the critical labour:a point which is not 
accidental in Arnolds criticail scheme. 

Consequently, the cr-ittic's job is to propagate that is kn
own and thought in the world. Assimilation of ideas on the 
part of the cr·itic ought to be completed by their communi
cation to readers. Knowing what is there in the world pres
upposes that the critic should open himself to foreign litera
ture and this, in the final anaiysis, nominates him to contr
ibute to the process of acculturation which demands of the 
poet a well as the critic, not to confine himself to the English 
tradition, but to acquaint himself with the literary tradition 
in the world or at least in Europe. Meanwhile, Arnold here i> 
al)ticipating Eliots' idea of tradition which is animated 
by the historical sense,whose implication is going to be discussed 
in the next section of this paper . In Arnold's sense the critic 
cannot therefore perform his function adequately un- less 
he is well equipped with the literary tradition of 

Europe as a whole. 

The ultimate end of the critic, so argues Arnold, is to •· 
establish a current of fresh and true ideas". This shows that 
the critic plays a leading role in the formulation of the liter
ary/moral taste of his age. Accordingly, it is not the g uantity 



recognize that his own poetry is decidely critical 

poetry. (16) 

In this extt·act, Eliot is obviously critical of Arnold. App
roaching Arnold ,disinterestedly', one cannot fail to unders
tand Arnold's phrase at bottom', and it is again surprising 
that he tales Arnold's words literally ot· out of context, At 
bottom' means quintessentially' and that poetry is quintes
sentially a criticism of life. Arnold' satatement has an ontolo 
gical dimension; it is pertinent to the question of existence.
ln a word. it is concerned with the issue of how to live cons-, 
idered above. 

Seemingly aware of Eliot's !'enchant or literal 
reading of Arnold's statement, Wellek concedes 
that if Arnold's statement is taken literally, it can
not be defenned, while if it is read differently, it 
can be defended. Literature gives an interpretation 
of life.Hence,it is useful in asserting that literature 
furnishes knowledge(!?). 

In the same odd vein, Eliot takes Arnold's term 
"application to life" literally . His insistence to do 
this may reflect his attitude to Arnold as a critic in 
general. Eliot Claims that Arnold's use is"Not a happy 
way of putting it,as if ideas were a lotion for the inflamed 
skin of suffering humanity. But it seems to be what 
Arnold thought he was doing"( 18).Similarly, Rene We

llek chides Arnold for thinking that 'ideas' can be ap
plied like '"plasters (19) . In fact, no question can be 
raised as to Eliot's predilection to read Arnold's phr
ases literally: he shows it here for the third time. Per
hapsWellek may have been influenced by Eliot to ado
pt his terms in reading Arnold's phrase. 



and our language when we are dealing with ancient poets; 
the personal estimate when we are dealing with poets our 
contemporaries (14) . 

Arnold sounds more reasonable in his distinction between 
the real estimate and the historical and personal estimates . 
But the 'contemporary literature", however, may be of use 
for us primatily because it is addressee to us and copes with 
our problems and in it we can identify the delicate issues in our 
life. People of a different age may not do that for u:; and if we 
ignore contemporary literature, we will be alienated from the 
spirit of our age . Besides, the true critic has to do something 
towards the young promising writers and those contemporary 
writers who are not accorded the credit they deserve and he 
should thus be responsible to single out those who are grou
ndlessly set in the limelight for reasons that are not artistic .. 

Equally important Arnold contends that "to trace the 
labor, the attempts .. the weaknesses, the failures of a genuine 
classic, to acquaint oneself vvith his time and hif life and hist~ 

sorical relationships is a mere literary dilettantism." (15) Now 
it becomes clear what a course the critic has to follow lest he 
fally prey to the critical fallacies in judging the 'best'. May it 
be deemed possibie to observe that Arnold levels very reso
lute charges at both historical and impressionistic criticism. 

That poetry is at bottom a criticism of I ife according 
to Arnold has been variously interpretc~c! by critics. Comme
nting on Arnold's foregoing definition, T.S. Eliot writes : 

'Poetry is at bottom a criticism of life'. At bottom: 
that is a great way down; the bottom is the bottom . 
Arnold might just as well have said that Christian 
worship at bottom is a criticism of the Trinity. We 
see better· what Arnold's word amount to when we 
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Arnold sets forth here is the application of ideas to life 
and these ideas are typically moral. Again, that poetry is a 
criticism of life implies that criticism works on equal footing 
With the application of moral ideas . Hence, morality in 

Arnold gains a wide perspective; it embraces the question of 
survival in the sense that it is not injur ious to poetry 

By applying ideas to life, poets, Arnold observes, have 
produced great poetry.He cites examples from Homer,Da
nte, Shakespeare and Milton. Consider the following example 
from Milton: 

And courage never to submit or yield 
And what is else not to be overcome ... 

This example is closely related to the question of "how to 
live;" it sets the highest goal of perfection which is as equally 
significant as culture itself. As such, Arnold is manipulating 
the tool of comparison between a group of lines that are poe
tically great with others that are less. And this tool will be sh
arper if it is enhanced with infallible taste, though one may 
remark here that Arnold disqualifes the personal estimate . 

In determining the"best,"Arnold has warned critics against 
two possible fallacies ; namely.. the historical fallacy and 
the personal fallacy He states that there are three possible es
timates: the historical the personal and the real estimate, and 
that a crimtic should concern hirnself only with the third since 
the other two are mere fallacies. The historical estimate is the 
estimate of a poet in terms of his contribution to the devel
opment of "a nation's language, thought and poetry," 8.nd the 
personal estimate is the estimate in terms of our personal 
affinities, likings and circumstances" . "The historic estrn
ate, says Arnold", is likely in special to affect our' judgement 
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Similarly, overswept by Eliot's weight as a critical autho
rity, Raj Nath goes amiss in his value judgement when he says 
that Arnold" lacks a close systematic argument... and his for

mulation cannot stand a dose examination"(9). In point of 
fact, reading is a progressive process of cont<Oxualiz.a.tion: Ar
nold's ideas, therefore, should be set in the conte>(t of his ot

her critical essays; they should not be uprooted haphazardly. 

Proceeding further- with Arnold's explication of the fun·· 
ction of criticism, one's <l<:tention is drawn to the adjective 
"best". If the Hbest" are ideas the critic is required to "pro

pagate", the question then arises: how is one to identify and 

afterwards distin~uish tile best from the worst and how can ·-
v.te determine poetic greatness accordingly? In his essay HThe 
Study of Poetry", /\rnold proposes the following: 

constantly in reading poetry, a sense for the best, the 
really excellent, and of the strength and joy to be 

drawn from it .. should be p<·esent in our minds and 
should govern our estimate of what vve read (10). 

Still, how is it possible to evolve a "sense for the best", 

and "the really excellent"? Arnold again proposes the use of 
the 'touchstone' as infallible norm for judging poetry; it helps 

in detecting the presence or absence oft he high poetic quality· 

Arnold also shows that the ingredients of poetic greatness 
lie basically in"the noble and profound application of ideas 
to life-to the question: how to live.' (II) Ideas, according to 

Arnold, enjoy a k')Y status in poetry and they are moral ideas 
because he subscribes to the contention that "human life is 

in so preponderating a degree moral. (12) . 

He has actually levelled the gap between the creative and 
the critical labour particubrly in his essay on 'Joubert'when he 

declares that poetry is a criticism of life." ( 13) The criterion that 



a writer to another is a matter of literary judgement which is 
determined by the legitimacy of his calibre as a true critic. In 
doing so .. Arnold, I think, demands the elimination of ulterior 
considerations, and opts for honest evaluation of literary works 
one may set a foreign literary work higher than works of one's 
literature due to its literary merits. 

For the aitic to "learn", he has to steep himself deeply 
into his own literature and that of the world. As regards crit
icism, this process of learning subsumses three hierarchicaly 
ordered stages: reading, assimilation and projection . A solid 
education nourished by a wide-scale learning consequently 
nominates the critic to get access to the Arnoldian domain of 
critics. 

By desaibing Arnold as a propagandist, Eliot seems to 
take ;-\rnold's "propagate" in the definition quoted above at 
its face value or literally. Propagation of ideas, however, has 
something to do with Arnold's idea of culture and the job of 
the critic as a rnan eligible to be the custodian of that culture. 
It is true that propagation of ideas involves a prior commit
ment to certain values which Arnold himself does not approve; 
nonetheless, the critic is neither a law-giver nor is required 
to present a unified system of thoughts. (This point will be 
clearer later on). 

In addition, propagation of ideas should not be confused 
with the term propaganda' which is usually viewed as pern
icious and spread by men whom we distrust. Wellek and Wa
rren convincingly suggest that no good art can be a propaga· 
nda. They also contend that if we stretch the term to include 
effort' on the part of the writer, conscious or otherwise, all 

writers can then be categorized as propagandist(s). (8) Thus 
Eliot himself may safely be included in this category. 
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who regards the possession of these practical conve
niences as something sufficient in itself something 

which compensates for the absence or surrender of 
the idea of reason, is a philistine. (5) 

Arnold postulates that the critic should stand against 
biases and strongly advocates the idea of perfection which 

is again integrally related to culture since philistinism is the 
anti-culture manifested in the distortion of ideas. The true 
critic, therefore, can lay daim to the term: "a custodian of 
culture ."And men of cultire, according to Arnold , are "the 
true apostles of equality;"they are" those who have had a 
passion for diffusing, for making it (culture) prevail," (6) prov

ided that they are disinterested. 

In consequence of this, in his emphasis on disinterested
ness along with the conceptual implications it bears, Arnold 
has excluded all extrinsic critics from his consideration. None
theless, the idea of disinterestedness, and how fat· Arnold 
himself has been disinterested in his criticism has been a source 
of controversy among critics. George Watson, for example, 
is sceptic about Arnold's disinterestendess 

If Arnold had, seriously tried to be disinterested, 
his career as a critic would not have happened at all.. 
There are Arnoldian values clearly implicit in his pre
ferer,ce for French civilization over Englis, Joubert 
over Coleridge, Renan over St. Paul, Wordsworth 
over Shelley and Goethe over both (7). 

Clearly, Watson is critical of Arnold. However, what he 
notices in Arnold's preferences is true: he does prefer French 
culture to the English but this does not necessarily imply that 
he (Arnold) is contradicting himself simply because to prefer 



Arnold, in his essay .. argues for an extended definition of 
criticism and this formulates the business of the critic To him 
it is "the disinten~sted endeavour to leam and propagate the 

best that is known and thought in~the world and thus to establish 
a current of fresh and true ideas"(p. 28) . 

The critics procedural strategy then is to be" disinteres -
ted", and it operates effectively when a mind is disinterestedly 

functioning upon any subject under consideration . Arnold 
has placed so much emphasis and sets a high value upon this 
quality in the critic. To arrive at an honest evaluation of liter
ary works, the critic is required to see 'the object as in itself 
it really is" (p. II) .. and this involves a balance and the regula
tion of the mind to counterbalance the blind and diseased 
impulses of the intellect . (3) That Arnold is calling for seeing 
things according to their true nature shows him in opposition 
to all extrinsic approaches to literature .. and here he anticip
ates the school of New Ciriticism. (4) 

Moreover, Arnold is against the utilitarian and prag
matic benefits in criticism; he is required to "leave alone 
queestions of practical consequences and applications"and, 
above all,"not to lend himself to ulterior, political and practical 
considerations about ideas (p.IB). In other words, he ought 
to, combat" philistinism" which usually strikes, whenever 
rife at the very heart of true culture in the Arnold ian sense. 

What Arnold means exactly by philistinism and disinter
estendness features remarkably in the folowing extract from 
his essay on "Heine : 
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The enthusiast for the idea, for reason, values reason, 
the idea, in and for themselves, he values them, irres

pectively [myitalics] of the practical conveniences 
which their triumph may obtain for him, and the man 
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Arnold and Eliot are undeni2bly two landmarks in the history 
of English literarycriticism.Both of them ~hare a Foint in cc rr rrcn; 

That is ,they have approached the function of criticism. However 
twentieth century estimates of Arnold have ranged widely : 

from Eliot's view that /\rnold is notacritic but merely a prop· 
agandist of crticisim to Wellek's which dictates that Arnold is a 

very important apologist for Gt icism." (I) Instead of accounting 
for this arnbivalence in attitude this paper purports to investigate 
Arnold's and Eliot's concepts of the function of criticism .. and 
attempts to point out simi larities and differences between them. 

Arnold's celebrated essay "The Function of Criticism at 
the Present Time" (1864) can be aptly described as his closely 

knit iritical manifesto where he legislates openly upon the 
business of the critic .. and thoroughly illustrates his own concept 
of the function of critism . It is real I y"a cry for freedom from 

any kind of national and provincial partiality, factionalism of 
thick-headed dogmatism." (2) 
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Finally as far as trainee teachers selection and education 
in Iraq is concerned I feel that the procedure adapted in tra -
inees selection and education is satdactory, but I think that 
a more systematized training is required similar to the one 
suggested in this study- Iraqi trainees would, possibly spent 
at least one year in an English speaking country as part o ftheiir 
basic training as prospective teachers of English before romm
encing their profession. 

CONCLUSION 

This study calls for a more systematized trainee teachers 
courses of English in Iraq whereby communicative as well as 
linguistic attainments are to be established in the trainees. 
Techniques for developirg trainees' communicative attainm 
ents have been suggested. A new training for EST teachers in 
vocational schools has also been suggested. 
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ience and to train to teach and administrate Es·r pmgrammes. 

I believe it would be a waste of time and money to train lite

rary based teachers of English to teach EST. If we want to have 

effective EST teachers, we have to select. secondary school 
leavers ofthe scientific section and train them as EST teachers . 

Such a kind of teachers would have the following benefits over 

the ones suggested by Ewer. They would : 

i. have 2.lready grasp'2d the concept of science which makes 

them confident of themselves when thGy discuss scient

ific matel'ials in the classroom, 

ii. be interested in teaching EST as they have chosen (their 

own way right from the beginning todoso, 

iii. have ample time ( 4 years) to train themselves in both 

ESP (English for Specific purpose) departments and sci

ence departments in order to master looth methods of 

teaching EST as well as scientific language. 

Obviously, teachers of EST ar·e not on iy required to teach 

EST materia!s relative to their studeilts' needs but they may 
even have 1:0 construct their own teaching materials. This imp

lies that a teacher oi EST wouid have knowledge of high st<l

ndard in the EST materaii he is teaching in order to produce 

adequate and fruitful EST materials and EST tests. 

Howevcr,trainee-teachers should not take it for granted that 

thei1· training during the course. is going to make of them 

effective teachers throughout all their teaching c<oreer.T hey would 

understand well tha:c "recurrent in - service periods of study 

and practice would also be ncecded; for training, including of 

course self-training, is never complete" lee 1974: 42). 



Moreover, group work techniques would make students live, 
learn .. and work together and absorb democratic values as 
they learn. This would help them and their teachers to disc
over the difference between imitation and creative self expr 
ession (Paton, 19818). 

3.3.6. Training in EST. 

The training of EST (English for Science and Technology) 
teachers h~s become now-a--days a matter of urgent necess
ity all o~er the world bec:ause of the increase of learners who 
are in need of E.ST (Ewer .. 1976: 248). 

I feel that serious attention is to be oriented to the trai
ning of the EST teacher in Iraq in vocational schools as such tea
chers have received no special training or academic knowle
dge in EST teaching. They have, ill effect, a traditional liter
ary background . When they come to teach EST material in 
vocational schools they find themselves in a situation where 
they are left short of an adequate method of teaching the EST 
material relative to their students. 

Since the teacher vat:i2,be in EST teaching is crucial for 
the success of an EST course (Swales,l978:-44), it is of signifi
cance that EST course right from the start is directly conce
rned with the purposes for which EST trainee teachers need 
f:nglish . Such purposes would be specially displayed in fun 
ction2.l terms. This leads us to say that the EST cout·se would de
finitely account for the features of the interaction process wh
ich the trainee teachers of EST in Iraq woud be going to face 
when they find themselves as teachers of EST courses in voc
national schools . 

Ewer ( 1976: 254), however .. suggests a procedure for tr
aining EST teachers. He calis for incorporating practising te2,
chers into intensive programmes to study the language of sc-



ii. to learn to explore recent important theoretical and pe
dagogical developments discovered by computer in lin
guistics and language learning; and 

iii. to learn how to exchange information and ideas between 
computer specialists and language teachers. 

3. 3.5. Peer-Teaching Techniques : 

In addition to teaching practic sessions which are car
ried out in the second term of the final year of trainee-teac
hers university study (of. Strevens. ·11977:77)trainee-teachers 
would be trained to master their profession through peer
teaching techniques either in classroom situation or in cloed 
circuit television (Atlas. . 1979: 13) In peer-teaching students 
woud be divided into groups and the leader of the group wou
ld take the role of the teacher in each group and each student 
would take his role as a leader in turn. 

It is to be emphasized that peer-teaching creates an atm
osphere which would facilitat and optimize authentic use of 
the target language in classroom (Weiss,l981 :5). 
The peer- teaching or group-centred activities attempt, in 
effect, to gear the teaching/ learning processes to be based on 
students' co-operation and responsibility which, appare
ntly, would lead to building up the student's self-esteem in 
his learning rather than being totally dependent in his teach
er's knowledge .Hence, most of the classroom intcracdon 
will be transferred from a teacher-directed to a pcer-·centred 
activity.Wilkins (1974) points out that foreign language lear
ners need to practice such functions as hypothesizing, eval
uating, arguing, challenging, disagreeing, expressing appro
val or disapproval. Of course .. students would have an oppo
rtunity for using those language functions in group work. 



No doubt motivation is incre3sed when students can see 
the educational purpose of a language activity . This ismost 
obviously true when experimenting with wmething quite 
new as in the case of using computer for langua.ge learning. 

Presumably, learning languages with the help of compu
ters, in the long term, may prove t·eally worth-while and gen
uinely beneficial in several areas of lz.nguage research and lan
guage learning, and trainee teachers courses in lra.q are no 
.. exception(cf. kerr .. 1985: 162). Trainees would be trained to 
use their own monitors, keying in answers to some previously 
selected slot-filler language exerci~cs such as multiple choice 
reading comprehension, grammatical structures and so fot-th . 

The use of computer in language learning may help gene
rate some communicative language activities in group work 
techniques (Higgins wd Johns .. 1984: 37), particularly in foll
ow-up discussions which could be employed after language 
;c,xercises with computer. 

It is to be noted that it would be unlikely to make natu
ral conversation with a computer , but it is possible to deal 
with language games .. simulation and <'.nalysize logic problems 
in computerized forms ( Higgins, 1985: 170 ). Such activities 
, . however, can initiate some use of l2.nguage which would dev
elop communicative attainment in the trainee- teachers of 
English. 

Finally, trainee-teachers courses would deal with the 
following major goals as far as the use of computer in langu
age learning is concerned: 

i. to promote an understanding ofthe use, implications and 
limitations of computers in language learning and lang
uage research, 



teachers of foreign languages would be prepared to manipu -
late audio visual aids so as to get at effective results in their 
laborious task. Stern (1967:63) argues that teaching with the 
help of audio- visual oids can lead to a good standard of stu 
ents achievement in foreign language learning even in conditions 
where a specialist teacher is not available as it is the case 
in Iraqi prirnaxy schools . Surely the use of vedio would make 
classroom at~osphere an interesting one ( of~ Candlin .. et. at, 

1982: 138). 

However~ in using audio ·-visual aids~ we have to bear in 

mind that those aids have to reflect the ideas hehind ·c;:•.• pri
nciples of the method or methods of teaching ada.pt<·d in a .. 

certain country ""d they would cope 'l'tit:h the age i~vci of the 
learners. Therefore trainees would also be aware of the rc2-
sons behind the pedagogical str2.tegy involved in the audio-
visual method adapted. As Girard ( 1974:30 ) put it "if trainees 
at~c aware of (what ' how and why" to teach an item or a 

technique they will be more successful and confident in app· 
lying it." 

Thus, the afroernentioned argument suggests how the 
availability of resources may affect the actual programme and me
thodology of a course. It is difficult to see how specific train
ing techniques such as teacher observation .. practice in the 
classroom and microteaching can b12st be put into practice 
when materials such as language laboratories, tapes, closed
circuit television, vedio programmes 8.nd other modern teac
hing resources are not available adequately . 

3-3.4. Using Computer in Language learning: 

No --a-days Iraqi University students are learning how 
to handle computer all over the country. 



ities between the systems of the source language and that of 
the target language would help trainees to draw their stude
nts' attention to these points which would facilitate assimil 
at ion of the systems of the target language. 

It is to be noted that in dealing with foreign culture great 
care would be taken to be sure that the notions displayed 
would not, by any means, be in conflict with the principles 
behind the political policy of the country of the learners and 
they would also! a void cultural conflicts, particularly those 
that are related to national and religious beliefs as that would 
lead to negative attitudes towards the nation that speaks the 
target language as pupils at school age usually do not have a 
thorough understand mng of the wodd and their knowledge of 
I ife is limited. But at advanced levels a true picture of the for-, I 
eign culture .. I think, is necessary and would not be harmful 
to the feelings of the mature students; on the contrary that 
would help them cope with the· life of the country of the tar
get language when they would have a chance to visit that fore
ign country or study there or have to work together with the 
people of the target language at home for various reasons. 

3.3~3. Manipulating Aud~CF-Visuai Equipme!l'lt. 

In recent years technology has provided education with 
useful teaching aids that have been of great help to modern 
language teaching . In fact, recent development in modern 
language teaching has posed a number of complications to the 
language teacher's task ( Harding .. 1967:v ). Language teaching 
aids which include equipment such as tape recorders, language 
laboratories, radio 1 and television progv·ammes, filmstrips, 
slides and overhead projectors have become part of the for
eign language materials in every modern school. Therfore 
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iculariy at the advanced !{:.;vel, demands that a teacher of EFL 
is e;cpect:e,·:i to speak 1:dl rluentiy and correctly ff;:;r if the 
ted/~her' ~ rnt\stery of tho::: kd in?.\::1equate, the 
!ear·ne·,··j::. ':\~~-hievcr.rcnts vvl\1 

English 
this vvould not imply ;;. non--n:::1.Uvc teacher English fs exp
ected to corrnmmd the t.:xgc:::t langu8.f;T: to the s·?rr,c) prof!ciency 
···c:" o•'·-'-' V'•/110 ·,~ ~-1,.,, .• , ·:,r···d 1·--~.,,.,~_ .. l ·,·r·' •·hp "'"'""~''r··,·"y •lv'"'c"-;,·--,_:, l~>pu·r"'on c:_; ,,-.;:; ! .., , .. ! "-·. u, ,__,,>-.J ' '""'- ~~~..,u 1., . 11 _:::,...., "·'·'t>'--("b>;,' 

he is teaching. 

Since on·d rro!fciency is one or the go2.is of a trainee tea~ 

chcr,s couri:J\ tT2.in.;;('S \Votdd nL:o hcwe rnaterizds in pho~ 

nology running par·a!lef 'vv!th il-l(~ other cocT~:cs nt::eded in tn:d~ 

nee teachers syllo.buses. The course in phonolory \f\/Otdd p~y 
adequc'~.te emphasis to both segrnent8.ls fi.r;d st:prasegrnent~·:Js 

of the ta~~gaet languge. ~'it:~ch ernphC1sis is to be lzdd on pronou 
nciatlon of connected speech. Concentrc;.tion on the n.:_;,ntrasts 
of phonoiogkal eli::·rnents ln the .::otH·ce language and the target 

fangu::>.ge is a necessity. 

Trainees cxe t<:- be awa;··e of the ex!:t!ng diffcrEnCE.E: bet .. 
'Nenn t 116 r'! 1II"J'"(" of tl·lr.:, C('L"'<"e l~n~!!':{Y.-:' ""rl f•h.-Jt ('.c, t--,c,,;, t·--r-' ""·- I""',. __ , ,, , . .;o - .•;; ~ •• , • '-"'<S~-t·t . ..,;; (.•,1,-,, ,_;,w~ ~) '·l·~-· -<" 

get langu<:•.ge.Cultur·a! D.spetts, e>bviovsly ) in.voive p!'"(•blerns 

of cross~ct!ltura! corr~mun!cation (Brumf11·~ i980 8.: 170). "f·cacher 
trainers would (_'z:.refu!!y cxp!afn d--.e rrH~-t-tn ing c.f those cu

ltured e!en1ents of the t::.rget !angu~:ge co,ncl contf'8.st them 
'Nith the nearest cu!tund ek·rr;ents of the source h:.nr:::uq;e .I 
fee! that tr211s!atlon 1n vv-hich extn.:cU: frcrn up-tc;-da teu 

Enzlsih tn2.ga?1nes and nevvs.papen; vvou!d be trz.n:~:h;rtEd into 
Arable ot vice venr:-. could? build a lot of cc·nipeter.re in Eng~ 

li<l·l vnn:•l:njl·'f'\1 c-.lp...! ('(i!"''1'rc bv the !r::J(I! 1'~"':'inec teachers of :_; ' ~ '" .. , ',' ; '" ',_, ... '· ·' . I • . ._, > • "' <-'- .. • 

Eng!L::h~ Undcr:-:tanding well the slmiladties dissimilar 



~ ., 
.,,.), 

tlons 

.crs r;ccds and aspir2.~ 

i:hc course designers 

as thls fi.·-~r~tor ,. ' pEX'fonn<utce {tS stuaents 

f"'lorrLon ( l ~j : ~ 3 ) ~:,:.Hnrnarizes the !1(\eds of an EFl" tea
chc;t as fo! 

1L a\l\r::1.n: ~ thro!1gh his O\'Vn r::xperl(~nce 

"'Uo)''''' o~· c.n:·"" cf ~Jc·~'<·e~~-,··1·,,1 dif.'f·~r-·L'ltv '-" ·' ·" ~£.,-} .J, j ~v .•• l. <.. .,JJ,l_,,, > •• 1 1 

of the English 
C phonological, 

' .. ,, ' or l:.n[ptsn, 

lii. understanci t~·;c ptindpk:s behind the prep8T::\tion of a. 
language tea·~'hlng sy!!c2t'u.s, 

iv. be fG~rnW~c \Vlth the V<)Tlous methods 2,ncl techniques of 
r·1ar.·r: 1'0-''•rv. !''·lnr>e;:,,~.~-,.,~-: r,Y> ar· ,.. i+ fC 'I" l<>r;-'·1'(,\'l"'! v~rif·h tl'\1:\ "' -~-·- -./,!; !'' ';~,_,._,,\,c .• l..._,llj 1 ~ .. l~:. 1 ·~-L. -•·r.-.,, ,,,, ...... 

be f2;rni 

chlng 
~ra 1 ' 0'1° ("1' ... ,·,-r,~- 'j't"l~('\t:"! r-,,v i"!--,,.;1" r,dvc·c·r:·i·r..,-• ~'1''\ ._., 1 -<11 .:;- .. •<-~~'-' ,., "·"-"' '·" J'.~ ..... ~.)l c . ..:. 

vi. be trained ln the usc of case studies, p2.rticulady, stud ... 
!es of ~e::;.rning prob!erns; such c·£e stuc'des 

1 r ~---"'L 1 1 ~ , r , 1 tescners or r-:f· va u::L>:c insig,nts ·_._,~· ce'/e o-

.... :ov:e,•;c·. '1~ -,'"·t· ;-._,. -:·1·'-;1·.,.,,,,-~-i"c•"'r'hc.~·s. co"r<;:r.•"' 1'11 I!M't1 "''F· .-."·.,·,nc-, <~-~· (.( .. J '· ~-- !~'""' .>.,;..(>,_ \..!.. .... ~-.,_.;, C.-~( ....... -

crncd fee! t> ·<:the {Ctilo\~llng pc:xameters need serious at·~entk>n. 

[n~_:!lsh tczr:hlnf! j !earnin~- process in 
L W ~ 

I '" ' tt1e won~:l totJay fundamentally che:.nged. The tenck-:;;ncy 
tow·,;,rds ish as G rneans of communication, part-



ary.. secondary, University level; and they differ also accor
ding to the types of students they are going to teach, i.e. gen
eral course students or· ESP students. 

Broadly speaking, the effectiveness of t(c.>achers does not 
depend only on the training cc~urse but it also depends on 

teacher·s aptitute for dealing with his class room work In 
Hungary (see Kontra, 1981: 189) it was found that teacher's 
fluency in English, professional knowledge personality and 
aptitude had their crucial impact on their students achieve 
ments r·egardless of cw-Ticula. 

Obviously .. a fruitful training course would not busy tra
inees with cr·ude notions such as good' or 'bad' materials
Trainees would be made aware that materials have their own 

merits and drawbacks but some materials are less effective in 

helping students to achieve particular goals in specific learning 
settings. 



in classroom sittuation (Brumfit 1979: 2). Trainees would be 
trained not only to understand the theory relative to the ado

pted methods of teaching in a certain country , but they would 
also be trained to evaluate and develop criteria against whkh 
they could make professional judgement, when confronted 
with new material. 

To sum up .. a trainee-teacAer of EFL would be trained to 
understand and master the 'Why', the 'What and the 'how' 
of the language he is tead;ing (Strevens, 1980: 58). Such a th
eoretical premise, simply, demands a high level of intellectual 
training an adequate period of training and high standard of 
teaching situation in trainee-teachers <curses. 

3.2. Course limitation~: 

Presumably, a course for training teachers would avoid 
the limitation of being over-specific and could train trainees 
to the range of attainmenets needed by a teacher in a national 
educational system such as the one carried out in Iraq. A tra
inee would be prepared, through the course, to be competent 
to deal appropriately in arguments,say,for or against practi
cal political,economic,social and moral views of the world. 
The relationship between the teacher and the other paramet
ers in society could be seen as shown in diagram (I) (after Mo
rrison and Melintyre, 1969: 76) (see Brumfit, 1980: 53). 

A useful trainee-teachers course would make trainees 
understand that their profession demands of thEm to be suc
cessful human beings as they will be responsible for building 
new generations. It would make them understand that thEir 

Job demands of them a high level of tolerance and skill. 

it is to be mentioned that trainees differ in their needs 
due to the level of the students they are going to teach; prim-
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an cdw:ator :_',nci teacher v;·ocdd in 
tr-c-.lning twograrnrne. 

A fru!tft.!l trz;ince~tcc~cher:~ pt'ot,r~;.rnmc EFL 
prospective vvith 
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't ' ' ' '. I tl ' • ' h t t • t ' ' ! , IS co De menc1oneo at · qns po!nt: t <;. · .ramee cacner s 

selection v.rould be a rnain pt"emisc of a a.~uc:cessfu! trainee-·t€
achers course as it is be[leved that 1xaining courses wou [d have 

a minor inf1ue!lce on the§ trainees p::;ycho!oc;ic:al components 
f"'eP fcJr exaf·,--,•'J!t> vvqrc;,.,.::: 1(9"74· 55\ \~ _., ~ "J· . '' '!j, .• ? • ~ }• 

In "f;:v:t) it is not only trainee-teachers who need to conc
entr~~te em the practical needs of thelr future students, but 
tcadter- trainers 'Noulcl also centre thei!~ attention on theta~ 
sks that the d2ssroorr1 teacher as a learner and educator need£ tc; 
perfOnn (!ee,, 1974:39). This in effCct, lrnpHes that scdous 
attention shcHJid 0.!scJ be orientc::d tovvards the educ<J:ion ;;,nd 

traininP" of teachers. co 

The art of teaching depends upon so diverse <:nd varied 

abilities that make tr2Jncc teachers selection befo1·c enrolling 

in the Cf:>ur:::c a very difficult t~;,sk. C'bvlously, V'ie believe that 

there is no one ideaJ te<:lchet~ ln the sense the vvord '~ideal 

means, but it is dernanded th::n: ~~ tnlinc:;e-teachei' should havG 
certain qualltis \•vhich can help h!rn to be :;;ucc.ss~.:Ju! in his task. 
The fo!!o\Ning y,:ould he prenx!uisite qu<r.lities for a language 

tc:ad:•;r (set; ! : "71 0 0 see also Lee, ! 9"74: 36) :·-

i. 

ii. 
• . • ' • ' f • ' I i 0 ' J. r . , . !H. n2.v1ng i"H) [)ri} s1ccd tanc,!caps a.nu ucrorrnn.1es, 

iv. kwi inrclligcw:c, non·~discou(aging pcr:sonality showing 
,;:.,r"lOq'Y'':rij tTI"';'C"''.:.',' ~-·' ·~ 0 ;;.a . (-, -.II!\,} 1 

v. having ;~. good !eve! of pen:ona! education; and 

vi. having an acceptable mastery of the language he is going 

to teach. 



SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVElOPING TRAINEE

TEACHERS COURSES OF ENGliSH IN IRAQ 

Dr. Abdullah al - Azawi 
ABSTRACT 

The present teachers of English in Iraqi Schools were tr
ained by various methods ; some of which are contradictory 
in principles. No survey, to my knowlegde, has yet been made 
of the methods actually used in Iraq for trainee-teachers of En
glish as a foreign language. But on the whole those teachers 

wen'! trained by methods in which the mastery of Language 
structures, were considered the cornerstone of the process 
of English language-teaching and learning. 

This study will touch upon points of weakness of the FFL 
(English Foreign Language Learning) teacher-tr,Jinlng prof
ession in Iraq and suggests some basic princi pies for teacher 
training of English in Iraq as a remedy. 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

The teacher is an important variable in the teaching/lear
ning situation. His/her skill is, in effect, mainly dependent on 
his proficiency in the language he is teaching and his underst
anding of the methods and techniques of foreign language te
aching and learning. Naturally, the teachers' task would be di
fficult if he himself was ill trained and was hardly able to use the 
target language for real cornmun ication as it is, undoubtedly, 
the teacher ' s command of language which sets a principal mo
del for his students. 
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cture of the constnJction presented, its mQaning and function• 

Next, he should proceed to reinforcing this understanding by 
additional practiceproviding exercises that would serve the 
learner 's communicative purposes and promote his facility 

with language use. A learner must also be furnished with ample 
opportunities to practise what he has learned in meaningful 

social contexts. !\ teacher has to enhance learning, sustain 
motivation and promote interest through adopting difrerent 
techniques of presentation and exqe1·imenting with others. 

The primary objectives of foreign langtmge insuuction along 
with a proposE,d approach for constructing language teaching 
courses are presented and discussed in another paper for the 

same writer entitled "Towards an Eclectic Approach in-Co 

structing Language Teaching Courses" and published in Al
mustansyriah Literary Review, Vol. 12, /985. 



tally Niented 2.11d the behaviourists' techniques with those 

who expet·ience pleasure in rote learning. Children in general 

learn better by the behaviourists' techniques since their cog· 
nitive structures are not fully developed. Adults enjoy learn· 
ing through! the rationalists' techniques since they have fully 

developed cognitive structures that could integrate the unk
nown with the known, observe the relationship of the parts 
to the whole and analyze the whole into its component units. 
This general statement must not be construed that children 

are parrots whose minds are "tabula ras·"y" in which responses 
are conditioned. Drawing upon my experience of teaching my 

sixth primary y,rade child, I have come to the conclusion that 

explanation, paraphrasing, diagramming and briefing on gra
mmatical generalizations are instt·umental aids in teaching 

him the piLwal and singular personal pronouns and their infl
ected forms, the nominative, accusative and genitive, the use 
of the auxilic.ries "to be", "to do", and "to have" with the de
personal pronouns and the formation of negative and interr

ogative sentences. Concise and coherent explanations help ra
ther than impede the learning--teaching process; they guide 
the learners to make sense out of what they are pt-c.ctising. 

Repetition and drilling never ensure proper usage since the 
amount of exposure to the foreign language in the classroom 
is strictly limited and the motviation of learners is very low. 

Learners in the primary stage never perceive the immediate 
benefit or reward from learning the foreign language the 
teacher has to search for avenues that are conducive to fruit

ful learning, and to present different language activities thz,.t 

require various teaching devices. 

To sum up, language teaching could pro(:eed on 1 ~'1"''( c~ 

levels: understanding, practice and use. A language J·e,,,:;,, 

must first secure ti.at the learners have understood the stru-



In learning Er:gl!sh pupils car never rely on memos 

orization alone . They have to be guided to observe the relat

ionships that hold between sounds and letters in order to 

deduce the general izations that govern the regular product

ive spelling patterns. TIH'Y have to be trained to analyze words 

into their component units , diagramming them to manifest 

their underlying structur·e,syllabifying them to disclose thr-eir 

spelling and stressing them to reveal their proper pronunci

ation. Word stress plays an important part in spelling . The 

proper placement of stress determines the spelling of a word 

Bt·eakin~ words down into their constituent' units,and iden 0 ,, 

tifying their roots and affixes would definitely help learners 

acouire good spelling ha1c its since they are exposed to the 
roots whcih tend to remain constant. knowing how to divide 

a word into syllables will help learners prornote their spell 

ing ability.A strong nexus exists between the spelling of wo·· 

rds their· pronunciation, morphology, etymology, stress .. me

aning ~nd syllabificat:on . learners should be guided to disco

ver such relationships. The basic principles underlying a spe

lling learning program are outlined in a paper for the same 

writer entitled "A Spelling Improvement Program is Nece
ssary for both Sec ndary and College Students ' which will be 

published in A!-MustalllS)Iriah Utem~y Review, !987. 
Students diffe1· in their cognitive capacities and learning 

tendencies . Some view learning as a mental exercise which 

could better be achieved by the rational ists' techniqucs.Ot

hers regard lear·ning as an accumulation of language forms 

expressions and structures which could better be realized by 

the behaviourists ' techniqucs.A successful language teacher 

is he who can satisfy the needs of both types of learners. He 

utilizes the rationalists' techniques with those who are men-

34 



" I . h . . . I II . h . f tract 2.nc. 111 t ew mean1ng I.e. t: 1cy a ret<•.ln t e mcan1ng o 

the root apuW'. Students should be trained to analyze words 

into thr~.1r n:·.,rr;oonent uniu: <>b~crvc the relationshir)that hoi~ 
' ' 

ds them r:o,seth-::T and penetrate their meaning. ther vvords 
such as ~carenj (\:ares", Hcarefu!", "careless", acarefully", 

ueare!esness"p· etc. are all derived from the scune ~root'' with 
the a.dd mtion of sorne derivationc.l and inflectional endings. 
Students must study the ndcs thcl,t govern the derivation of 

of nouns, verbs and adJectives and those that govern the for~ 
mation of plural, ncgz~tive .. etc. Vocabulary acquisition could 

therefore be based on thomugh understar:ding of the under
lying structure) and ~!.ssociating the unknown words with the 

knovvn ones. The basic principles underlying a vocabulo.ry 

study program m·e outlined in a paper for the same writer 
entitled "A '/ombulary Building Course is lndisqensable for 

both Second~ry and College Students" published in A.i-Mu
§ta!1sil"iah Uterai'Y Reviev.;, Vi>!, 5, !\?80, 

In lcJ.rning syntax, students cannot master the basic sen
tence patterns of a language by the mimicry memorization 
techniques.Sentences fall into patterns and there are some 

generalizations that govern their production and manipula~ 

tion . Pupils, for instance, can produce sentences such as "! 
like amusing stories" I "!like raising flowers" o.nd HI like ente~ 

rtaining guests" which are all identical in their surface struc· 

ture but distinct in their deep structure. But the pupils could 
not compreh<cnd their meaning or understand their strucutre 
unless such differences in the underlying structures are expl
ained and pointed out . The behaviourist learning techniques 
drilling, repetition and memorization never develop the lear

ners knowledge of the underlying structure of sentences. 
Consequently, they never guarantee creative l<ngL<{e t,sc. 



volved as in memorizing laws, facts, definitions ... etc. Memo
rization should be based as much as possible on prior underst
anding .. association, observation and experimentation. In lan
guage learning .. a Ieamer has to memorize a certain number 
of vocabulary items .. a certain number of phrases and expre
ssions but at the same time he has to understand the underl
ying syntactic structure, the operation of grammatic<! rules 
and the function of certain structural signals. FN instance, in 
teaching English phonology to Arab learners, a teacher utilizes 
some indispensable techniques such as mimicry, memorization, 
and constant practice but if the learners still experience 
difficulty in articulating cerL:>in munds such as "t" and 

"d" .. a teacher has to point out that in English these sounds 
are produced by the tip of the tongue against the alveolar 
ridge whereas in Arabic, they are produced by the tip of the 

tongue against the upper teeth. If learne1·s experience difficulty 
in stressing the right syllable in English,it would be pertinent to 
explain that the vowels not the consonants are strE.ssed in a 
stressed syllable, whereas initial consonants are stressed in 
Arabic. Description of speech organ movements and clarification 
of the function of stress and its rolelin initiating cha.nges in 
pronunc mation prove '!instrumental with some learners who 
experience difficulty in such areas. 

In teaching the English vocabulary system, the emphasis 
should not be placed on memorizing words as independent 
entities or mndividual units which are not related in their stru
cture and meaning but on the fact that they are constructed 
of smaller units and that they constitute paradigms. For inst-

d h u "~' ""cl n" ance, wor s sue as protract , retract , etract , extr-
act", 'distract", contract", .. etc are all nelated in their under
lying structure i.e. they are derived from the same root " 



inductively. Learners are supposed to infer their own genera
lizations from the language. Proceeding to reading, learners 
first read what they have already practised in the orB I section. 
They are requested to infer the meaning of now words from 
their context without consulting a bilingual dictionary. 

The Audio lingual Method aims at developing the learn
ers' four language skills in the following order: listening, sp
eaking, reading and writing. Great emphasis has been placed 
on speech rather than on writing. learners frist fisten to the 
dialogues; they then repeat after the model. Afterwards they 
practise structural drills based on the dialogues. Students are 
gradually introduced to reading. They read first what they h~ve 
already practised in the oral section. They then proceed to new 
reading selections which aim at developing their comprehen
sion and promoting self-expression. They are also encouraged 
to apply the phrases they have memorized and the structures 
they have practised to new communicative situations. 

It is important to note that an overdue emphasis on dri
lling and memorization would inevitably generate boredom 
and frustration on the part of the learner and exhaustion on 
the part of the teacher. Besides, an overuse of mechan icai drln 
lis does not ensure proper learning. Learners often perfom1 
mechanical exercises and manipulate structural forms with<>tlt 
understanding their meaning or function. 

A Proposed language Teaching Strategy 

Language learning like learning any other discipline invo
lves both understanding and memorization. In science courses 
the emphasis is placed on developing the if.'arners' potential 
capabilities, their abilities to infer,deduce, imagine, synthes
ize .. analyze ... etc. but there is also a lot of memorization in-



recorded material and repeat as much as he wishes till he feels 
that he has mastered it. The teacher guides his students, gives 
them instruction, pays close attention to the performance of 
each and helps them overcome their difficulties. This move
ment takes into consideration the individual differences among 
learners and the diversity in their innate properties. 

Objectives of Fcweign language Teaching 

The well-known four language teaching methods differ 
in their ultimate objectives and in the priority they accord to 
the four language skills. The Grammar Translation Method as 
River maintains aims at developing the learner's cognitive ab
ilities and promoting his personal culture through studying 
the great literature and philosphy of the target language. 

"This method aims at inculcating an understanding of the 
grammar of the language, expressed in traditional terms, and 
at training the student to write the language accurately by 
regular practice in translating from his native language. It aims 
at providing the student with a wide literary vocabulary, often 
of an unnecessarily detailed nature; it aims at training the.stud
ent to extract meaning from foreign texts by translation into 
the native language" .... (Rivers, 1972, 16). 

The emphasis has therefore been placed on grammatical 
explanations, translation, literary vocabulary, literary appr
eciation and on developiny reading and writing. Speaking, 
communicative skills and active language use have almost been 
ne-glected. G1·ammar is taught deductively. 

The Direct t1ethod aims at developing in the learners the 
ability to think in the t~1·get language while conversing reading 
or writing the oral approach accords /priority to to correct 
pronunciation. Translation is neglected : Grammar is taught 
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an attempt to identify the similar and differ·ent aspects. Iden
tical elements ;;xe introduced first in a langua.ge teaching c.ou
rse, next the lef;> similar and lastly the totally different. Prob
lematic forms would receive greater emphasis in language 

teaching. 

The Contri!.mtkm of Educatio11 to La11guage Teaching 

A young widespread movement in education called ind

ivdualized instruction has left its impact on foreign language 
teaching methodology. Such a movement has shifted the bur
den of learning from the teacher to the learner. Furthermore, 
it has placed the emphasis on individual learners particularly 

the low achieving ones. Instruction has been geared towards 

meeting the individuals' needs, interests ar.d goals. The tea
cher diagnoses the capabilities of each individual pupil, resp
onds to his needs, supervises his performance, and tailors the 

program that best fits his tendencies, motives and interests. 
The teacher is viewed as a "facilitator of learning" as an adv
isor or director rather than a "resource person" (Schmidha

uer, 1975). 

The bask premise of individualized instruction is selfpa~ 

cing. Each learner proceeds through the material at his own 
rate, but a!l students work towards the same objectives. 
Learners ar·e not ranked in cornparison with their classmates 

but on the basis of achieving what is assigned to thern. Indivi
dualized instruction may take different fotms such as tutoring, 

self-paced unit plcns) progr·ammed !nstH·uction, independent

study program etc. Many seH:.-instruction language teaching 

proragrns have been constructed on the basis of the princl ip!es 
of individualized instruction. The language laboratory is an 

ideal place for such instruction. /\ learner can listen to the 



The use of the minimal pair or ciontrastive pair technique 
in teaching .phonology is imported from structural linguistics. 
Pairs of words such as "beet-bit", "bait-bet" that are identbal 
in all aspects except one are introduced and drilled. The objec
tive is to train foreign learners to discriminate the speech sou
nds and produce them acCL!I"ately. Another basic premise of 
structural linguistics is that language is a system of structural 
signals holding content words together . Foreign language 
learners must practise these an-angements of signals-the struc
tural patterns-until they control them autiomatically. The 
principle of over-learning has been greatly emphasized. Struct
urally -oriented language teaching courses begin with a situa
tion such as "greetings", "booking an airline ticket" or " re
serving a room at a hotel" . The learner first imitates the 
model, real or recorded; he is then asked to memorize a large 
number of useful phrases and expressions that he has covered 
in the on.l practice sectioh. Syntactic structures and gramm
atical points are drawn from real situations and drilled inten
sively. It is claimed that language forms could better be contr
olled through imitation, repetition and drilling. The more 
repetition, the better control learners will have over the target 
language. 

Structural linguists have come to the conclusion that 
each language has its unique system and that it has to be prop
erly analyzed and studied in its own terms. Blocmfield ( 1933) 
asserts that the onlv useful generalizations are the inductive 
ones and that the features one thinks universal are absent from 
the very next language. Fries ( 1945) deduced that a foreign 
language program should be based on a detailed contrastive 
analysis of both the target and native languages. The two lan
guages have to be systematically analyzed and contrasted in 
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by the American structural linguists in analyzing the American 

Indian languages have been adopted and applied in foreign 
language instruction. Their discovery procedure which starts 
with the most observable a.spect of language, phonology, 3.nd 

proceeds to morphology and syntax has been adopted by lang
uage course designers in organizing language teaching courses. 
Structural linguists commenced their analysis with the descr
iption of speech sounds since most of the American Indian lang

uages have no written forms. Language teaching constructers 
also emphasized speech at the expense of vwiting . Their lang

uage courses which are full of phonetic symbols and notations 
look like phonetic courses. Even the minimal pair technique 

which is used for identifying the phonemes of the unknown 
languages is applied in language teaching to provide further 
practice in the production of speech sounds. 

Structurally -oriented foreign language teaching courses 

start with the analysis of speech sounds. They piace heavy em
phasis on teaching phonology in an attempt to produce a native

like pronunciation accuracy in the foreign learner. Language 
laboratories have been extensively utilized to help learners 
fix new articulatory habits and vocalize speech sounds. Learn~ 

ers first listen to a model, then they react actively by imitating
what they hear. They are also asked to perform oral transfor

mations and to engage in an interaction with the tape recorder. 
Learners who are equipped with audioactive microphonehea
dphones use the laboratory to intensify, and internalize langu

age structures but the questions remain: Do the control and 
manipulation of language structures result in normal commun

icative language use? Is speech really more important than 
writing is such an extra ordinary emphasis on speech warra

nted in language teaching courses? 
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Chomsky (1965, 1972) who considers linguistics a branch 
of cognitive psychology argues that we as human beings are 
endowed with a highly specific and innate language ca.pacity 
and that language cannot be acquired without the postulation 
of innate principles which determine the structure c.fthe parti
cular languages a child is exposed to. The contribution of 

generative transformational grammar to language instruction 
is meager; nevertheess., it has inspired language teachers with 
new perspectives and insights. Basic to these insights is the 
notion that language is a rule - governed behaviour rather than 
a habit-formation process and that le;oxning a langvzge involves 
internalizing a system of rules i.e. learning is a process of deve
loping an underlying system of rules that make the language 
operate. Competence- the underlying mental knew ledge of 
the language system-should:be established before performance, 
the actual production of language forms. The pending ques
tion is: how could we enable foreign learners to develop this 
underlying system of rules? Should we teach them the rules 
themselves? If so, how? implicity or explicitly? Coes the deve
lopment of linguistic competence guarantee the emergence of 
communicative competence? Does the concentration on teac
hing rules and explanations promote facility with lan~uage 

use? A learnet· may be able to recite and verbalize rules but 
he may not be able to respond spontaneously and communi
cate effectively. What do we teach our students in a foreign 
language course? Do we teach them through drills or t·ules? 
How could we enable them to convert their linguistic compe
tence into communicative competence? 

The Contribution of linguistics to Language Teaching: 
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American structuralism has greatly influenced foreign lang
uage teaching methodology. Many of the techniques practised 



from their linguistic and social contexts which make them 
meaningful and useful to the learner, and drilled mechanically 

with the aim of enabling the learner to usc the language com
municatively, to extend this usage to an endless variety of 
situations and to create new sentences that are appropriate to 
his needs . (See Percil, Patrts One and Two, 1972.) 

B) Cognitive Psychology: 

Cognitive psychologists view learning as the mental acqu
isition and storage of knowledge. They view the learner as 

an active participant in the language learning process. He is 
mentally engaged associating, assimilating, synthesizing, analy

zing, seeing the relationship of the parts to the v. hole u,d ir.te

grating the recently acquired forms with the already known 

ones. He cannot produce Language forms unconsciously unless 
he comprehends them consciously. The emphasis is placed on 
meaningful learning i .e., learning based on comprehension and 

understanding. Language teaching material is presented in such 
a systematic way that it could !ead the learner to comprehend 

the structures before practising them. Material constructors 
start with an explanation of certain phonological, morpholog
ical or syntactic aspects, practice then follows in the form of 

discrimination drills and application exercises which require 
learners to expand upon what they have been practising i.e. 

to participate in activities in which they recall whzx they have 
learnt and use it. The purpose of such activities is "to ensure 
that the information is functional and can be utilized for addi

tional learning or problem so!vingH (Chastain, !97'61 !949). 1\s 

learners proceed to the intermediate and advanced stages greater 

emphasis will be placed on understanding prior to practice. 
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ulus and response occur together but on the effect that follows 
the responses. "If the stimulus was followed by a response 
and then by a satisfier, the stimulus- t·esponse connection was 
strengthened. If, howeve1· a stimulus was followed by a respo
nse and then b)' an annoyer, the st:imulus-t·esponse connection 
was weakened" (I 963, p. 58). Programmed Instruction which 
is behaviourally oriented is based on Thorndike's principle. 
It claims that learning results from the shaping of the desired 
behavioural patterns through reinforcement and that unrein
forc:ed practice may lead to the establishment of undesired 
habits. A pupil, for instance, listens to a recorded pron~ncic.t
ion dri II, repeats as he is asked, then he listens to a confirrn.·.t

ion of the correct response. The shorter the time between 
the response and confirmation, the more efficient the learning 
would be. Programmed instruction is a step-by--step instruction 
learners are led to acquire one item at a time proceeding from 
the simplest to the most complex. Newmark argues that "if 
each frame of a self -instruction progmm could teach only one 
item (or even t'NO or three) at a time, such instruction would 

never enable students to use the language significantly ..... . 
language acquisition can't be simply additive" (1972, 38). 

As early as 192.1, Palmer contended that language is a 
habit-formation process and that such habits could be establ
ished by imitation, repetition and drilling i.e. language must 
be taught through intensive repetitive drills. "Explanations 
only appease curiosity; they do not help us form new habits, 
they dont develop automation" (1964, 57). The puzzling ques
tion is: does the totality of structural dt·ills constitute language 
competency? Do pan·otting dialogues, performing Oi"al trans
formations and memorizing language forms guarantee active 
language use? In structural drills, items of language are isolated 
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make a one-to-one correlation between questions and answers 
whereas in actual language use several stimuli (questions) could 
evoke the same response and several unpredictable responses 
could be evoked by the same stimulus. For instance, questions 
such as "Can I give you a lift? ", "Shan't I ~rive you home?", 
"Can I take you in the car?" and "Can I run you (run you back) 
in the car?" may all evoke the same response: "Are you sure 
it is not too much trouble? ". On the other hand a question 
such as "Do you feel like going to the cinema?" could evoke 
several responses such as " I'd like that very much", "I'd love 
to, thank you very much", "That would be very nice, thank 
you", "That sounds like a good idea, thanks" , etc. 

A language user may sometimes respond without any overt 
stimulus. A visitor, for Instance, may produce any of the folic·· 
wing forms when he stays long with a fzmily: "It's tirre I vv2s 

off", "I really must be going now", "I think it's atout time I 
made a move", "If You'll excuse me, I really should be off new, 
made a move", ''If You'll excuse me,! really should r.e off r.c\1\',, 

All these forms may evoke one response: "So soon, wouldn't 
you stay a little longer".Somet.imes a statement not a question 
may elicit several responses as in ~~~ am cireacifui!y sorry, but l 
have broken a plate"to which one may respond by prcc!ccirg 
any of the following forms:" Oh, never mind about that","Oh, 
don't worry about that", "Oh, that's ail right", "Ch, thn dee·· 
sn't matter" (Ockenden, 1972.). Human behaviour is, there
fore, not mechanistic and it is varied, cre8.tive <end sornetirres 
unpredictable. 

Thorndike, a reinforcement theorist, introduced his pri· 
mary law- "the law of effect"-which emphasizes reinforcement. 
It states that the stamping in or stamping out of stimulus resp
onse connections, depends not simply on the fact that the stim· 
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The Contribution of Psychology to language 
Teaching 

A) Behavioural Psychology 

'Teaching techniques rest upon certain learning laws or 
principles. Before designing our teaching strategies, we have 
to investigate the psychological learning principles. Watson, 
the founder of behaviourism, studied human behaviour without 
making recourse to the human mind. In fact, he denied that we 
are born with any particular mental abilities, traits or predi
spositions. His principle of frequency has been utilized in lan
guage teaching. This principle states "that the more frequen

tly we have made a given response to a given stimulus, the 
more likely we are to make that response to that stimulus ag
ain" (1963, 37). It follows then that in the classroom, teachers 
teach pupils to respond to certain prompts. Pupils are expec
ted to produce the same responses subconsciously when con
fronted with the same situation. The prompt-response tech
nique has been utilized extensively in language teaching cou
rses. It is a kind of stimulus-·response bond originally used by 
psychologists in labs to teach animals how to respond to a cer
tain stimulus. In the classroom, language teachers elicit the 
student's respon$rcs by providing them with prompts. The 
ultimate objective is to establish the language patterns in the 
learners' minds. 

Skinner recognizes two kinds of learning . The first, "res
pondent behaviour" is a kind of stimulus-response connection. 
"Given the sti rn u I us, the response occurs automatically" ( 1963, 
60). The question-answer technique which has been used inte
nsively in language teaching is another form of stimulus-resp
onse bond. A question elicits an answer; a pupil learns to parrot 
answers to questions. Such a technique conditions learners to 



tOI" selects certain linguistic items, grades and presents them 
for instruction put·poses. A langu8.ge teacher utilizes all the 
teaching aids 8.t his disposal and all the techniques he has mas
tered to develop in the learner the ability to understand and 
produce meaningful and grammatical sentences for commun
icative purposes. 

The acquisition of knowledge in general and of language 
in particular has been accounted for on the bases of two appr
oaches: the behaviouristic and the cognitive. Foreign language 
teaching methods are either behaviourally or cognitively or
iented. Those that are behaviourally oriented include the str
uctural approach and the audio-lingual or aural-oral approach. 

Those that are congnitively oriented include the grammar 
translation method and the cognitive code learning. The be
haviourists emphasize memorization, imitation, repetition and 
drilling. The rationaiists emphasize cognition, understanding, 
expla;1ation and reQson in g. The l'ationalist tradition dates back 
to the 17thC, the so-called "Age of Genius" when philosophers 
appealed to the mind and considered it the source of knowl
edge. The behaviourist tradition dates back to the early forties 
when psychologists such as Watson (1940), Skinner (1957) and 
others conducted experiments on animals and overgeneral
ized their findings to human beings. 

It is pertinent here to clarify what is meant by the terms 
"approach", "method" and "technique". An approach is the 
theoretical framework or the philosphical background under
lying a language teaching method. A method is the practie<: 
application or the actual implementation of the theoreti<.<.l 
assumption of an approach. A technique is the tool of imr :, IT

entation by means of which a strategy is executed. (SEe I nt
hony (1972) for such distinction) ... 
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sively used in teaching pronunciation and discrimin8.ting spe
ech sounds; and the principles of the cognitive approach which 
lay heavy emphasis on explanation as a means of clarifying di
fferences and enhancing learning, on understanding and cog
nition that are conducive to meaningful learning and perma
nent retention. 

This paper also aims at exploring the techniques for des
igning foreign language teaching courses, constructing and 
presenting language teaching material. These techniques inc
lude: the order of organizing language components in language 
teaching courses-starting with phonology, then proceeding 
to morphology and syntax; the gradation and sequencing of 

structures in structurally-based language teaching courses; 
utilizing dialogues as a vechicle for introducing structures wh
ich wi II later be extracted and d ri !led for instruction purposes; 
introducing similar structures first then prcceeding to the less 
similar and the totally different ones-a technique which is ba
sed on a detailed contrastive analysis of both the native and 
target languages; according priority to speech rather than to 
writing and placing a heavy emphasis on te2ching Fi·oretic 
symbols, ana.lyzing and transcribing speech sounds ; and cons
tructing ESP courses, individualized instruction progr<rr,es 
and remedial courses that could meet the needs, interests nd 
objectives of a certain individual or group of learners. 

Language teaching as a discipline has not attained its aut
onomy yet. It draws upon insights from psychology, linguis
tics and education. The selection and presentation of lznguare 
teaching materials are primarily based on linguistic principles 
and secondarily on pedagogical considerations. A linguist ana
lyzes the language as an end in itself within a certain theoret
ical framework. A textbook designer or a material construe-



The Behaviourally and Cognitively 
Foreign language Teaching 

Oriented 
Methods 

Adei Al-Kufaishi 
AI..-Mustansyriah University 
Dept. of English 

The purpose of this paper is to examine critically the ps
ychological, linguistic and p8dagogical principles underlying 
foreign language instruction, to question their validity and to 
infer their utility to language material developer and foreign 
language Instructor. Foreign language teachin!! methods are 
based either on behaviouristic principles or rationalist prin
ciples. An understanding of these principles would definitely 
result in a more efficient language instruction. A teacher would 
better appreciate a certain technique and apply it aFFropri
ately if he understands its underlying theoretical bases and 
philosophical assumptioRs. 

Foreign language Instruction 

The language teaching principles and techniques that wo
uld be investigated in this paper are: the so-called "principle 
of frequency" which is the basis of the promp tresponse tech
nique and the question-answer technique; the principle of 
overlearning which underliss the reinforcement technique
the confirmation of correct responses, the performance of o: ' I 
transformations, the memorization of language forms, 11" 
intensive repetitive drills and the parrotting of dialogu1 ~: tf E 

minimal or contrastive pair technique which has besr '> t•r r .. 
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(I 0) See: S. Ayyad: 

(II) See: M.S. Farid'spreface to "Quartets" p. 13. 

(12) See his article on the "Nouveau Roman" in "ai-Aclab fi 
'Aiam 1"lutaghaiyyir" ai-Hay'a al-i"lisriyya al- 'Amrr.a 
li al-Ta' lif wa ai-Nashr, Cairo 1971, pp. 89-115. 

(13) See: "Hikaya 'An Shita' Tawil"- (A Tale About a Long 
Winter) p. 97 H. 

(14) See: "Hikayat al 'Ashiq ai-Hazin wa Mahbubatahi ai
Mutakabbira" (The Tale of the Sad lover and His Arro
gant Beloved) "and" Hikayat 'Ashiqain Saghirain 1"iagh
rurain (a Tale about Two Young and Vain Lovers). 

(IS) See The prelude of "The Tale of the Sad Lover and His 
Arrogant Beloved "and" The Tale of Two young and Vain 
lovers". 
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Footnotes 

(I) Shukri M. Ayyad was born in Munufiyya province in Egypt 
in the year 1921. He graduated in Arabic literature from 

-Cairo University in 1940, obtained M.A. in 1948 and his 
ph.D in 1953 and joined the faculty at Cairo University 
in 1954. He has lately retired to devote himself to wri
ting. 

Besides short stories, his works include transla
tion, criticism, and literary studies. 

(2) See: S. Ayyad: "Fann ai-Khabar·" (The Art of ai-Khabar) 
Fusul Journal for Litrary Criticism,ssued by the General 
Egyptian Book Organization V.ll, Cairo 1982. 

(3) Milad Jadid (New Birth) Maktaba.t ai-Qahira al -Jadida, 
-Cairo n.d. 

(4) Tariq ii-Jami'a (The University Road) AI-Kitab ai-Masi, 
ai-Dar ai-Qawmiyya li al-Tiba'a wa al -Nashr, Cairo, 
I :61. 

(5) Zawjati ai-Raqiqa ai-Jamila (My Delicate Beautiful Wife) 
The General Egyptian Book Organization, Cairo 1976. 

(6) Rubaiyyat (Quartets) Mukht8xat Fusul, The General Egy
ptian Book Organization, Cairo 1984. 

(7) Kahf ai-Akhyar (The Cave of the Virtuous) Mukhtamt 
Fusul, The General Egyptian Book Organization, Cairo 
1985. 

(B ) Hikayat ai-Aqdamin (Antique Tales) Kitab al-1-lilal, Dar 
ai-Hilal, Cairo 1985. 

(9 ) See: Louis 'A wad "Dirasat fi-Adabina ai-Hadlth" Stud
ies in Our Modern Literature p.246, Dar ai-Maarifa, Cairo 
1961. 



This allegorical tale depicts the destiny of man who is te
mpted with the dream of complete life, complete knowledge 
and complete self-realization, but lives to see the waning of 
his powers, until he vanishes in the vastness of the universe. 

Shukri 'Ayyad in "Antique Tales" employed a poetic lan
guage with echoes of sufi symbolism (13), folk narrative (14) 
and popular rythmic prose (15). 

However, although 'Ayyad draws his inspiration from 
the atmosphere of the Ancient Arab Tales, Legends, Folk 
tales, and Arabian Nights, he has his own technique in creat
ing a type of modern folk tales, in content dealing with the 
most problematic issues of man's existence, while in form his 

craftsmanship, sensitivity and psychological insight are enough 
to enliven men's hearts. 



The last tale echoes the theme of the first; but befol'e wc 

come up t'1 it, we should have a look at one of the tales in bet

ween: "The Tale of the Closed Box". 

The protagonist is a youngrnan presented by his Sheikh 

with a closed box to keep through his extensive trc.vels, with 

a strict order not to open it under any circumstances. Ps a 
sign of a protest bee:Ctuse he refuses to opc..~n the box, h!s girls 
leave him Oil<' by one. At I<Ist the young traveller is otli[Ed to 

open the t,ox before his remaining girl. Seeing r.cthirg in trc 
box the girl considers him a cheat and leaves in anger.Withor t 

friends or money, he retL;:·ns back hon~e to find hie ~·heikh dccc!. 

Standing befo1·e his tomb he shouts: 

",A, Locked Bo>( ! A Locked Box ! A Locked Box ! "p. 25 

"The last tale" ends up the collection, The destructive 

motion oftirne bringing d(;vvn man 1
S stubborn eHort to teach 

the unkrH.JVv'i1 aDpears as the dec'[) rncanino;: of hurn<1n !if e. The 
' c. 

setting of the v>~hole co!!ectlon is, at l~~.s\:\ reverded as· a homely 

assembely whett~ <:·,n el(Ier!y gt·andfather ha~: been te!iing 
the previous. stories. In this h~·~t one~ he is alone with his grand 

daughter, who imists th::t: he ::houlci tE:!! he!' or.e n·< re stcry. 

In this case it is a story of an arnbit.iOL1S young rnfl.n who drez~rrs 

of discovering the~ rlace whctc the St!n sets, Stcrt:irg en his jo

urney he finds that the sut: is ~!ways receding .When he e·eac

hes the sea-·shore he ls detained by <1 delightful womdn, who 
becomes his wife.? .. s yeats pass by, he grows older, while his 

wife is as youthful and as channing as ever. His old dream t·e

com·2S alive once more. He decides to sai! tt::.ward the setting 

sun. When the gr·andhther reachs this point in the story he 
dropps silent and the grand daughter notices that his face be
comes suffused with the ;"'e/lowish rays cf the setting svn" 



an existence. The language bears th£> action to its climax 
th;-'c)ugh subtle irony deep pc.thos and sparkling humcr It is no 
longet" )' vc~·1kle foJ" nH::::.~r:ing or a mirror cA- t-c:.dity, it is rather 
an indepenclent and exprcs:-;ive rnediurn in its cwn right . It 
movf.:s gracefu!!y through the rt,ost ;~>rob!em:\tic 

as: kncnN!cdge, Time, Beauty, Love, Existence, 

Dornination, Depression, Supp(c;:,ioc:, Sex and 

issces, such 
lrnrncrtality, 
!"Ioney ... 

Besides, /\yyad breathes !ife in the okJ Lexicon, and rev
ives the language of th'~ ancient literary periods. 

It is :·.ot incidently that the writer opened this collection 
with ''t·-lik;;l_y<'.t al---~!ns~n'' (The Tale of IVJan). Since 2dl the tales 

are concen•cd with man. Thus, The T;;Je of 1'-'lan is a prelude 
to the work as «whole. The tales in this collection put han, 
ali the time, face to face with thE~ problem of Knovvledge, and 
the untiring effort to gain it. knowledge becomes his ordeoJ 
and his passion. !n the meanwhile , Ayy2,d dedares that his 
aim is still that of the old story teller: to enlighten and ente
rtain. 

"The Trdc of !VIan" is the story of Man in his struggle to 

prorect hi rnself and his property against d iffcrent enemies dar,ge rs 

l-,le discovers )later on, that the matter vvas much harder 
than he thought, for the 'Norst enemy whom he had to dea.! 
with was too tiny to be grasped by the hand or even spotted 
by the eye. He realizes that he should ca:ot z.way 2.!1 his posY?

ssions and all his connections, ail his desires~ di.scords and in
clinations, in ot'der to annihilate the co1-rupted reality. This 
tale summarises man's life-long stuf'gle with destiny, ending 
in his ~rnbiguous exit, which crowns all his failures, or all his 
victotie~;. 
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·-As for the other shor·t stories "2J-Muso.fir" (The Passe· 
nger) and '\1!--Hal! a!--Akhir 1

' (The Last Soluricn) seen: rnore 
lik0 pcxodir:::s of ~·;cir:nce fiction. The :,trir:r the.t lir:h- ti"Em wi

th former ''toun is ::1.\J(l.ir: the conf-f·n·,r_-lat\or: of cc-!-rund p.oss!-
{, I <:< I 

bilities, penetrated her as the co!i;;pse c•( valu(·S <"Jid morals, 
the corruption of L.1ste and the torn·1r:nt c·f the s-ot:!, where 

man becornes a mere sample or numL·l.-:-r in a file. 

The language is the n:ost stxiki:··-E: feature in this co!l(:xtion 

as a whole. !t is highly adequate to the su-ucrure of U:e short 
stories. It moves lightly from the outside to the inske cf char·· 
act.ers and e·v·ents. As in the "Sin "wher~:: the writer m[·:kes a 
striking contrast betv,reen purity and hypon·i~;y, 

In "i\fr·ican Entertainment" the portrayal of the herd 

reacting to the fiute oft he sheperd is suzgestive of basic human 

impulses. The tragic of 'i\bdal- warith" It Happend in a certain 

Village '' is raised to symbo!ic significance through the carE.ful 
manipu!<;;J.tion· of the linguistic cOnr,otaticrs. In the t2conc;my of 

the story the Y.tord becomes its device , hcroir!e and tady, 
as in the following poetic and dramatic desct'ipticn: 

"The camel has stopped .His braying sudder;/y bccu>.c 
faint. The people of the village saw him turning his back to the 

scene. He makes or:o ;:.hort step, then fails to his fore ··kr,ees, 

then stretches his !ono neck, !ays his head to the ~:round, he b u 

is. heard braying with ttmdcrncss. His br;:.y;iy , !uvvcting tk}wn 
to a te11aJe·· ,,.,,-t.,r·~-,·r--·c L,c·c··,r-,~.e lo·1o 'nol cl'pr··r·c·-(~·.-.,..1 "'·(:if:· c··n·~ I n!, '' '~6' {.J .~. '' I C> <-. -,,·'""I' .. ,,.>t'-' (!.,.' ,l. ".., .\:.. 

ft~om the depths of;). we!L\r\lhen the vilk:gers ~,~pproachecl hirn) 
the stark smell of his S\Nt2at fll!ed theit nosc~·i!s "p.8.S. 

«u·· · I • I · " (A · 1· ' I ' ' d' ' nl ;{.::1yat a _,.p,,qc ;::smtn t'\lltlque ab csj I\yya s !8.St co~ 

1!-·;~ction goes tlluch fur·th~~x in adopting the tEchnique of the 

folktale. It proves th:.1t this form is able , through the sophistic 

cated use of l::1nguagc , Lo convey the'dif crent sh('_dcs of 'ht.:rrl~ 
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did \'lOt find her beside him in frcr~t of the c2ve. / 1,ll his and 

the narro.t:or·,s doubts about he~ .. !~eality vanish whe:n he ren~e

mbers that he has k:ft his torch vvith her. 

S<:'.:lme day she will corne out, he believes, before battery 

is spent out. She is sure to c..-;,me out, because she has becon:e 
ea\:rcr to know what is going on outside the cave. She can not u J 

resi?n hetsE.lf forever to the sort of life she led inside the cave 

"her old rnan wz.:.s ver·y ugly, it was dear to me that he posse

sses the girl in the rr:a;Hler of a high handed owner. He has 

cornp!c::te ;::ontro~ over- h(:r like the !or-d over hif> s.!avE>-·girl. 
To retal!z,teJ shr: df~Z:h·;ves him vvhenev<::~r she can. She does 
her be:st to t~:ase him. Pr().ise be to God that ! did not discon
nect the ;·oo(~ i!l a moment of rashnessl> p. 40 

theme of f:~::~edorn is c·ne elf the c.hief ll<()tifs in the 

stcH·y. !t .sur·faces iri the V/ann discJssion hetvveen th~ r;arr(\-

born 

ir. l:.: also a powerful under·curr-

dc.ubk:. r-e.i;J.tlon o\d ey··ccn--~_2ir) ..... adver:turer. ~'Man is 

a burnir;g eJ.gcrness to remain free. .. )) p.!3 Even 

The mo~:;c ~;triki!·,y h~ature in "The c:ave of the Virtuous" 

is the u;·:ique corn position of diffen-:·(~t ek:rn.ents.: Cl.~!tura!, hi

storic:::!, phi!osu; hic:d, linguisticj doseiy interwoven in the 

fabrk of the story. 

T}le 'C:tiTJosp of the folkt~de prevai is in the majority 

of thE S:"!OI't stotks in t;1is collection in respect of narration, 

~e:'l.ngu?,ye, J\ctio!·!, z~.nd chaf"'::-:cteri:zc.tfon. 

'a'l---Rirn~da !--.. l;:d':.1 (The St.?.nted Sands), "a!-kh~tl'a" (The Sin) 
"Sarr,zr;· if rlql- (A.frie:1:-l Entcrt<·Jnmert), "Hadz~tha fi !had<, al 

Qura (II: ·pened in ;,:·, Cel"tain Vlllare) and "Man Anta? 
(VVho Arc ··{-;:JLi?) 



When ht:: ?V/<d(c.:s he rel;1t.cs \;b ()_t:v<::ntUt"e to the·: n<wratcr ir:s-
. t' [_.. . 1 'T, ''C f I ';'• t ., . IS 1ng t1.at 1t was not a arearri· t ne '"';;Ne o t ·;c \ tr uou~; IS a 

Story of a j.::eopJe \NhO, <iS it Were, b1·i!1: 2:. she!i 2XCiUf'fd thei'liS

elves to pn_,tec.t them from the, menace oF the ouU~ide 't/orld. 

This st.ory, which blends fancy vvith reaiity can be i!·ltcrpreted 

as a p~::.r::~ble aL.:_::ut the conditio!: c/r- thQ /\p·,b r-eople ln the rno-

der ,-~ \t-rc··; 1d (~·11C'"!d t'nA)' cll·--g· t•·, 1' 1-,el·,. ( .. ·.lc,Y·in1;'· l·e··1·t,.,,~o ··;''"~~"~ I• "~,I,, b} _}t,jl,• • \-:-, • l!' •'-' d >I{,~ •l•w«o} J,,t ~~.::-.'(;, (,,\,,~ 

shut th.;;:rnselves away ftorn a! I foreign innucr;ce~-~ 1~hey would 

perish i~·; the d8.rknes!\ of th~;~l!h sc!:~'-irlor;.To tcsume their act

ive role they rnust break the s-he!! and. rr:.ce the pr<:sent wc,i""l<i. 
Tariq repn:;.<;.critS the restless: .searching ck;ment in the nevi/ 

Arab av<taken i ng. 

The theme of connection··-ciisconnection appea1·s in the 

gid-Tariq 2nd the ::;irl-·the old man relations. The girl who 

seemed like 8, waxen sta_tuf.: becomes activ~:~ 8.nd full of vitality. 

But wh2.t was the outcome? she hz.s cidinitely chosen a youtj'l .. 

ful, active future with Tariq. At le~st this is wlmt she believes. 

But she has not yet come out of the cave. 

"Paradoxical!)'? T0riq was attracted to the cave dwc!k.rs 
because he inv.gined they still kept their fcr<.:f2.thers' iove of 
freedom: "I am zdl impatience to see those brave people who 

could say" ['.!o "some thousand years ago or even some tens 

of thousand yr~ars ago, remaining here, genercJ.tit:)n :::Jtcr gcn
ero.t!on, reiectlng but survivin?, only a haW ki!on-;ctrr:: seter-· 

J .. ._, • 

ating them from the p?,geants of iife p(:'>Sting to and 'fro. lhcy 
don't care! They have asserted their freedom, not only against 
tyrants, but also against i:·tquisitive h!storian:::, ULV\if.korne 

geographers, and greedy investors. They are seen by none on 

earth or in the sky; their lands have never been trodden by 
alien feet "p. 34. Tariq was surprised when he woke up and 



In sharp contra!;t to th<c modEwnist technique of the " 

(?uartets" Ayyad in his fifth collection "'The Cave of the Vir

tuous " turns to the prirnitive form of the folktale fo-r 

tnsplr-,:l.t\on HThe cave of the virtuous" depict~; Mar.'s rnovern .. 

ent through time. ·rhe structure of the title ~tcry is baset:1 uporl 

the fonn of the adventure tcde, having its c!~\.t~.kaJ pr·ecedents 

i'1 the Arabian Nights, where another wise insignific:ar:t young 

man is p!"t:destined to the oFening up of en ar:dcr;t treas.ure. 
,. ' . d ' . ' t I . tf ' t" ,. T !VIO 1nen s De(.lt~e o set on a se;:;xe-1 1n- ;E: r~ep ~:sCi 8. cE-r~~ 

ain cave which was n:e:·ltioncd in some legends z~s a sort of ca

stle built by some ancient peop!e as a sh1.::\ter frorn misrule of 
ty"ant lzing·s Thh r·.r<-ic··, "P'·'~'rs ~eli."h·fu' ,,, v c.ll " s1····r"~ I ~. .<;.; ,v, .. Jj, '" -~--\.·'- ~:. (; L. j <:" .. ~ \<...<,c.~· ,,c-. 't_..-...• 

Tariq ,the p:~otagonist~ rolls c. long rope 2-round his waist 
and launches inside the cz.ve ho!dinc)' his elec:t!~lc torch. VVhen 6 

he hcs penetratet:j for some rength intc:, the cave he notices 
crYstalline formations which i"erni:'·d him 

rninor dErt:li! the to-- po;!rar,J~·l:cal u:·:ity of th~ /\i';~.b VV'orld) . 
• ':J • 

A.f/ of a sudden he L:cho1d.s <1 chan:dnr; gii'i whers(~: physkai ap·· 
pe<d"ancc r;-;:cails the t:~nchanting youn(~~ worr~en of oici /\rablc 
literature. IH first he c:oubts whethe!" she is rc<~.liy :::jive or 
just a st:~~=u~ .It is not too lor:g he1ore a.n c·kl, ur!y and blind 

his: shoulders ccmKs up to look 

for het. She calrr;s hirn ~~own, 8ssures L!rn ::.;!-:(· is hfs ovvn, )l;::ads 

hirn to the:ir' abo(k, and retur·n~. 1\kho~:gh 

thli:~ lrnpr·.;;:;sion that she has fa1ten in love vvith hirr:, r.h;:,.t, in 

fact ,she k:,:; been waicing fo!~ his appe8xancc, she 

goes on fondling the old man . His surp!~ise is f;ven greater 
when thegirl tells him that the old man is her husband. 



cal, socio. economic and artistic probie!T,. />ITer g tLc l rd) 

tntdlectuals he is one cf those who ~Jre most interested in 

pursuing the movement of world though without fanaticism 

or rashness (10). He spots the critical moments in human exp· 

erience, limit situ;,tions, you might say and concentrates on 

them, omitting all marginal details. 

The compact fonn of the "Quat·tets" forsakes the txadition8.\ 

elements in short stoty writing, viz., the development of plot 

and the presentation of chamcters, in order tQ express more 
poignantly the dryness of human existence. To ;;.chicve thi~: 

end he makes use Clf an array of modern fktion2i devices. Fi<.s.h 

backs, interior monolougue, mixing angles of vision and sharp 

rythmic style there are foui' quartets:\ove and Boredom, Vio

lence and Blindnr':ss,Dead Time,and A Quarter for the coming 

D·a:n::. Each consists of four sketches. This ({uatre:lir'eccl fcnrl 

suggests a certain pre- oc.cupation with cemctry, but careful 

reading leaves one with a strong impression thB.t nothing has 

been forced into this elaborate construction. Neither is there 
any feeling of compartrnenta!i7ation, the foul~ quart~ts form 

one unity expn~ssing pr·edicarcent cf ma.n. This coherent and 

interrelated work suggests the unity of contradictions and 

dualities. This obsexvation <;ppiys sirc,ultanecusly to each one 

of the si)(tecn sketches or move!Tif:nts (I \ ). 

Thus the "Quartet~" attempt 8 unified in'a[c of n:2-n in all the 

conflicting aspects of his existel-:o:~~ unifying pn:scnt., past, and 
futme. The Flcetir,g mornen;:s mei'fC wgethH in a synchronus 

structure ,suggesting the movement of molecules in a seem in·" 

gly, static body .We might conculude that 'AyyuJ in his exper

imentation with fot'm respCJnds to his inner creative imr:ctus 

although, as a critic, he is not unfamiliar with modernist tren

ds in fiction. (12) . 

sa 



"where is Preud v1ith a!i his analy~ds to t\,:1! me what revolves 

in my head. This crazy doctor hirr:-ccif needs ~Jl analyst. I have 

studied Freud also, but I haven't been convinced. Loving my 
mother !. hm" P. 80~~81 He seems disgusted with the whole hu·· 

man situation and finds hi:; onfy esc?tpe in sukide .Two short 

stories of this collection deal again with the life of the lower· 

dass" Arbaat Rlya!at" (Four Riyals) and "Jntiszy" (victory). 

In "Four Riyals'" the protagonist fads to purchase a head ker
chief for hisvvife, so he kHis C\ mc:.n to (:ct hls four Klcls to pur~ 

chase one, however, he disvovei's !ater on that the Riyals are 

mere bronze p1<1sters. 

in I<Victory "the f.:erzer who feigns blindness re):crts to 

damagingj~ his ovvh eyes in order to have ' 1/egitmate" c!alm on 

people's charity. Th;c irony in both stories is rr:or·e bitter cornp-

ar·ed to the mild tone the first two collections. 

1\s fo~· "Suwar Barazf fiyya" (8ra2:ilf:::.n skctchs.) thty suggN 
est a traveller's note book) impn:ssions alxwc r:-.~~yct1, !'ife, and 

man, picked out. from different angies. 

-~:·l-'t"' -:- 111iit'rl' 1~vy"d r's ,;,·,~e,..tlv COt"~e··ned wjt·h human . , .. ,), ...., .. ''· t···; (._., , w , .,, . 1 . , ~- , . n ,_ 

i·;sucs in his first three collectior;;c. Accordingly, he <dopts 

appropri4tP forms ~:o high !ight thE. biffcrcnt aspects of the human 
situation. !-·ie remains f~Jthfu! to the same concern in his i2st 
three co!!ections, although technique differs a great deal . " 

Quartets" rais(~S a big c;uestkm about the form; is it tr.n experi

rnent imposed by a pee u!iar vision or just c~ gcn·.e to cxc.mire 

the potr,:ntialitics of e. new form? 

The fotm is triggered by the inner spa•·k that unifies em

otion and thought, feeling and exFerier.ce, arc the deeper 

meaning of human existence in different situ3.tiocs. Hcw~vEr1 
the subjective experience is not the dominant here, Ayy2d 
is deeply involved in the different philosophical, psychologi~ 

• 
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II me to sleep, and het· fingers will gc thn::'ufh IT)' bait·" F Ill 
The variety of language used in this story, ranging from t·ez.l

istic description to nightmarish imagery goes f<cr deeper th2.n 

the preceding stol'ies, written more cr 1€ss in the same vein 
"The Big Prison", "People and Eyes", ("in the University Road) 
and, in the same collections "VVho is the murckrer1, 

It might be considered as an overture for the more audacious 

ex.perir:;entationE of the last three collections, although each 
onE; of them frays a different path . 

/\monp the short stot·ies that portray tl·,e contrasting 

attitudes of vat'ious types of intellectuals and t·evolutior.al ies 

Allachi layataghayyGr" (The unchangable) and" Mutai"ad"- (The 

Wanted). "The Unchangable"dej;icts the contradiction between 

political action a11d intellectualist hesitancy . 
"Beirbel" rel8tes about the off<cns!vc propaganda against 

Arabs in the after" math of the 1967 war. It porti"ays the human 
dimension in racial disct·lmination in both E.:)st and west."VVho 

is the l"lurdered" might have philosophical and political dime

nsions at the same time. Its more subtle meaning may reside 
in expres~ing the e!!usive nature of "truth".While man thinks 

that he has reached the truth about something or other, he 
suddenlly discovers that he is unable to know the truth even 

about himself. 
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As for "Machine" appears, at a first reading, as an exerci

se in psychoanalysis. The1·e is some use of the Electra comp
lex, and even an explicit reference to Freud and the Oedipus. 

However, all is embodied in that complex. Ironical twist which 
is almost ubiquitous with the writer. The protagonist, who 
is unable to consummate his marriage with a ch~rming and 

healthy girl, thinks. 



The third co:tc<:c:ion "zawjati al- R:1qiga al- hrnila " (My 
Delic1.te 3e8.utifu! V\'ifQ )continuE:d on the whole to adopt the 
traditional fom·, of the short story as we have seen in the pre

ceding tvm collections. It differs only by deriving much of its 
material from the iife of intellectuals and frust:r2.ted revoluti
onaries. 1\ccordingly, some of these stories incline towards 
surrealism although the styie continues to be pr·ecise, v1ith 

a wealth of reo.iistic detail::. 

The title story, V\filich is, doubtless, the most important 

one in this coiiection "My Deiicate Beautiful \tVife" presents 
a bizarre situation: The pmtagonist finds himself in the lobby 

of a hotel, addressing him:;elf to the manager, who subsequen
tl'1' chcon['es into a professor, then into a monk. The nameless-

') ~ 

pr-otagonist is visit:ed by unrelated scenes a charming girl, a 

bleeding woman before a Welsh- bowl, his own appartment, 
which he cannot r·each, in vain. Seeking the help of the 

manager .. p•·ofessor- monic while the monk is leading the 
protagonist through a steep stairway, two twins suddenly 

app(:~ar, p!aying around . They reach the door of an old hag 

vvhose husband has been absent for a long time. Strangely 
enough she is unable to recognize her husband. The monk 
suggests d~::1.t the vvoman's clog should sniff at him to discover 

his identity,the pr-otagonist doudts that there might besome 

ttc::Khery 

'she will deliver rr.e to her dog, who is fz.miliar with her 

husband's smell. When he rcalizez that. I 2.m arother 1Hn hE 

would jump upon me and throw me down and plunre his cl<s's 

into my neck, so that I could not occupy t he 1-:usband's place in 
her bed.Darr,n her dog! damn her bed! d8mn her 11 shall stay here 
one this cor-roded stone. ! 2rr, no longer afraid. Hell! my wife 

will come, so beuatiful and delicate. Her deliG<te voice willlu-
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'rhe second coliection "Tariq ai- Jamia" (Tho University 

Road) shows some difference compared to the first one. t~ore 

concern with the life-circuamstances of the lower middle class 

predominates. 

The title story "The University Road", fot· instance, is a 
story of a small employee who lives in tolerable circumstances 

with his wife, his adolescent son Tariq, and his thirteen years 

old daughter" He accompanies his son to attend a public dis

cussion of a Ph.D. thesis at the university. By the end of the 

discussion, we discover that the new doctor was a c!,;.ss mate 

of his. 

l<amil, the father, secretly cherishes the hope that his son 

Tariq would continue through what he hirnself failed to achi

eve. 

This second collection spreads, socially speaking, over a 

large area.We see the characters in different p,taces and situa

tions: in Cairo andW;,shington, in cities and villages, between 

dream and reality, !Tiost of the chr1ractt:rs are intent on impr~ 

oving thek status either by hor:est means or ct~ooke d ones 
(which are the rr;u··e common). They are pt·esentcd in more 

critical situations with more stress on thei:· inner deve!opn-,ent 

through a variety of devices including velleG confessionce and 
. . I I . "c I ' ., (''• ) d " I Th ' " mterta mono ougue as 1n ,'\ l!8Jll- _ure2rns an a- ! a r 
(The Vengeanu:). "AI .. Sijn al- l(0hi:.--" (The [,ig Prison) transf
orms a l'li. htm?~rish fceHnz· of onJ,)

11
f'CSsion into a work of art thr-

0 ~ l 

OUt·h d::t; lnfusion of;:) va,r:;uc. belifc in the !ast triurrph offt"Ced
om. ''AI- Nas wa al-- Uyun" (People and Fy<'os) is the writer's 
first attempt at experimenting vvith the folktale fot·m. this zJ. 

legorical work rept·esents the artist in an atmosphete full of 

ignorance 'falseness, and hypocrisy . 
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.•_;t2x1- ped c.rd th: 2J.<thc,i··iz~:":>d 
to cornQ r:ct,t cL<.y: j.-~ was 

nose recievcd n:..:; said: n\f\fhat Effendi? the empk>yee has 
b(~en hin::d the day L:cfore ycstcn-Jz~y. Do you think that v~e 
1"··~·,/·P. tC> V':ll'·f· ,;(l'" VQ' Ll ! 1 t'~·ji! \-"(' 1 :1~ L.;ci11'c5$ ""J"'-j'c "1 1:"11·/-+lf.l ccl'tl'fl'C L-~ ~ '"" ....... I,., / "''"''! 1 '"·' 11'<:.':. I'-,... (-.;,t--~.:...!.. t., v 

'd"p? if w·~~-: ,<:l<'i')\;'Jh fr;t• a f"C>C'SCi"' {•;-) (
1
·'' bc·•to;; tf('(''V ('1' ...,, .• 1 (f<":>" a,._ • , (-1-- v' -.. ·· .. ~" .. < J-.., '· J,. '-'' •I,_ ". J b .J'v, ·'t-·'J {.', 1~. ,:)..:;1, 

a job." p. :1.3 
:) 1•· 110' (,.!., I':> (.-,,.,..rt· ,"),!' r·f" . .r::r::a. -i·--rr -:.·- ..\ ~ -·~1en~ I·. t·\ ·-~ _u;~,i~ 1e '--'[-'c:". a vve._.,:_ --' ::>1.:,1·~1 .1._,.:.: ,; .. ,~~., 1:01 11 ..•. x, ,J!S 

dt··can col!ar:·~·::,:'.VVhc,_;~ v-tz~s thE; use of blaming ar.yc;ne! The stu 

ory de~dctr;_ (l c!nl;:ica! mo;-nent in the trivial l!fe of a poor young 

man. The Ironic mc:;cle only i;:nhz~nCE!S the tragic !ot of t}e sma!t 

rry in a city like Cair-o. 

''tories in the col k;ct.ion wod< up their efk·r:ts 
th ;·ough si m! b.r environ rner;·;: ~'~nd characters. Hcv.'cver there 

is a marked vaTiety in <.:onterit 2nd form. They cor;tinuc to de~ 

pict the de:gn:1.~~ing influence of dire circumstances on human 
<J't'crtll-1"'1 ·•s V1f'-'' <:>pa t'rl ''bl" E»,)ll 1 ~"''fQ,l 1 '·· Tl.if' "'V''1'~,·j) '':-11 •. iv"'/ ... ~ i:.J •1 , o .. ,,, ,,_.,_ r• .. 1, ~<, .. ~,..... 1 ... r, """ . 11 < •• • 

1
-o:. •• ~(t. 

The Clinic)9 oBait f'-iin a! .. Q;:J_:)ll' (A House cf Stntw), "a!- Com~ 
idi- (The Comedizm), "Haft-:::cri: Ba!~-:hH (r··!ar:(Jul of Da.te;:), "r\L .. 

zi~.rara" (the: Visit), ''Dostoyevsky wa a!- sikki1·')N Dostoyevc:;~ 

I<" .• ,.,,; •·!·"' ['·,, .. ,nl,.,,,.,.,) ,,, .. ,, "'···'J''''c·at '' E···'"' II·~ 't'rt·'r>g Po . f ,:, \..J 1, >I;,_: .J \..> '~'-~ >..: , '-'- l ' i'·c. -..; C. I~ ''""' ' , !'C -.. at " ,~ 

int). 

in the essenti8.! goodness of m2.n 
sheds z-t ~.Jri[::h~.:er !ight on some of the stories 25 in Ha!- kavn.1!·· 
ir.l:J (The Lock-;mith) whe:e the quaint but good- h~c~rted 

protagonist tisks his life to do s~ good turn to (!.fellow human 
bein,~, However, the imr,ical twist is not far away: The house 
v;ife, vvhorn the elderly locksrnlth tcJok upon h!mself to serve 

in (_l difficult ~;ituation, constr"ues hfs ~-Kt as a threat to hei~ rnea

gcr :>(C'.lperty (9). 



Shukri 'Ayyad wrote six coi!ections cf short stories puLl~ 

ishod between !958 u.r;d !98.5. Th~~y ere: "[v~~~z~d Jacli<r'-·(l\'c;w 

P,t.rth) (3) 19':8 .. -,~ •. l't·q "'· l•t''l''·•·"- 1'1-l··c• I lt·,'ve•r··•·t'ty r c•Jf'\ (fi\ ~-- . "' ... I • <.:. '1·1 a.! f (J, \ • ' ~-- I ,. ,._ ;( • .') 'I 

!96!, ~'Zavvjat! ;:\l"·R7.qk;a al ~Jaml!a" (i'!y Delicate Beautiful 

wife) (5) 1976( ''Rubaiy;tat" (C}ua~~tets) (6), ~9g.:;~ !S'84, "l-(ahf 

al -/J:hyat"~ (The Cr::ve of the Vi~··tucus) (:?) ! 985 :;:;.t;d "Hikay.:\t 
al -;\qdamin"- Antique Tdes ) (8) 198S. 

The rnateria\ of h!s fif"st th~---ee co!k.ctior~s vvhich was der
ived frorn the life of the n1iddle 2.nd kYttet· middle dz.ss Egypt
idr'" ec.-::.s L:.Jr·d in "1~-ind '"1t'l<l·, ;, ~-r:,r·f~:!i.<'l'e ,r.tt~;, .. !~, t''l''l'"'t',·r"f'd r.·ero<•~ • · '"'I t:.,• \..-- !l~• ·~- '' [ <-, ~- ,, ,.,! (<- ._,., •• ",1,. ~.~' .,_!,, .. ~ ~--. c ,, ,,,, Q •• " 

rally faithful t.o the tn;.ditio:·tal ::hort story in structun:-;, langu

age, characteriz?.tion and dia!OUf:liP. 

The title sto:·~,r "Nelv bJ1·th" tchtes about an unerrnloyed ' . 
young lTIO.n searching fo1~ a job. /\fter untirilig effort;, he four:d 

"a fat job vvith eight pot:nds per· month and free housing in the 

cow_1tty side remote upper of E:.?}'pt. 

Yes! but! have heared thattheemptoyee~; !ivethcr~~: !ike kings" 

p. II. 

The documents needed fot a job inc:luc:cd ~-~birth cc:rtifi

cate, but he had a !irniu;d time. He thought he cc~i!d have it 

in the sarnc cl~':)'- Routire, bemH"L!ct;.\c:y, the en-T-!cyccs) G:.rek-
o::l';ness Tld thr-ir zee:~! i, .. , 'ie\~vli-•(1' thr ;,, (~cnlor~·ic,rl tc• the r:od·b-
-~., <• · --·· "u ,,,," 'f,;; ·•· ''··· ""·~·-· • · ·r ·~--

c·nernent of his dem:::'3H:~ for::. Y..tho!e Vi'<L.ek. He wr::s tc !d to torre 

en Satarday, but , unfc,ttt;n;::~(:.!y, the d<::rk d!<1 r.ot shov'f up 

on ):'-'lt~ 1 ''t!"'v n;-1 t.)unch'r "+t-' clerk trit·:,d to do his !;est to ~ '-• VI ~.0.1 , -..f. ~ ''-"{ <, J, .-, •• ,, 

'">18ke LID fo'~ !-'liS ra:-"-E,•IescnE.'":-S bUt -:-.L:;I':t <-[-'e <-"jjp cf [COf..' t·,h·ths 1. ... !· ! , ._ 1 "'", '-'. -~• l , c.;i<_."·' l t I .,, •.• <'"--""" '" •. 

has miracuious!y disapp(:ar0d. ~3eat--ching for thi.~: fi!e cont.lr,uecl 
for two d~t)'S more. h: was found on tL:e:sd;,~y. ·rne cie.n:k, vvho 

almost becarne through long 2fjUaint(::nce and even son·:c lnti~ 

m·;tte disdo:;ures, a freind of the unfortunate younprr:anj sudd

enly became interested in the rnattct". But a.nothe r p!'ob!vnn 



Shuk~i 'Ayyad And The Adventi!!'C 
Of Fo~m 

Varmouk tErdveir'S'jty~ 

Shukri 'Ayyads' (I) reputation as an outstanding critic 

and academic outshone his reputation as a short story writer, 
inspite of hb many a:~:d splendid collections. 

/ 
The scholars and critics should pay more attention to his 

o·eative work, because it represents a developed stage of short 
story vv1·iting in Arabic literature. 

The aspects which demand special treatment are: the 
language of short story especially the dialectic relation between 

Language and Thought, the variety of modes of narration, 

ironic tr·eatment of familiar· subjects, subtle sarcastic style, 

and the use of allegory as a powerful device for blending a pri

mitive and ultr?, modern atmosphere. 

The charm of the style infiltrates through the seriousness of 

the philosorhical and social issues, It carries forward the dram -

atic action and infuses life in the characters. 

The linguistic aspect of these works is mised to the status of 

an artistic clement, homogenous in itself, but closely knit 

vvith the other fictional elements. 

The structure, especially, in his most recent work, might seem 

as a development. of the traditional forms of the folktale and 

maqarna. This is the last adventure in his career as a short 

story writer which began with depicting the reality and ended 

in creacing a new form, deeply r·ooted in tra<:!ition (2) in his 

last two collections, 
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English pronuncation. The proposed suggestions can be used 
by all teachers (not only teachers of phonetics) when they hear 
a student mispronounce an English word because it will not 
go thr·ough details about phonology and phonetics. which is 
not the specialization of all teachers. I have used €Xamples 
from Iraqi dialects with students from different classes and the 
students enjoyed the exercises. And because the idea was succ
essful I thought of sharing it with others who might be inter
ested in such a method' 



ulty lies in mixing between the diphthongs (ia) and (3) 
which sounds very akward in the pronuncation of words 
like here and hair or beer and bare. A lot of practice must 
be done on this sound and I have to admit that the equiv
alent sound in Arabic is rather rare but, as I mentioned 
above, examples of [i<>] are Plentiful and this might help 
them in mastering one sound and as a result of that the 
chances of confusion wi II be lessened. 

Conclusion: 

Learning a foreign language is not an easy task . It needs 
a lot of hard work and practice especially in the areas whi· 
ch are different from the native language of :the student, 
and acquiring good pronuncation depends largely on the 
teacher of that language since he Is the one who will train 
the students to listen and produce the new language sou
nds . The bad speech habits that the students acquired in 

elementary and high school need special attention from the 
teacher. Students in English Department study the principles 
of phonetics in their first year of college but they continue to 
pronounce English words incorrectly and spell them in the 
same way they pronounce them. I talked with my colleagues 
who teach pronuncation and found that none of them tried to 
use examples from our own language to clarify certain sounds 
but they concern themselves with phonetics jargon which the 
student learns by heart; but his pronuncation does not show 
that he understands what he is talking about. Pronunciation 
errors are caused by many factors and this paper is not an 
attempt to decrease the importance of the present course of 
phonetics. It offers remedial kinds of exercises which at·e based 
on the dialect of lt·aqi students to help them improve their 
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4- [au] 

This soun should not cause a real problem for the 
student when he comes to realize the smilarity betweem 
the English diphthong (au) in town and cow for example 

and the sound of elif waw when he calls his little sister 
.s;4- or when he compliments the piece of sweets his 

mother prepared by saying for example i;'J.,.- J'.J'" 

5- (:>i] 

This sound exists in Iraqi dialects and the student could 
pick it up easily when he listens to the word women use 
when they lament a dead person in their cries .syl ... .IJ""I , 

and the interjection (,pi)/ :f. It is the sound of waw ya 
in words pronounced by villagers of our country like <JJ""I 

<JYI . And we find it in English words such as boy, toy, 
noise, and oil. 

6-- [i"] 

We hear this sound in such English words as here, fear, 
ear, real, queer, and fierce. Some students pronounce this 

sound as the vowel sound (i :) in eat and in this case the 
teacher needs to help them to overcome the confusion 

or the difficulty they face in the pronunciation of words 
that contain such a sound. And again the dialect will help 
in clearing up the problem. We hear this sound in the 
sound of ya fatha in words like ~4l>- .!.k,,.! """)L • .;).;;,:..\.. 

~~ and the teacher will be surprised to find how many 

examples his students could think of to help each other to 
improve their pronunciation. 

We find this sound in words like hair, wear, chair, 
swear and air and some other English words , The diffj(-



Since a diphthong is a combination of vowel sounds, diff

iculties are to be expected. But if the student has mastered the 
pronunciation of the vowels, problems with diphthongs can 

soon be overcome. 

1- Diphthong [ei] 

Standard Arabic as well as Iraqi dialects have this 

diphthong in the sound of ya in words like be it ~, , "''•' , 

.::.,0, , which is the same sound in day, play, plane and fail 
and in standard Arabic in words like , c.,, •"''·'""'I;, -::.,;:~ 

2- [ou] 

Although we have such a sound in standard Arabic 
which represents the sound of fatha on ya with the sound 

of the letter waw that follows in words like O'· , 1 3; , 

we find the student pr·onounces (ou) as if it is an (:>)sound 

or (:.:)sound. So he pronounces go as g:.: or 3> and not 
gou.The same thing happens with over and rose.This diphth

ong becomes more difficult to produce when it is followed 

by dark L in words like old, whole and rolls. Listening to 
them, one deduces that they do not like to put a sound 
pause in the words which contain this diphthong as in 

ould ; hou I , which leads to the wrong production of this 
sound and of course wrong pronunciation. 

3- (ai) 

We find it in English words as write, try and by and if one 

listens to the sound of elif ya in words we often use in 

ln1i dialect such as \ii.J' ,.,...!'.,., .,t,., .,..!lo he will notice the 
similarity between the Engish sound [ai] and the Arabic 
elif ya. 



Son, flood, but, and does are the key words for the 
(A) sound: This sound might not cause a problem for the 

student when we make him aware of the similarity bet

ween the English vowel sound (A) and fatha in /bAt/ J,; , 

/tAts; "'"' but the difficulty lies in the student's confusing 
the sound (J) and (A) in words like hot, but and doll, dull 
and lock, luck and this is why practice with examples from 
the student dialect is important. 

4- (a:) 

It is the sound that we find in words like heard, 

learn, girl, her. Teachers are ~cquainted with the way some 

of their students mispronounce these words but it is easy 
to draw the attention of the student to the sound he finds 

in the question?.. 0u from his dialect which is a shorter 
path to his understanding than u5ing technical words in 

explaination. 

5- (a) 

It causes a slight difficulty in certain positions of the word 

because of the different letters it represents. It is a in along, 

e in gentlemen and ou in honour ... etc. But it is close, 
in pronunciation, to the Arabic hemze in most positions 

as in the words y<-1 , /Ahm6d / .~..>1, /Abo/ _,1... etc. 

Problem:; with Diphthongs 

A diphthong is "a vowel sound consisting of a deliberate, 
i.e., intentional glide, the organs of speech starting in the pos

ition of one vowel and immediately moving in the direction 
of another vowel". (IS) 

As can readily be imagined, this explanation serves only 
to add to the confusion a student experinces wlien taken to 

task for his failure to produce a diphthong sound accurately. 
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of damma in j bulbul/ ,jJ, are good representatives for the 
English vowel sound (u).We find the vowel sound (u :) in the 

sound of the letter waw in /bazoon/ ;~A and /maunj uyL. . 

It will be useful to give the student examples from his 

dialect to help him pronounce the vowels that create a pro

blem. The vowel sounds a, e, A, e, a,: .~. ": need great atten
tion from the teacher and the student who will find in the fo

llowing examples the help they both need to make the lear
ning process a rather interesting task and it will hopefully, eli
minate the frustration of a repeated error of pronunciation 

committed by the student. 

1- /a/ 
We find this sound in English in words like bad, hat, sad 

and Iraqi dialect has a similar sound in words like bab yo , 
khab yl>-, mat ,;:,L, . It is noticeable that Iraqis try to use a 

sound more o~en than (a) sound which is similar to the sound 
find in the french word patte and sometimes they produce 

a sound which is somewhat between (a) and [a:], when they 
say bak instead of bak and this is why they don't distinguish
between aunt and ant and their confusion over the pronounc 

iation of the words interferes with the spelling of some of them 
when they write as in the example mentioned above. 

2- ()), ():) 

The vowel sound (:>) is the same sound of waw wh

ich we find in Iraqi dialect in words like jo"Jn/ 0y. and /firocnj 
uJ<) , oyL but we must not lengthen their pronoun-

elation and try not: to use fatha on / aan / ;_.,f . As for the 
vowel sound ('J:) we are used to hearing it in our dialect when 

we say jO:>: be/ '!;i , /r):be/ '!JJ the sound of waw in 
these words represents the ('J:) sound like roar, door, and pour. 



act and a learner will not readily understand instructions to 
t·aise the tongue slightly ot· to retract it slightly without som£e 
degree of phonetic training. But, again, we are not training 
phoneticians". ( 12) . 

How to teach vowels and diphthongs 

Because of the difficulty in making the student feel the 
articulation of vowels, we must make use of the auditory con
trol on them rather than articulatory control (13). This con
trol will not only make use of the Arabic three vowel sounds 
but we must make use of the richness of our dialects. Spoken 
Arabic of Baghdad for example has about ten vowels and ten 
diphthongs, most of which are similar or close in quality to 
those of English vowels. 

Peter MacCarthy advocates a similar method in teaching vow
els; he thinks that "vowels should be learnt and taught, by 
comparing the acoustic quality of the vowels you wish to learn 
with those of your native language" .(14) And through prac
tice, the learner will soon be able to make the attempted sound 
with less effort from the teacher and the learner.The following 
passages of this paper contain examples which are not the only 
ones in our language. 

The English vowel souPds (a, i, u) do not present a pro
blem for our students since they are similar to those of Arabic 
and Iraqi dialect.We find the English vowel sound [i] in the 
sound of kesra as in simsim f-- , (ilfil jA!.i , bi·bil J,l;, 
and we find the vowel sound [a] in the sound of Alef in rahcJ 
Fah c" and we find the sound of [a:] injsa:rl J'--' .lsa:lihl cJL., 
lsa: poonl 0yl,,. Aldamma on the letter in the spoken Ar
bic of Baghdad as -gotlol <.\:;) , I morga I .C.r and the sound 
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The difficulty lies in the last two cases where students 

employ the Arabic rule for pronouncing fr/ in speaking Eng
lish and introduce this sound wherever there is an r in the 

spelling. Maccarthy thinks the best way to overcome such a 

tendency is "to read aloud from phonetically transcribed texts. 

It is also useful to take a passage of English written in ordinary 

spelling and cross out. every letter (r) which, according to the 
rule above, is not pronounced (II). If this exercise is done co-

• rrectly in front of the students by writing the passage on the 

board or by projecting a transparency and writing the letter 
r with a different colour of pen, students will soon find out 

that the number of crossed out r's is almost equal to the nu

mber of those that remaim. The passage should then be read 

aloud with attention to the elimination of r. 

English Vowels And Diphthongs 

English language has more than twenty vowel sounds and 
diphthongs where as we find three vowel sounds in standard 

Arabic. We can recognize them in the pronunciation of the 

sound of alftha , '"'·<II al darnma ;.-.al' and alkesra. Also when 
they are lengthened as elif _;,;1, waw and ya and they sound like 

(a :, u :, i) in the case of lengthening. It is not only the number 
of the vowel sounds which causes the difficulty but the place 

of articulation also has a great effect on the learning process 
because most English vowel sounds are pronounced at the 
front of the mouth while Arabic vowel sounds are pronou
nced in the upper part of the throat. Most instructors try to 

treat vowels as consonants when they explain them to the 
student i.e. they ment.ion place and manner· of articulation but 
learning to pronounce vowels is more difficuit than consonants. 

As Paul Tench stated "vowels have practically no tongue cent-
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l aiy ._~..: they wili say 3alye and the same with 3eser _rj 

· (_,...,.) 3wad (>IF.) ;IJj and· so on. 

5- [tSJ as in church 

We use this sound many times every day and it is heard 
in almost all Iraqi dialects.Words like the following are not the 
only ones because we have quite a few of them: 
cha .;.ul.: chi nit ~ choy ._L.,. shlonich ~p hich ~ inintoch;::}•! 

It is almost the same as the English sound and the pronu
nciation practice will be even more accurate when the student, 
with the help of the teacher, finds out that the sound in his 
dialect Is similar to that of the foreign language in different 

positions of the word. examples: 

each iitS as hich 1!5~ 

porch poits as intoch ok;l 

chose tSouz as chawwok ;J,_.,. 
chip tSi p as chukk .!.~.: 

As for other English consonants, they don't represent a 
real problem for Iraqi or Arab students except for the [r] sound. 
As we know, [r] is not pronounced in English words unless the 
next so11nd is a vowel as in red jredj, bread jbredj, very 'veri. 
Tht,. .J is :w real p1·oblem in such case for the learner but it is 
necessary to make the student aware that; 

i'Jo kind of (- sound is ever used finally or 
before another consonant as in card jkaadj, 

beard /biwdj, form jfo :m/ theirs jJeazj. The 
following words each end in an orthographic 
(r) which has not the value of [r] except when 
the next word begins with a vowel and the two 

words are in close grammatical connection 
with one another: car jkaej, beer jbiej, four 
(fc:j, fire jfaiej, their jJeaj (18). 



Payche ~ Pawdar J'J4 pip ~"- Podar J>,o...; Pehriz 
~<.r-i! Sup ~Y' ,and you will find more examoples when your 
students try to find out the similarities between the English 
/P/ and that of their dialect in different positions of the words. 

2- fgf as in beg 

We often hear some of our students pronounce both bang 
and bank as bank and both wing and wink as wink and so on. 
So it is not strange to hear an English speaker remark that he 
could recognise Arabs from their pronunciation of words with 
this sound. Such an error is due to the fact that standard Ar
abic doesn't possess such a sound but it is used in different 
positions of the word in our dialect which i$ rich in examples 
that will make the production of the English sound not a di
fficult job at all. Now think of the following examples and try 
to find more of them: gabuf J.,> reggi .{J geymar r-ol 

khuwashig ~ip gfub ..,ys- gelli J' gilit .::.J.l 

3- fvJ as in very 

This is one of the consonants that creates areal pronun
ciation problem for the Iraqi learners of English since it doesn't 
exsist in their mother tongue, so they tend to mix it with [f] 
sound and that is why we hear some of them say fery instead 
of very or fife instead of five. As I mentioned above, the stan
dard Arabic. lacks such a sound but we find it in our dialect 
especially in loan words from other languages and what is re
ally amazing is that most of these words are borrowed from the 
English language in particular. Examples: viks ._,$j vitamin 
.;,•\:,i volvo 1.;!J; televizyon ,)J1.;.iJJ viza o.r.i vidijo Y--'o! 

4- [3] as in pleasure, decision 

We are used to hearing this sound in our dialect especi
ally from villagers who live in the south of Iraq when they sub
stitude this sound [3] for the fd3f sound so instead of saying 



4~ · The sound may be defined shortly as a Voiceless Bi
labial Plosive. 

5- This kind of P is regularly aspirated before a strongly 
stressed vowel. 

A different kind of P is heard when rn or n 
follows as in topmost ... etc (8). 

Terms such as "Voiceless" "Bilabial" might be useful to 
the student but it is possible to explain them in ordinary lan
guage through such examples from the students' dialect chay 
._L,- chakuch [..!)L,- shlonich, el>" when the teacher feels 
that improvment is not achieved by the explanation above. 
The usage of examples from the dialect will make learning an 
Interesting and worthwhile task. 

How to learn English consonants which 

do not: exsit in the Arabic language 

Standard Arabic does not have the follow! ng consonants 
[vJ: as in very; [3]: as in measure; [ts] as in church; [y]: as in 
ring; [p]: as in people, and because of this, we expect our stu
dents to face some difficulties in recognising and pronouncing 
these sounds, but we hear most of them in our dialects. So the 
remedial exercises must begin as part of the teaching syllabus 
to eliminate the errors and with a few words of explanation 
and guidance, the students can help themselves to improve 
their pronunciation (9). 

1- /P/ 
We use this sound in Iraqi colloquial dialects and we find 

it in loan words of foreign origin. Iraqi students try to use (bj 
which exists in L I because they find it closer to the jPj sound. 
But giving them words such as : Panke ~ Pashe l.>~ 
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example Park and bark, it Will be easier fo rthem to remember 
pacha ;,~ and bab •A and the student Will soon find out 
that his fellow students try to remind him that this or that 

sound exists in a wo rd from his dialect. Such activity breaks 
the monotony of the lesson and encourages group participa
tion. 

How to deal with pronunciation errors 

Pronunciation in itself is a complex of sounds, syllables, 
and intonation and each of them needs special attention but 
this paper is concerned mainly with sounds (consonants, vo

wels and diphthongs). Because pronuciation is as important 

to the learner as grammar, vocabulary and the other aspe.cts 

of the language, our aim here is to enable .the learner to talk 
intelligibly to the native speaker of English through correct 

pronunciation of the language (6).We must keep in mind that 

we are not training the first year student English Ddepartment 
to be a phonetician by giving him information he will forget 
when he leave] the classroom but trying as Paul Tench said " 
to highlight the error by contrasting the misarticulation with 

the accepted standard forms, or by contrasting the standard 
from w!th the nearest equivalent in the learner's mother to~ 

ngue (the Iraqi di:\lect in this paper) ... Do not attempt to use 
phonetics jargon in a serious way" (7). Notice the terms ate

acher uses in. describing the English (P) sound for instance to 
his student who finds difficulty in pronouncing it: 

1- The air passage is completely blocked by closing the 
lips and raising the soft palate. 

2- When the lips are opened, the air suddenly escapes 

from the mouth with an explosive sound. 
3- The vocal cords are not made to vibrate. 



colloquial Iraqi dialects are rich in these sounds and using exa

mples from the dialects will help the learnets master such 
sounds. So remedial exercises designed by the teacher hims
elf will have a grc,at effe>:t on his students, especially when the 
experienced teacher designs genuine exercises which will help 
the student improve his pronunciation (2). Also such exerci
ses will provide the student with an awareness of the differe
nces between his native language and the learned language 
which can lead them as Wilga Rivers thinks to " realize 

which of their native language speech habits can be tran
sferred to the new language without unduly affecting compr
ehnsiblity and which cannot" (3). So the task of the teacher, 
at this point, is to make them conscious of such errors and 
familiarize them with acceptable sounds and words from their 
own dialect and he will soon sec that they became able to mo
nitor their own production and try to improve their pronu
nciation in a spontaneous interaction (4). For example, when 
a student pronounces park as bark and you etplain to him the 
difference between jbj and /p/ and ask him to repeat practis
ing both sounds in English words, he will pronounce them co
rrectly. In a later lecture, however, the same student may re
vert to his original error, making it obvious that he has not 
really become fully aware of the distinction between the two 
consonant sounds. The teacher is then faced with the necessity 
of taking further remedial action, providing the student with 
a clearer and more familiar example taken from his own dia
lect. Mr. Gerry Abbott feels that the teachers' attitude must 
be "sympathetic and helpful but nonpermissive" (5). 

In the case of using the dialect, you will soon find out that 
your students will not forget the examples easily because the 
words are closer to them and they use them every day. For 
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Pronunciation Errors: Facts And Remedy 

Azhar Mehdi AI-Azawi 

AI-Mustansiriyah University 

English Department 

Most English teachers are aware of the fact that many 
pronunciation errors are due to the differences between the 
students' mother tongue and English. Although our students 
will have had eight years of English by the time they come to 
university, they still seem to be incapable of distinguishing 
between certain sounds. The problem is a serious one as it 
frequently affects written work as well as oral work. The tea
cher must therefore think of what can best be done to improve 
the performance of his student. For example, when you correct 
a composition paper for a second year college student, English 
department, and find (poy) instead of (boy), you must not lay 
all the blame on the student for negligence because you, as a 
teacher, have a share in the problem since you are the model 
for him. As Corder stated: "errors arise because there has not 
been enough effort on the part of the !earner or enough ex
planation or pnctice on the part of the teacher" (I). The tea
cher must be awat·e of the difficulties his students face and he 
must consider the possible causes of errors , the difference 
between the phonology of L I and L2 in this case, in order he 
may be able to help the student acquit·e a pronunciation ;;.cce

ptable by a native speaker of English. Iraqi st.Ltdents mispron
ounce certain English consonants, vowels and diphthongs bec

ause they do not have them i•1 the Arabic language. But the 
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ons atihome and frequenting fashionable highly decorated rest
aurants which attempted to provide atmospheres of exotic 
release and luxury through both lavish interior decoration 
and sumptuous cookery of a co~tinental mature'. The influx of 
famous continent<J chefs and hotel managers raised the attrac
tions of dining outside the home. Men's clubs formed the main 
aspect of bachelor social life outside pt·ivate homes, and it was 
said that the reason many well-to-do Victot·ian bachelors rema
ined unmarried was because they did not wish to be deprived 
of the comforts and camaraderie of their clubs, fmm which 
women were excluded. 

As to the middle-to-lowet· .... middle classes-artists, writers, 
journalists, white-collar workers generally-they patronized 
the smaller establishments with a distinctive and more modest 
atmosphers, where the cookery had a more individual flavour. 
They also frequented traditional public houses and coaching 
inns on the city out .. skirts commanding a pictut·esque view of 
the surrounding countryside. 

Public parks provided daytime exercise and public displ
ays for all classes of society. The aristocratic could be seen on 
horseback in Rotten Row, with the upper middle and perhaps 
middle classes close behind. Driving carriages and watching 
military parades, as wei! as simply strolling, were quite common 
sights. After dark, however, the parks were off-limits for the 
upper classes as the lowest orders-urchins, vagabonds, beggars 
etc take over 

Lower class men had their own "working men's club". 
The least privileged sector socially were lower-class working 
women, who due to lack of soial cohesion compounded with 
poor earning often turned t() street .. walking. 
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as herself ; she gave him a side long glance as she passed. 
She walked a few steps more till she came to Swan and 
Edgar's, then stopped and waited, facing the road. When 
the man carne up she smiled. The man stared at her for a 
moment, turned away his head, and sauntered on. Then 
philip understood. He was overwhelmed with horror. ("55) 

Stt"eet-walking was a fixtur·e of Victorian evening life. 
A Victorian writer describes an evening scene in the We:.st~ 

End: "From Class house Street you pass into Regent 
Street, walking down its eastside towards the Colonnade 
well - filled Cafe's and Restaurants. In the Colonnade 
You encounter a peripatetic foreign colony of ladies who 
make the spot their rendezvous. 

"At '.Jimmy's', ... midnight in Piccadilly. Men and women 
tramping up and down ... Incessant so!oicitatious . , 'dar-
ling' ... 'sweet hear·t' ... Jimmy's G1·ill and dining room 
full of people, mostly women, all in evening dress, prese

nting generous displays of thei1· charms ... Here is the 
chiefest temple of the demi-monde. As long as a lady of 
pleasure Gln put. in an appearance at .Hrnrn/ s she's not a 

complete failure .... On this lonely summer night they 
flaunt themselves in all their brav<·r·y, most of them not 
b:<diy ali"essed, nor ue all paintrd.Some aere foreigners, 
most are English. They seem sober, everyone. But what 
numbers of them, all sorts and sizes ... "( 56 ) 

In the last analys·rs, Victorian social and evening life was 
very much an outcrop of the class system. The aristocratic 
social milieu was a closed circuit in which only the titled and 
highly born could move; and outsiders-foreigners -could only 
be welcomed if they were wealthy and titled . The upper middle 
and middle classes' social life was distributed between functi·" 
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a very thin one.When Philip first sees ~1ildt·ed in a Cafeteria 

in Of Human Bondage, one notices that she i.s shrewdly sizing 

up the customers: Here, Philip, with a friend, is making his 

first advances towards Mildred: 

"Philip ... made one or two remarks, but she answered with 

monosyllables. She had taken their measure. They were 

boys, and she surmised they wct·e students. She had no use 

for them. Dunsford noticed that a man with sandy hair and 
a bristly moustache, who looked like a German, was fav

oured with her attention whenever he came into the 

shop" (54). 

Philip eventually gets to know Mildred and invites her 

out. He soon finds out that she is incapable of uttering one 

pleasant phrase or saying one gracious word. He felt deg1aded 
being with her, yet her dreadful behaviour haunts him always, 

and he finds himself seeing her time and again. After a long 

absence, Philip returns and, by accident, finds that Mildred has 

become a street-walker. 

Suddenly his heart stood still. He saw Mildred. He had 

not thought of her for weeks. She was crossing over from 

the Corner of Shaftesbury avenue and stopped at the sh

elter ... she was watching her opportunity and had no eyes 
for anything else ... Philip, his heart be:cting excitedly, 

followed he;·, He did not wish to speak to her, but he won

dered where she was going at that hour ... She walked 

slowly along and turned down Air Street... She walked 

up again towards the circus. Philip was puzzled.He could 

not make out what she was doing. Perhaps she was wai'C
ing for some body ..... She overtook a short man in a bowler 

hat, who was strolling very slowly in the same direction 



$3000 with a note saying that he wanted to le:>.ve the sum for 

him in his will, but thought he needed it more now (50). No 

women were allowd into men's clubs. 

In the social and evening life of Victorian London, lower 

class women we;·e a distinctly underprivileged minority. Vv'hile 
upper and middle--class women w•cre protected by the wealth,, 

education and household secu~ity thv.t their menfolk provided 

them with, !ower class wc>nen were left almost completely 

unprotected. It was not until 1914 that the women in Britain 

got the right to vote (51). In 1903 "The Women's Social and 
Political Union was foun(;e>d in Mancilec;·,:er by f"'rs Pankhurst 

and in 1908 the 'VVom€n's Freedom Le;,gue" was formed. So 
violent were wornen's protests at their underprivileged status 

in society, that by \912 women extremists led by t-1rs Pankh

urst resorted to "Terrorisrn 11
• Which induded ar~son, false fire 

alarms, cutting telephone wires, slashing plctui~es in Art 

galleries and throwing bornbs. ;!There i3 t1 universal noteof 

despe;·ation, of hyste;,ia, of V'nt·-up passion, in all th,ose events 

of the decade before \914", writes David Thomson (52). 

The t~easo:·l for these pen~-up passions was that the only 

possible employment outlet for lower class victoria:1 women 

were: domestic service) factol)' wo1~k, catering or prostitution. 

Female factory workers, wain·esses or domestic servants often 

turned to prostitution without much :oui···Searching. The da~ 

ssical example of this is Mildred in Somerset i\1c:ugharn's Of 
Human Bondage,described by Walter Allen's The English Novel 
as "the dreadful, 1naemic vulg~;- Cockney wc:itre::.s Mildred, 

one of the most unpleasant wornen in fiction" (53). In Victo .. 

rian London the line between waitressing and prostitution was 
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rnost upper of upper class servants. The most handsome club 
in Victorian London was the Conservative Club in St. .lames 
Street, built in 1845. Its upper tloors were built in Corinthian 
style and the lower ones Doric. Its main haii was covered by 
a domed vestibule, and its morning and evening rooms were 
spacious (48). Another well -known Victorian club was The 
Union Club at the Southwest angle of Trafalgar Square. Built 
in 1824, it commanded a view of the square. One of its memb
ers describes his daily routine at this Club: 

"At 3 o'clock I walk to the club, read the journals, hear 
someone or other deified or villified ... I join a knot of 
conversationalists by the fire till 6 o'clock. There, the 
stock exchange is discussed.When politics are discussed, 
whigs, radicals and conservatives are not very seriously 
dealt with .... I adjourn to the dining room, and gravely 
looking over the bill of fare call to the waiter "Haunch 
of mutton and apple tart". Having consumed them, I mou:·lt 
upward to the library, take a book and read till nine, then 
call for a cup of coffee and a biscuit, resuming my book 
till eleven-then go home to bed" (49). 

There were more lurid forms of entertainment at clubs 
than the innocent ones mentioned ab<)ve. Gambling was rife. 
At the "Uilion", Lord Rivers produced $100,000 to gamble with. 
Yet there were strong feelings of brotherhood and camarad
erie amongst members and stc.ffofthese clubs. /l.n Irish member 
of the Union was expelled for tampering with the ballot boxes 
during a club ele<.'tion, yet he sent SiOO to the waiter who ex
posed him. This was often mixed with even greater touches 
of eccentricity. A rich Army Colonel, a member, used to carry 
away slices of meat from the dinner table for his breakfast next 
day, yet he sent a distressed colleague and fellow club member 



hners and Rules of Good Society written by "A Member· of the 
Aristocracy" and published in the 1940's, the notion of acqu

iring etiquette is dealt with: 

"Some people read everything that is written on the 

subject of etiquette ... wishing to rise in the social scale, 

(they) devour books of etiquette in the effort to pick up 

knowledge which would be useful to them . They soon 
find that they have improved and do not commit as many 

gaucheries as heretofor-e". (46). 

However, rules of etiquette in Victorian London society 

were not as r·igid as one might think. The foreign diplomat 

referred to above notes that the "Gr·eat point in London Soc

iety is to be fashionable and to do things, objectionable or odd 

(as) they may be in thcm>elves, ... so long as Lord so-and -so 
does it. Anything for novelty's sake is the motto of fashionable 

London" (47). As to evening society among rnen in Victorian 

London, the diplomat observes that it is characterized by a 
strange combination of etiquette in dress, freedom of manners 

and speech and graded as first, second and third class, the first 

class, that of the aristocracy, being unappmachablc. High -life 

society exists only for local people in high life. It is as "credu
lous, haughty, hospitable as wealth and vanity combined can 
make it". 

Our diplomat has the greatest praise fo1· the club -room 
armchair. Victorian men's clubs were the main form of social 

life for the upper class man outside the home. This unique 

institutnion was fully developed during the Victorian era. Men,s 
clubs were closed affairs, and a man's ciub was o-imost as pr

ivate as his own home. Access to clubs was available only to 
members whose election was conducted on the most exacting 

principles. Club waiters displayed a courtly form of deport
ment and behaviour, and hall porters have the hauteu1· of the 



sense. , not the English one" (44) . He evidently considered 
London society to be less endowed with courtly etiquette 
than the socie:y of Versailles or St. Petersburg.This diplomat 
classifies society women in Victorian London as 'First and sec
ond class women . First class women are those who are fort
une's favoirites. They are highly born, well...:educated 8.nd "b
rough up in the knowledge that they have everything in their 
favc•;Jr ro enable them t:o make a good marriage, but not nec
essa;·:iy to lead a happy, man·ied life". In society, they behave 
k1ugh,ily and their coldness is clearly felt. This coldness takes 
the form of apparent indifference to everything surrounding 
their daily lives. They are often seen on horse back in Rotten 

Row and in the fashionable salons at night. No foreigner can 
hope to know them, as they are unapproachable unless the 
foreigner "is backed up by a title and plenty of money". They 

have "intelligence, forwardness, and fashionable flirtatious .. 
ness", and all of them are characterized by "hauteur, colclnes 
dignity , oddities, cap1·ic:es, and idiosyncracies". 

" Second-class women" are described by this diplomat as 
those born outside the upper cbss pale but also" make it their 
lives" duty to have all the high pretensious of the first-class 
without having a single thing in their favour to m2.ke them so 
being devoid of all the advantages and good qualities that dis
tinguish first-c!ass women". The diplomat describes them as 
having"a puzzling amalgma of simplicit~ and hauteur, candour 
and shrewdness, knowledge of strange things and ignorance 
of commonplaces",(45) This is p1·obably due to the fact that 
such women tend to acquire whatever notions of "good" be
haviour in society from whatever sources they could. They are 
a type common to European society women of all ages. In Ma-
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lady of the house answered the cloot~. "~'ladamej) he ().ddressed 
her. "Will you have pity on a lonely bachelor and have me to 
dine with your family this evening?" he asked. Certainly, 

Dr. Parr" the lady replied promptly. As he returned 

in the evening he smelled the delicious aroma of roasted ven

ison. At dinner. however, he was given mutton chops instead 
of the expected venison which he was looking forward to 

with great -expecations. He declined the chops. "I'll wait for 

the main course" he told his hosts. Husband and wife glanced 
incomprehensingly at one another. " Is there anything else 

you prefer?" they asked him. "why yes, there is something I 

should certainly prefe;-" he replied "A slice of that fine H<i.U· 

nc:·, of venison I saw cooking in your kitchen this afternoon .. 

'I'm so sorry.We cannot offer you that, Doctor," the hos
tess replied. "It belongs to our next door neighbours. It was 
cooked in our kitchen as their cooker was out of order, and 

as they had an important guest at dinner party tonight who 
loved venison, they reque~ted the use of our kitchen, (43) 

As to the Victorian upper dasses including the aristoc

racy, their social life was far rnore self-enclosed than that of 
the middle or iower middle classes. Victorian society women 

fall into rot!ghly two types :Those who we~e aristocratic by 

birth, <end those who tried to be so through education. These 
latter women relied cr1 education as the main source of charm 

through which they hoped to establish themselves in society. 

It was held that education covered up many feminine deficie

ncies, such as lack of beauty. A nameless continental diplomat 

in Victorian London who closely observed the upper class 
social scene noted that " beauty is more frequently seen in 

London society than manners ; manners in the continental .. 
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Miss Manning waited, and waited, and waited for a reply. 
None came. Her suitor sailed for India. Years later she heard 

of his marriage and of his settling down in India prosperously. 
Twenty-five years had passed. The Manning family were mo
ving to a new house. She was busy packing and moving their 
old possessions to their new home, and came across an old 
coat that once belonged to her brother. As she turned out 
the coat's pockets she found the letter she had written to her 
suitor all those years ago. Her brother had forgotten to post it 
Tears rolled down her face at the thought of her life being 
so unnecessarily wasted, while she murmured to herself" Thy 
will be done, 0 Lord" (42). 

Another one typical of Victorian after-dinner stories is 
entitled "Dr. Parr's Venison Haunch": 

"Dr. Parr was a scnolat·. He was a bachelor who lived alone 
and who loved eating and drinking. He loved having a good 
meal with genial company, but expected to be hospitably tre
ated by his hosts. One pat·ticular host had irked him, and Dr. 
Par" set his mind against accepting any further invitations from 
this particular host. Yet, an invitation did come from this qua
rter, and Parr found himself having to accept it with reluctance. 

On the day in question, Parr was walking gloomily down 
the pavement in the direction of the house to which he was 
invited but didn't want to go to. 1·-le looked down from the ra
ilings into the kitchen of the house in question. No prepara
tions were made at all fot· any dinner. Disgusted, he walked 

on. But something caught his eye through the railings of th" 
very next house. He saw a lovely Haunch of venison being ro
asted before the fire. He loved venison. He didn't hesitate for 
a moment. He climbed the stairs and rang the door bell. The 



fashion is densely thronged with carriages moving rounh and round 
little more than walking pace and every now and then coming 
to a dead-lock". During particularly cold winters, like that of 
1890(91 when the Serpentine froze over and its covering of 
ice was exceptionally thick, carriages were driven over it. 
Skating on this little stretch of frozen water took place as far 
back as 1785. (41) 

One of the notable features of Victorian dinner- parties 
was the after dinner story. After the guests retire from the 
dining to the drawing room after their meal, where the men 
drink brandy and smoke cigars and women drink either coffe 
or liqueurs, one or more tells a story to entertain their fellow 

guests a~d their hots . Following are two examples of such 
afer-dinner stories: 

"Miss Manning was a fragile old lady living a very simple 
life in the Surrey village of Reigate. She earned her living wri
ting quaint old-fashioned books like "Mary Powell' and 'Che
rry and Violet' which were out of vogue with the taste of the 
times. She lived on very small amounts of money sent to her 
by her publishers. Miss Manning, a spinster, had had a particul 
ariy sad romance. As a younger woman she had known a you
ng officer, who wanted to propose marriage to her, but was 
very nervous about being rejected. So, before he left for mil
itary service in India, he sent her a letter proposing marriage 
and very considerately, he wrote that if he did not receive a 
reply from her he would infer that his proposal was rejected. 
Miss Manning received the letter with great enthusiasm. She 
ecstatically wrote her reply giving immediate and unqualified 
consent to his proposal of marriage. Her brother was going 
to the post office and she asked him to post the letter for her. 
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On Sundays, during the day and before dusk, a great deal 
of social life was centered around attending church services 
and taking walks or going on carriage drives in public parks. 
A typical Victorian Middle or upper Middle class family living 
in, say, Prince's Gate or Prince's Gardens (off Queen's Gate) 
would attend their local church on Sundays before lunch. Such 
a family would have attended quite probably, St. Paul's church, 

Wilton Place, Knightsbridge; the most suitable one and the 
one nearest to their resid&nce. This church was described as 
"a great galleried hall, lighted by perpendicular windows with, 
at the west end a pinnacled tower, and at the East a shallow 

chancel". At its east end it had a large stained glass window, 
and a quite good organ, and "The beauty and elaborateness of 
the musical services at St. Paul have long been noted" (39). 
Returning home for lunch, the family would probably go for a 
walk in nearly Hyde Park in the early afternoon. 

Hyde Park was originally a 16th century manor. It was 
turned into a park as early as 1536 when Henry VIII wanted a 
game park near his palace, and the park was thus enclosed with 
a fence. It was kept by Queen Elizabeth as a game reserve. 
During the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth 
and James I, Hyde Park was used as a game reserve and hunting 
ground. Charles I opened up the park as pleasure grounds for 
the inhabitants of London. Our hypothetical Victorian family 
would have been spectators at Military parades, which were 
held in the park in 1860, 1864 and 1866 (40). The famil~ could 
also have driven in their carriage during weekdays across Ro
tten Row which ran between Hyde Park Corner to Queens 
Gate. ''For two or three hours every afternoon" writes a Vic
torian author" in the season, except Sunday the particular 
portion of the drive which happens that year to be the 
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However, not all public evening life took place in Conti

nental-style gourmet restaurants, or in plush, lavishly deco

rated pleasure-dor,1es. The u-aditional public House ot· conv

erted coaching inn still played a major role in the catering 

trade, and which still enjoyed an estabilished and appreciat

ive clientelle. Perhaps one of t:he most famous of such estat';. 

shments was the "Bull and Bush" 2.t North End, Hampstead, 

highly favoured by Victorlac·, paintet·s because of its ur'qt!•ly 

picturesque location at theWestern end of the Heath from 

which London could be seen to the South. On clear days hills 

as far South as SutTey to the South, and stretches of landscape 

stretching from Han~ow to Hainault northwards could also be 

seen (37). The "13ul! and Bush" a white .-faced f)'•ilding with a 

slate roof was an old house with bow windows and adorned 

with sketches of various Victorian artists~ Especially attractive 

was its garden at the back. In spring and summer tea was se

rved in the terrace behind the house, where a huge stone vase 

stood brimming with flowers. The inn's bowling lawn with its 

thick green tut~f, cane chahs and quaint, marble-topped tables 

was enclosed by lush arbours.\Afaiters hurried about carrying 

cakes, bread, tea, jams and jellies to family parties. Near the 

bowling green was a raised platform, where outdoor summer 

dances, called "cinderellas", were held. The "Bull and Bush" 

became part of English folklors and the theme for a music hall 

song. A contemporary British TV serial entitled "Oide Tyrne 

Music Hall" has "The Old Bull and Bush" as its theme song. 

Another famous place of this category was "The Mitre"at Ham

pton Court, with its famous but basic fare of pea soup and ro

ast duckling. It was a late Georgian in which had a distinct pe

riod atmosphere, "its old cookery, old furniture, old pictures, 

and old china, ... old plate and old manners "werll all carefully 

preserved" (38). 
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weeks in advance, and each host payed for his own party, but 
Romano supplied ?.II the festive trinkets and tinsel: masks, 
streamers, silly hats, tambourines, and various other toys ;•.nd 
trifles. "The shops of Paris and Vienna" it was said "were ran 
sacked to provide 1wvelties " for that evening at Romano's(35) 

But not all high-quality gourmet restaurants in Victorian 
London were colorful, exhuberant or exotic.Many were very 

modest establishments which earned a high reputation through 
sheer excellence combined with good value for money. One 
such place was "Kettner's" in Church street, Soho, established 
by one Auguste Kettner in 1867. It was "discovered" by a" 

Times" correspondent years later, in which he described it as 
a very clean restaurant with very good food at cheap prices. 

The "Times" article made Kettner's fortune. Overnight, his 
place became famous. Jou1·nalists, artists, writers and actors 
became regular clients of Kettner's which they considered to 
be a real chef's restaurant. Kettner consequently expanded 
his restaurant; which eventually occupied the ground floors 
of several houses. Private rooms or. the first floor catered for 

couples requiring privacy.(36) 

Kettner's establishment is a good example of how goul·
met cookery was able to provide fame and fortune for total 
nonentities. Any cook wh<•.t soever, provided he has talent 
and luck, could be an overnight success. Nothing succeeds 
like success. Thus, the main impetus for motivation to success 
in the restaurant business, in itself provided further motiva
tions for excellence in culinary artistry and for luxuriousness 
in interior decoration. This, in turn, ensured further fame 
and success which motivated yet further urges to excel, and 
so on. This particular multiplier effect was one of the main 
factors affecting the quality and standards of the entertainm

ent and restaurant business. 
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It is this sapless stiffness which perhaps helped to provide 
the raison d'etre for the lavishness of the Victorian " pleasure

dome" restaurants: It was a means of prizing the stiff, self -em
bracing rich away ft·om their stuffy, over- furnished drawing 

rooms in an atmospheres of exotic release , the prime object 
being, of course, to help them part with their cash. 

Haute cuisine and interior decoration competed with one 

another for lavishness of display. In the East Room of the Cri

terion (described above) , the most exotic fare was served, 
such as,'Caille a 'Ia Sainte Alliance" , whish was an imitation 

of one of Brilla Savarin's famous dishes :it consisted of a truffle 

inserted in an ortolan ( a garden bird esteemed as a delicacy) ; 
and the ortolan, in tum , was inserted "1n a quail . Immediately 

under the East Room were the ',Marble Restaurant and Grill 

Room" described as ',the most beautiful saloons in Lonbon 
decortcd with rnar·bles and inlay of Venetian glass" (33), 

Some r~::::staurants had a distinctly comic opera m:mosphere 

about them and during the feotive season, thcil' forms of gaeity 

reminded one of Pt·ince Orlofsky's lavish charnpane parties 
in "Die Flede1·maus". One such restaurant was Romano's. AI· 

fonso Nicoli no Romano, a head waiter at the Cafe Royal, bought 

with his savings a small fried fish shop in the Strand during the 
early years of this century and converted it to a bar and rest

aurant, addine a "Cafe Vaudeville" next to the famous Vaud-
·~ 

eville Theatre. l<.omano himself was part of the "comic-opera" 

atmosphere of his establishment. He was a cutly-haired humo
rous quick witted Italian, talking Anglo-Italian jargon, and was 

on easy famiiiarity with most of his clients "without ever over

stepping the line" (34). The operatic atmosphere of this rest· 

aurant was represented by the ',Twelfth-Night-" dance given 

by the habitues of the Restaurant. All tables were secured 



Though they may well have preferred to give dinner-parties 
at home, space, airiness and light were problems . In The Man 
of Property, Roger Forsyte gave a dinner -dance at hi~ house in 
Prince's Gardens S.W.7. The host did his best to have as much~ 
light and space as possible: 

Roger's house in Prince's Gardens was brilliantly alight. 
Large members of wax candles had been collected and 
placed in cut-glass chandeliers, and the parquet floor of 
the long, double drawing-room reflected these conste
llations. An appearance of real spaciousness had been 
secured by moving out ali the furniture on to the upper 
landings, and enclosing the room with those strange app
endages of civilization known as "rout' seats (29). 

Here we clearly see an attempt by the host to give the 
maximum possible space and light effect to his party. Victorian 
London houses such as tho:0 i~ Prince's Gate were tall, narrow 
and angular rather than large, airy and spacious.When Prince's 
Gate and Prince's Gardens were first built inl855, the critic 
Leight Hunt described them as resembling "a set of tall thin 
gentlemen squeezing together to look at something over the 
way" (30). 

The Forsyte family in The Man of Property represent, to 
considerable extents the typical prosperous Victorian family. 
The Forsytes "are on top of the world, secure in their self-re
gard, encased in their possessions" (31). As Walter Allen says 
of the Forsytes, "they live entirely in terms of property; money 
conditions them completely ... their sense of property Is 
powerful and all pervasive as to have ossified their vital feel
lings and produced in them sclerosis of the imagination" (32) , 



feminine frocks and frills. Such new places as the East Room 

were "made beautiful that mankind should bring in beautiful 

women there to eat things delicate" (25). it was decorated in 

white and gold and its orchestra was breath takingly perched 

in a gilded cage above the main entrance. The "Trocadero" 

was decorated in cream and gold and had hand-painted cei
ling panels on which cupids sported. There were crimson and 

gold draperies; wall panels of silk and brocade and red More
coo leather chairs with gold initials on the back with the same 

on the collars of waiters. Its atmosphere was described as eff

using "a blaze of gorgeousness recalling the Arabian Nights'( 26) 

Victorian restaurant building and decoration emenated from 

the general architectural pl"inciples of the age, which was still 

haunted by the older traditious based on "the need to create 

a recognizable likeness of someone or something" (27), 

Ali this lavishness was intended to lure the wealthy away 
from their dreary home lives into its own never-never atmos

phere of sumptuous exoticism. Victorian dinner -·parties were 

often depicted ln literature ::·lS duH and lifeless affairs. In John 

Galsworthy The Man of Property, first published in 1906 but 
which very-much reflected the Victorian milieu '1t assiduously 

attempted to depict, we have the following account of a dull 

dinner given at home by the Forsyte family: 

Dinner began in silence; the women facing one another 

and the men. 

In silence the soup wns finished·-excdlent, if a little 
thick and fish was brought. In silence it was handed. 

Bosinney vcntt~red: "It's the first spring day". 
lrenf~ ~:<::hGed softly: !Yes--the first spring day' 
'Spring' said June: 'There isn't a breath of air'. 

No one replied (28), 



tors helped to prepare the ground work from which this Epi
cureanisam luxuriated. From the wealth raked in from colon
ized lands, new commercial classes sought to express them
selfes amongst other ways-through the joys of the palate.lmp
erial personnel, soldiers, administrators,m erchants, sailors, 
spending their leave in the metropolis after long dreary per
iods of service overseas were prepared to spend lavishly on 
entrtainment, especially on wh;tt they considered to be good 
food served in opulant and luxurious surroundings. 

An elaboratrc culinary civilization thus flourished in late 
19th century London which seriously challenged its counter

part in France. Restaurants, especially those of the great hot
els like the Savoy, the Carlton and the Criterion became " 
"Kubla l(hane:;que" ple?":;ure domes of culinary delights. In an 
age when Romanticism blended in with Imperialism, advent
ure and exploration,sumptuous exotic and lavishly decorated 
restaurants provided an outer escapism simultaneous to the 
inner escapism provided by gout·met cookery. Ptince's Rest
aurant in Jermyn Street was decorated 'n a way to facilitate 
escapism into a light ai;·y classical land. Its ceiling reached 
great hieghts. Its walls wet·e creamy and its curtains soft pink. 
Its tall windows on the South and West were reflected in mir

rors. Fine marble statues of nymphs on pedestals !coked down 
wistfully on diners. Its "electroliers"wsere haded to give gol
den and pink light, "very becoming to the complexions of the 
ladies"; and its carpets, matching the upholestery of its chai

rs, were of deep rose and pink. (2.4) 

Women began to accompany men out to dinner in the 
1870's. The "E~~st Room" of the "Criterion", first opened in 

1873 was thereby designed and decorated to harmonize with 



Interest in gastronomy and Haute Cuisine in late 19th 

century London was widespread among the more privileged 

classes. Gourmets met at selected cafes and restaurants. The 

"Cafe Royale", opened on February lith 1865 in lower Reg
ent Street gradually g~.ined fame and became a restaurant where 

gourmets went to drink fine wine and eat good food, and its 

wine list was magnificently comprehensive and included all 
Europe's finest wines, including the Swiss, and was the ideal 

place for bachelor gourmet dinners, though it did not attempt 

to attract ladies (21). Gourmets had their own restaurant, the 

"Restaurant Des Gourmet~" in Lisle Street. The "Reunion des 

Gastronomes", a body of professional gourmets concerned 

with good eating, consisted of proprietors and managers of 

hotels, restaurants and clubs. It held periodic meetings to dis

cuss and take action on all aspects of Haute Cuisine and the al
imentary arts. There was also the ''Ligue Des Gourmands", 

an association of the great French chefs in London, and its pre

sident was Escofficr himself. It held annual feasts since 1899, 

which appear to have been discontim1ed at the outbreak of 

the First Wor·ld War.After dinner,elaborate gastronomic cer

emonies we;·e performed. For instance, guests stood up and 
sang a hymn to St. f'ortunat, the Patron Saint of Cooks: 

"St. Fortunat, honneur a toi, 

0 notr"e chef! 0 notre roi, 

St. Fortu nat" (22.) 

Car"ful and enthusiastic distinctions were made between 
gourmets and gourmands.··Agourmet's taste was held to have 

been acquired whi!~ that of a gourmand was considered to be 

innate. (23) Interest in gastronomy and Haute Cuisine was a 
fc;rm of conspicuous consumption manifesting i·rself in worl·· 

dly Epicurean sensuality. Social, economic and political fac-



us the greatest number of enjoyments because: (I) The plea
sures of eating, in moderation, is the only one not followed by 
fatigue. (2) It is common to every time, age and condition. (3) 
Because it returns a~d must be satisfied at le;.st three times a 
day. (4) It combines with other pleasures and consoles us for 
their absence. (5) Its sensations are more lasting than others 
and more subject to our will ( 18). 

Brillat-·Savarin defines Gastronomy as "the scientific kn
owledge of all that relates to man as an eater. Its aim is by me
ans of the best possible food to watch over the preservation 
of mankind, attaining that end by laying down certain princi·· 
pies to direct in the search, supply or preservation of alimen
tary substances. It also considers how food may influence the 
moral nature of man, his imagination, his perceptions .... it de
termines precisely when each art ide of food is fit for use, for 
all are not presentable in the same circumstances... Some kno
wledge of gastronomy is needed by all men since it tends to 
increase the alloted sum of human happiness" (19). 

To Brillat-Savarin, "gourmandize" even have distinctive 
appearances: .. 

"They have broad faces, sparkling eyes, small forheads, 
short noses, full lips, round chins. Females are plump, rather 

p1·etty than handsome, \'lith a tendency to 'emboi1point'- they 
are excellant guests: They eat slowly and taste with reflection. 
They never hurry away from the places where they have been 
well-treated. 

On the other hand, a totally different picture is drawn of 
those who do not eat properly: 

12 

"Those whom nature has refused an aptitude for the enj
oyment of taste have long faces, long noses, large eyes; 
give an appearance of elongation; have black straight hair, 
are deficient in embonpoint. The women are angular get 
tired at table and live on tea and scandal" (20). 



Reign of Terror he went into exile in America where he appe
ars to have found in good food a comforting escape from the 
horrors of the Revolution and the Guillotine. He then returned 
to France and vtas appointed judge. His most famous wo.-k 
Physiologie duGout was published a yeat· befor his death in 1825, 
and ran through five or six editions. 

Brillat-Savarin's Physiologie duGout was the "sacred" book 
of Victorian gourmets. It gave chefs the incentiv~' to excel in 
developing "Haute Cuisine" . Dining properly, wrote Brillat
Savarin, is the t·aison d'etre for proper living; on it depends 

success or failure in life. Napoleon, we are told, was irregular 
at his meals. He ate fast and badly. The moment app<etite was 
felt it had to be satisfied. For Napoleon, chicken, cutlets and 
coffee had to be available anytime, anywhere. Eating fast and 
carelessly, he tells us, parlaysed. Napoleon on two ofthe -most 
critical occasions of his life-the battles of Borodino and Lei

psic (I 7). 
Extracts from Brillat-·Savarin became household proverbs 

for chef and gourmet alike: 
-- - "The pleasures of the table are com rnon to all ages and 
ranks to all countries and times; they not only harmonize 
with all other pleasures, but remain to console us for their 
loss''. 

-- .... "Animals feed, man eats; the man of sense and culture 
alone understands <lating". 
--- "Tell me what you eat, and I will tell you wh:;t you are". 
- ... -"/I. drunkard knows not how to drink, and he who eats 

too much or too quickly knows not how to eat". 

-- -"In eating, the order is from the more substantial to 
the lighter". 

-"Cookery is an art, but to roast requires genius". 
-- -- "of all the senses in their natural state, taste procures 

II 



right thing at the t'ight: time in the right place; moving quie
tly ovet- a restaurant, "seeing evet-ything, bowing to a diner, 
whispering to waiter". Ritz was the first to introduce the ma
xim "The customer is always right". Whenever Escoffier inv
ented a dish, Ritz and his wife would sit and judge it. Since the 
Savoy hotel and restaurant opened in 1889, Ritz and Escoffier 
made many other restaurants successful. 

Another factor which contributed to the impmvement 
of evening life in Victorian London was the fact that a series 
of very famous chefs succeeded onE'! another in the most cel
ebrated t·estaurants. After Ritz and Escoffier left the Savoy, 
another famous chd', Joseph, took over the Savoy after being 
brought over from the "t1ariveaux" restaurant in F'aris. Jos
eph was born of French parents in--of all places- Birmingham. 
He had pleasant brovvn eyes and bushy eyebrows and was tot
ally absorbed in his profession. He took long walks during 
which he looked only at his boots as he thought up new dishes. 
His culinary dexterity was a delight to watch. " To see Joseph 
;carve a duck" it wa> said "was to see a splendid display of orn
ate swordsmanship" . Asked why he didn't go to the theatre, 
he said he would soon see six gourmets eating a well -cooked 
dinner than watch the finest performance Mme Sarah Berna
rdt could give" (16). 

Victorian restaurateurship was given a significant boost 
by the widespread and well established notions about gourmet 
dining as put fot·ward by the "Prince of Gourmets" M. Brillat
Savarin. Brillat -Savarin, a Frenchman, was born in the Rhone 
Valley, at the foot of the Alps, around the mid 18th century, 
of a family that had been barristers and magistrates for cent
uries. In 1789 at the age of 34 he was elected to the Constitu
tional Assembly, and rose in the Ft·ench Judiciary. During the 

Hl 



Restaurants were a major form of evening entertainment. 
In the 1860's restaurants were---by later standards-few and 
far between; and were mostly places where men dined alone 
without feminine company. This changed in the 1870's with 
the opening of the East Room of the "Criterion" (14). (See 
below) The transformation of London's restaurants from dull 
eating houses into sumptuous pleasure-domes where gour
mets could delight in " Haute Cuisine " began with the arri
val in London of the famous t·estaurateur and hotel manager, 
M. Ritz. Ritz was brought to London by Mr. D'Oyly Carte, 
Gilbert and Sullivan's impresario. Ritz was manager of the 
Hotel Nationale at Lucerne, and afterwards the Grand Hotel 
in Monte Carlo. D'Oyly Carte asked him if he would take over 
as manager of the Savoy hotel in London for six months in order 
to reorganize its restaurant. Ritz also bmught M. Escoffier 
one of the most famous chefs of the age with him. Escoffier 
was chef at the Grand Hotel at t1onte Carlo. 

After the arrival of Ritz and Escofficr, there was a dram
atic improvement in London's restaurants, and it was said of 
Ritz that he "first taught the mass of the rich English how to 
dine in cultural comfort in their own capital'. He made the 
'after-theatre" supper a popular meal; introdu.ced music at 
meals. especially on Sundays; and vastly improved the range 
and quality of desserts by appointing M .Rumpel Mayor-- the 
famous pastry cook-as one of his advisers (IS) It was said that 
after Ritz's arrival, the French began to come to London to eat 
well, instead of the other way round. Ritz was described as 
"a very slim, very quiet man with nervous hands clasped tig 
htly together". A well-shaved, well-brushed figure, he looked 
as if he had just emerged from a package. He always did the 
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pedigree, and was driven by a dandified cabman. The second 
was far less elegant and comfortable, and was described as " 
terrible;' driven by "wild horses and uncouth cabmen" (II). 
The first bus service was started in 1829 and ran from Paddi 
ngton to the Bank (of England). Later in the century th.e und
erground was built by Sir John Fowler to relieve congestion 
and was described as "dark passages ..... beautifully clean and 
lighted subways bright with their well arranged tiles, fresh as 
new sovereigns from the mint .. ·gloomy staircases which remind 
you 'xcibly of the stairs of ancient monasteries worn by the 
feetofmonksand bytime". By 1885,260milesofunderg.roud 
Railway was in service within a radius of six or seven miles of 
Charing Cross, helping to relieve congestion and to take the
atre audiences back home ( 12). 

The most prevalent form of evening entertainment in 
Vittorian London was the music hall. It catered for the needs 
of practically all classes of society, but was especially popular 
with the lower orders; and was considered their main-if not 
the only-form of public entertainment. By 1890 there were 347 
of them graded as first, second, third and fourth class ( 13). The 
entrance fee was about one shllllng, and the bill of fare included 
such items as: a comic argument between a factory girl and a 
shop assistant; impersonations; ventriloqulsms; sentimental 
songs; and heartly patriotic songs of a jingelstic strain, usually 
in reference· to an imperial incident. Foreign visitors in London, 
mainly from the Continent, often had a visit to a music hall on 
their itinerary. Many of them, however, were not roused by 
musie hall songs. They thowght they sounded like Psalms sang 
in church. Scottish and Irish bal:lads were more favoured by 
vi:sitors. 



could be visibly and clearly distinguished in the evenings In 
downtown London. As audiences leave the theatres and music 

·halls in the Piccadilly area sHeams of people, men and women 
in evening dress, walk along the pavements while hansom cabs 
and carriages head homewards midst flashing and twinkling 
lights. Glimpses oft he rich could be seen," ... sylph-like forms, 
pink flushed happy faces, snowy shoulders half-hidden in lace 
or chiffon or in cloaks of silk and satin ;diamonds sparkling in 
hairdos ... light laughter ripples over to you as faint fragrance 
perfumes the ait·"(6). In the evenings, everyone goes out in 
evening dress (dress coats and white ties)."Everyone puts on 
a tail coat at night"; and "everyone" includes both gentlemen 

and scoundrels(7).But while the rich could be seen strolling 
in leisurely fashion along the main downtown streets in their 
finery, the poor hovered energetically everywhere. Hundreds 
of street urchins could be seen selling matches and hailing 
cabs (B) In the Strand, flower girls exerted strenuous efforts, 
to sell their flowers at a penny a bunch. Scores of urchins were 
'ready to do anything for a copper, all struggling for existence 
at the Adelphi arches" (9). In 1885, the number of paupers in 
London was estimated at 150,000 (10). These paupers took 
over London parks at night, where, it was said, it was not qu
ite respectable for gentlemen or ladies to walk across them 
after dark. (See below for further details on public parks) .. 

Evening public entertainment was gt·eatly facilitated by 
the availability of public transport.The "Hansom cab", inven
ted by Aloysius Hansom in 1833 was freely available and plied 
the streets regularly .By 1890 there were 14,500 hansoms in 
London, and were of two kinds: the first, called an S.T- 'Shr
ewsbury Talbot" was elegant and comfortable, with noiseless 
wheels, and was harnessed to a strong haughty horse of noble 
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This self-indulgent, comfortable complacency was best 
reflected in the social and public forms of entertainment in 
Victorian London. Another factor which accentuated this com
placency was the protracted period of peace which Britain 
enjo}'ed in the 19th century. Apart from the short Crimean 
conflict of 1854--6, Britain took no part in any European war 
between IBIS and 1914 (3). This very long period of peace ch
aracterized the whole Victorian era, and together with incr
ease" material prosperity, was another cause giving t·ise to the 
complacency mentioned above, and which, in turn, manifested 
itself in the capital's social and evening life. Much of this ent
ertainment was an internal, household one, and was greatly 

facilitated by the abundance of domestic servants. The wealth 
of the Victorian upper and middle classes was reflected, amo
ngst other things, by the very high numbers of household se
rvants. By 1870, the population of Britain was 21 million, more 
than a million of whom were employed as domestic staff (4). 
Other indications of the fabulous wealth of the Victorian upper 
classes include the rapid increase in company formation and 
capital exports. In 1864, 975 joint-stock companies were formed 
with a capital of 235 million; and in the following year 1014 
new companies were registered. By 1870, 800 milion was 
invested overseas, compared with 300 million in 1850; and 
for the twenty years ending in 1874, Britain exported an ann
ual average surplus of capital of about I 5 million. All this was 
facilitated by the deeply entrenched concepts of liberalism; 
and the doctrines of laissez-faire were adopted with enthus
iasm "because they were so admirably suited to a period of 
rapid expansion" (5). 

The gap between the well-heeled and the shabbily shod 
in Victorian London was a large, yawning one. The two classes 



Aspects of Social and Evening life 

in Victorian and Early Modern london 

By Ibrahim EI.M.umayiz 
M.A.,-M.A., Ph.D 

Social and evening life in Victorian London was, essent
Ially, a manifestation of the class system and the consequent 
distribution of wealth arising therefrom. The "two" classes 
of society-the "well-heeled" (the upper, upper middle, and 
middle dasses), and the lower classes, could be. almost visibly 
distinguished throughout London in the evenings. The upper 
classes refl.ected the increasing wealth that poured into Vict
orian England, largely through Imperial expansion and the 
colonization and exploitation of other lands. Its colonial Emp
ire,. Dominions and other possessions gave Britafn a clear for
eign trade advantage. By 1870, its foreign trade exceeded that 
of France, Italy and Germany put together, and was nearly 
four times that of the United States (I) . Material progress was 
further enhanced by the technical innovations of the Industrial 
Revolution, and by traits and qualities such as industriousness, 
business effeciency and private enterprise which the age uph
eld as supreme among the social and economic virtues. "This 
situation", writes the social historian David Thomson, "indu
ced in large sections of the upper and middle classes a mood 
of comfortable complacency" (2). 
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